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ABSTRACT
1hreo inch diamoter Czochralski	 ilicon substrates sliced directly to
`5 mil, 8 mil, and 27 mil thicknesses with wire saw techniques were procured.
Processing sequences incorporating either diffusion or ion Implantation
technologies were employed to produce n+p or n+pp+ solar cell structures.
These cells were evaluated for performance, ease of fabrication, and cost
effectiveness. it was determined that the use of 7 mil or even 4 mil wafers
would provide near term cost reductions for solar cell manufacturers.
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SUMMARY
This contract was for the investigation, development, and chat-acterizz,flon
of methods for establishing production-ready manufactur i ng processes which
utilize thin substrates for solar cells. The thin silicon substrates used for
these investigations were sawed directly from three Inch diameter ingots to
thicknesses of 8 mils and 5 mils. Wafers sliced to 17 mils were employed as thicK
substrate reference samples. Sodium hydroxide etching techniques were used to
prepare substrates with thicknesses ranging between the 5, 8, and 17 mil values.
Wafers as thin as 3.9 mils were processed.
it was concluded, in general, that by choosing an appropriate processing
sequence, exercising adequate care in handling, and providing sufficient start-
up time to transcend the learning period, the thinnest wafers could be handled
with yields only marginally smaller than those of the thickest wafers. Based
on wafer slicing and processing yields anticipated for full scale production
operations, it is cost effective to use even the thinno,t wafers.
Several possible processing techniques were considered. A baseline process
sequence using phosphorus diffusion was established for n+p type solar cells.
This is perhaps the simplest process, corresponding to common industry practices
today. It was determined that, in agreement with theory, :ell performance (both
voltage and current) decreases steadily as substrate thickness is decreased.
Nevertheless, even for this simple cell structure it was shown that the thinner,
4 mil waferf world be most cost effective.
Numerous -ar• iations on the baseline process were considered, including
the use of ion implantation to provide phosphorus and boron doping. It was
determined that by using ion implantation processing, an advanced n+pp+ cell
structure could be obtained while ke6ping wafer handling to a minimum. This is
uimportant for maximizing yields for the very thin cells. ion implantation
techniques were shown to be capable of producing 7 mil cells with performance
equalling or exceeding 17 mil cells. Based on these considerations, a pilot
process sequence incorporating boron and phosphorus implants was established.
tota l of 418 wafers, etched to various thickness values which spanned
the range from 3.9 mils to 16.9 mils, was processed by the pilot sequence. The
resulting cell test data indicate that solar cell voltage performance can be
maintaloed regardless of cell thickness. However, for the process chosen it
I
i	 was found that short circuit current tended to decrease slowly for thicknesses
below 7 mils. One difficulty encountered for the pilot procoss was that too
few substrates we re processed to complete the learning experience and establish
a mature pilot line. This is particularly truu for the development of
routine handling techniques to insure against thin cell breakage. Nevertheless,
the results of the pilot process tests reinforce the conclusions of thin cell
cost effectiveness drawn from the baseline cell process.
It should be noted that this contract dealt primarily with the processing
of thin substrates. Investigations were not performea with respect to
slicing techniques. Thin silicon substrates for use in this effort were procured
from a material supplier (Motorola) where they were produced by present day
technology.
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iNTRODUCTION
Today, most commercially manufactured silicon solar cells arc fabricated
on /nQmf grown and sliced substrates. The |nomf technology is primarily the
	 !
Czochrolsk[ process. The Ingots are a|/cad ^ typically with an |O circular saw,
to form the substrate wafers. 8s-sowed wafers are chemico/|y etched to remove
sawing damage present on the surfaces.
Solar cell substrates prepared utilizing this ingot and sawing tmchnn|og\
^J
~
usoa||y h,-,va fh|cknosses of 12 to 15 mils. This thickness is dictated by
cunvoot|ooa} substrate preparation yields and process handling considerations.
|xyerionce w/fh 10 saw |ny of crysfa|s has shown that saw Ing y[e|ds decrease
Jramaf(oa/|y as the wafer thickness is decreased, primarily due to breakage
during sawing. Handling of thinner uubsfafes during subsequent solar ce/l
processing h"/s also shown breakage problems for many current process sequences.
7h1s is not neoossar/|y frun for o|| processes, and Is pr| mar i{y a resu!t of
frodifiona| rough and non-automated hand |inO Ipchn|que5.
Thicknessos of Y,^ to 15 m/|s are greater than needed for good so|ar ce| |
yorformunce. In genuri|, the s||/con substrate thickness should he comparable
^» +ho mi nor ||y corrier Jiffus|on |engfh, For typical Czochru/ski substrates,
./i[(u'i|on /ongths aro on the order of lOO um (4 m|Is) at most. Substrate thickness
in pxcoss of the diffusion length does not contribute substantially to cell
performance but serves primarily as mechanical support. This extra support
thickness contributes heavily to the cost of the completed solar oe|| since,
today, silicon material is a major ccsf driver.
[urther problems exist with /D sawing of ingots, namely, kerf |use and saw
damogo. For } Inch diameter wafers, the kerf loss from |D sawing can be
expected to he 12 m i I s, or greater. Moreover, surface damage generated on the
^
wafer during sawing can range up to 1 mil deep. This surface damage must be
9
removed to achieve an efficient solar cell. This means that approximately 14
mils of silicon thickness are lost to kerf and saw damage for each substrate cut.
This amounts to a substantial cost for each solar cell, which is incurred prior
to any solar cell processing. It would be very desirable to reduce both wafer
thickness and kerf loss.
Several companies are implementing technologies for multiple-wire sawing of
silicon ingots, routinely sawing thinner wafers with this technology than is
possible with traditional ID sawing. These wafers have sawing damage layers only
6 to 8 um deep on each surface, less than half the depth of damage in ID sawed
wafers. Therefore, less etching is required to remove saw damage. Further,
this can be done with a kerf loss of 7.5 to 8 mils. Such a slicing technology
can be used to cut wafers at least as thin as 5 mils. Wafers this thin and with
such a small kerf loss can have a major cost reduction effect on near-term solar
cell manufacturing costs, if wafer preparation yields are acceptable and if solar
cell fabrication processes are employed which minimize wafer handling and
breakage.
The possibility of using wafers sawed at 5 mils with a 7.5 mil kerf makes
the attainment of 1 m2 of solar cells per kg of starting silicon a realistic
short term proposition.
A square meter of silicon t mils thick weighs:
100 cm x 100 cm x t mils x 10-3 in x 
2.54 cm x 2 ' 3-3^m 
= 59 t gm.
mil
	
in	 cm
Allowing for kerf loss, the thinner (5 mil) wafers utilize 12.5 mils of
crystal; this produces 32 wafers per cm of crystal. Hence, a square meter of
silicon 5 mils thick utilizes 59 x 12.5 = 737.5 gm of silicon. This allows a budget
of 262.5 gm out of the original 1000 gm of silicon for losses including crystal
growing, slicing, and solar cell processing. Such a loss - 35% - is well within
the bounds of practicality.
4
rAt current prices for polycrystalline silicon, about $90/kg, the silicon cost
for such a square meter of 5 mil thick silicon would be $90. Assuming 141 encapsulated
efficiency, which is now a generally accepted goal for single crystal silicon solar
cell modules, one square meter of silicon would produce 140 watts. This results in a
cost of $90/kg / 140 watts/kg - 641/watt. At a projected intermediate pol y
-crvstailine silicon price of $25/kg, :t:o silicon content of a solar module will
be less than 18Q/watt, which is well ­ :-­ in the budget for a $2/watt module. At a
projected long term polycrystalline silicon price of $7.50/kg, the !^illcon content
of a solar module will be about 51/watt. This figure is not out of line for a
501/watt budget of about 151/watt each for the silicon substrate, wafer processing,
.and encapsulation.
The purpose of this contract was the investigation and characterization of
solar call fabrication, processes which could utilize thin substrates for solar
cells. The work proceeded on the assumption that thin substrates could be
p rocured from a material supplier and, thus, did not include technical studies
or development of sawing techniques. Three inch diameter wafers sliced by
wire-saw techniques were purchased from the Motorola Semiconductor Croup Materials
Operation In three as-sawed thickness categories.
	 17 mils, 8 mils, and 5 mils.
The 17 mil wafers were received In the as-sawed condition and used as control
samples. The 8 mil wafers were received in two groups, one as-sawed and the
other~ chew-etched to 7 mils to guarantee saw damage removal. The 5 mil
wafers were received only after chem-etching to 4 mils.
These three thickness categories, when combined with varying degrees of
surface etching immediately prior to cell processing, provided a range of
substrates from today's conventional wafers to the thinnest wafers deemed
practical with sliced-ingot technology. These substrates were used with
various various cell processes to investigate the tradeoffs between processing
5
yields and cell performance as a function of wafer thickness. Processes
based on both gasecu y diffusion techniques and ion ioomplantation techniques
were studied. Both simple (front junction only) cell structures as well as
devices incorporating back-surface enhancement layers were considered. in all
cases, a primary criterion for process sequence choice 4as to minimize the
required wafer handling so as to reduce thin cell breakage and increase yield,
Working with wafers which are substantially thinner than conventional
substrates required a IAarning period, both in the development lab and on the
production line. The number of cells processed over the duration of this contract
was too small for an accurate statistical evaluation. It is believed, however,
that sufficient quantities of material were processed to allow detection of
all major problems attributed to thin cells and associated with the processes
investigated. To this end, enough information has been developed to project
the cost effects of introducing thin substrates into cell process lines in
production quantities.
The following technical discussion details the specific investigations completed.
In general, it has been demonstrated that the use of substrates thinner than
today's conventional silicon wafers is an effective approach to reducing solar
cell costs.
6
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3.0	 TECHNICAL. DISCUSSION
	
3.1
	
THIN SUBSTRATE PROCUREMENT
Orders were placed with the Motorola Semiconductor Group Materials Operation
for thin silicon substrate samples. Sample wafers were sliced from 3 Inch
diameter, p-type (boron doped) Czochralski ingots of approximately 1 ^-cm
resisitivity. The wafers were sawed to nominally 8 mil and 5 mil thicknesses
using a multiple-wire saw. After sawing, most samples were chemically etched
to remove approximately one-half mil from each side to eliminate residual
sawing damage. Hence, final thickness values were 7 mils and 4 mils. A number
of the 8 mil as-sawed substrates were delivered before etching. These substrates
were used for the later "production process" lots as well as for studies on saw
damage removal.
In addition to the thin substrates, wire-sawed (and edge-rounded) wafers
approximately 17 mils thick were obtained. These wafers were used as control
samples to approximate the performance of solar cells of conventional thickness.
The substrates thus procured for testing had excellent statistical
distributions of wafer thickness and wafer resistivity. Sample measurements
from the group of 8 mil as-cut wafers and the group of 4 mil sawed and etched
wafers are given in Tables 1, 2, and 3.
Tables 1 and 2 show thickness measurements made at five positions on each
wafer tested. The five positions Include a center position and four edge positions
as shown in Figure 1. The average for all thickness measurements on the nominally
8 mil as-cut wafers is 8.24 mils (standard deviation is 0.18 mils). The average
for the nominally 4 mil sawed and etched wafers is 4.27 mils (standard
deviation is 0.10 mils).
7
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Test wafer thickness measurer
Test Wafer
Number
Thickness	 In Mils
Center Edge
Position Positions
1 8.10 8.00 7.93 8.18 8.08
8.21 8.12 8.33 8.21 8.39
3 8.14 8.05 8.29 8.19 8.17
4 8.25 8.13 8.38 8.58 8.13
5 8.50 8.63 8.54 8.53 8.68
6 8.03 8.12 8.00 8.00 7.99
7 8.19 8.08 8.02 8.23 8.29
8 8.22 8.12 8.15 8.19 8.15
9 8.42 8.42 8.40 8.28 8.27
10 8.39 8.52 8.41 8.25 8.24
Center
Readings
All
Readings
Mean 8.25 8.24
Standard Deviation 0.15 0.18
% Standard Deviation 1.8% 2.2%
shed wafers.
Test Wafer
Number
Thickness	 In Mils
Center
Position
Edge
Positions
1 4.37 4.30 4.41 4.12 4.41
2 4.33 4.20 4.25 4.21 4.32
3 4.32 4.35 4.10 4.32 4.05
4 4.28 4.15 4.41 4.08 4.18
5 4.39 4.28 4.39 4.28 4.37
6 4.35 4.38 4.36 4.30 4.30
7 4.38 4.28 4.27 4.40 4.23
8 4.34 4.20 4.30 4.33 4.21
9 4.32 4.24 4.38 4.18 4.26
10 4.41 4.30 4.44 4.48 4.49
11 4.25 4.10 4.26 4.19 4.11
12 4.20 4.14 4.28 4.11 4.10
13 4.31 4.51 4.12 4.17 4.19
14 4.37 4.22 4.18 4.39 4.12
15 4.28 4.31 4.22 4.11 4.19
16 4.32 4.33 4.23 4.^1 4.27
17 4.37 4.47 4.24 4.28 4.27
18 4.41 4.19 4.47 4.05 4.49
19 4.36 4.25 4.36 4.20 4.29
20 4.22 4.09 4.14 4.23 4.28
21 4.37 4.35 4.27 4.32 4.21
22 4.31 4.12 4.22 4.26 4.18
23 4.38 4.40 4.19 4.24 4.23
24 4.35 4.21 4.42 4.18 4.26
25 4.36 4.31	 1 4.43 4.12 4.31
Center All
Readings Readings
Mean 4.33 4.27
Standard Deviation 0.05 0.10
$ Standard Deviation 1.2% 2.3%
TABLE 3
Test wafer resistivity, measured at wafer center with four point probe.
Resistivity	 In n cm
Test Wafer
8 mil 4 milNumber
Wafers Wafers
1 1.29 1.30
2 1.31 1.35
3 1.31 1.18
4 1.23 1.13
5 1.38 1.21
6 1.25 1.21
7 1.34 1.15
8 1.20 1.14
9 1.24 1.16
10 1.19 1.17
11 1.22 1.16
12 1.24 1.24
13 1.23 1.30
14 1.21 1.23
15 1.06 1.25
16 1.10 1.15
17 1.07 1.16
18 1.22 1.31
19 1.23 1.32
20 1.15 1.32
21 1.06 1.23
22 1.12 1.20
23 1.12 1.17
24 1.08 1.21
25 1.27 1.17
Mean	 1.20 1.22
Standard Deviation	 0.09 0.07
% Standard Deviation	 7.5% 5.4%
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Figure t: Diagram showing positions where
thickness measurements were made
on sample wafers.
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Table 3 shows resistivity measurements made at the center of each woIv.
tested. The average thicknesses stated above were assumed for calculating wafer
resistivity. Wafers of either thickness have resistivities averaging near 1.2 it-cm.
These thin substrates represent what must be considered to be feasibility
trials in sawing thin wafers. The substrates sawed directly to 8 mils are
among the first to be produced by Motorola, and those sawed directly to 5 mils
are the first. The actual wafering yields obtained with these initial attnmpts
are good, but these yields are expected to improve rapidly as experience is
accumulated. it Is anticipated that a yield of 85$ is readily attainable for
8 mil wafer production. This means that, of the maximum number of available
wafers per Inch of crystal, 0.85 times this number will be achieved. The
maximum number of wafers per inch is determined by dividing one Inch by the sum
of the sawed wafer thickness in inches and the kerf loss. For the process used
to saw wafers for this contract, the kerf is 0.0078 inch. At 85% yield, an inch
of crystal should yield 63.3 wafers which are 8 mils thick.
The actual data for two of the wafer procurements made for this contract
are given below. For the first procurement, wafers were cut to nominally
8 mils, The actual measured thickness is 8.25 mils. A total of 14.0 inches
of crystal was sent to be sawed and 438 wafers were delivered. From 14.0 inches,
the maximum number of wafers available is 872 wafers (62.3 wafers/inch). Thus
the yield from the initial attempt was 50.2%. This is equivalent to 31.3
wafers/inch.
For the second procurement, wafers were cut to nominally 5 mils. The
actual thickness is 5.33 mils. A total of 11.1 inches of crystal was sent
to be sawed and 296 wafers were obtained. This represents a yield of 35.0%
since 26.7 wafers/inch were obtained while the maximum available was 76.1
wafers/inch.
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1 N i T IAL WAFERING COST ANALYSIS
jring the work on this contract, no substantial difficulties were
encountered in utilizing the same processing sequence for wafer thicknesses
ranging between t y
 mils and A mils. This is due, primarily, to the nature of the
process sequences studied. While initial experiments, as discussed in later
sections of this report, resulted in lower processing yields for the thinnest
wafers, this is deemed to be due to the learning experience and is not
considered to be a future impediment. No reason can be envisioned at this
time for assuming that the thinnest wafers must result in lower vieids in a
product ion process. Additionally, it is expected that down to a wafer thinness
of 4 mils there whoaid t ece no loss in solar cell power conversion efficiency
it tho pr opor cell design features  can be employed.
Accordingly, the principal cost tradeoff, occur in the wafer slicing process.
If t h in wafers can be sliced with reasonable ii.lds, more substrate area can i»e
obtained per kilogram of silicon ingot, thus offeeting a cost savings.
An initial wafering cost analysis has been performed using the JPL/IPEG
(Interim Price Esti mation Guidelines) formulas. The IPE.G methodoIoov is
thoroughly described in JPL Document,
 No. 5101-33.	 IPFG caiculations have been
madte to esi imato the price per watt for substrates of three separate thicknesses:
ii mil{^, 8 miis, and 5 mils. These thicknesses represent a standard reference
thickness plus the two as-cut thicknesses actually being used for this contract.
Only present-day, three inch diameter wafers are considered_
An important part of this analysis is use of a wire-saw process for slicing
standard Czochralski silicon ingots. The basic saw prarreters, listed in Table »,
are obtained both from reported data and in-house experience. These parameters
are used to compute the required EQPT, SQFT, DLAB, MATS, and lJTlL quantities for
the IPEG equation. In addition, a cosh of `>13."9 per square meter of cutting area
l
TABLE 4; MULTIPLE-WIRE SAW PARAMETERS
Silicon ingot diameter 3 Inches (7.62 cm)
Ingot length per cut 4 Inches (10.16 cm)
Kerf loss .0078 inch
Set-up time 40 min.
Cutting time 180 min.
Total cycle time 220 min.
Cost per saw (1977) $30,000
Machines per operator 10
Maintenance Mechanics 0.48/machine
Electricity usage 500 watts
Raw (domestic) water usage 1 gal/min.
Manufacturing space required 40 sq.	 ft./machine
Projected slicing yields
13 mil	 wafers 93%
8 mil	 wafers 85%
5 mil
	 wafers 80%
14
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The cost of the 3 inch diameter uzochraiski ingot used as the slicing input
material is assumed to be $250 per kilogram. This is taken from a 1978 price
calculation based on $60 per kilogram poly-silicon which was reported by SILTEC
at the ninth JPL Project Integration Meeting.
The price of a wafer obtained from this sl i cing process depends strongly on
sawing yields and throughput. Since the direct slicing of 5 mil wafers or 8 mil
wafers is not yet a production process, some reasonable assumptir. ­ , must be made
concerning yields. Actual yields in a production process are expected to be
considerably greater than the 50.2% and 35.0% values discussed in Section 3.1.
Slicing yields for 8 mil wafers should quickly approuch 8%, a reasonably
conservative value. Anticipating that 5 mil slicing won't quite be capable of
duplicating the yield for 8 mil slicing, it Is assumed that yields for 5 mil
slices will approach a value of 80%. Standard 13 mil wafers should be sliced
with at least 93% yields. Hence, for the purposes of this cost analysis, it
Is assumed that 13 mil wafers are sliced with 93% yield, 8 mil with 85% yield,
and 5 mil with 80% yield.
The maximum allowable throughput values for each wafer thickness must be
weighted by the yields assumed above. To determine throughput per saw, no`e
from Table 4 that one 4 inch long crys. I is sliced in each 220 minute period.
This 4 inch length, divided by the sum of the slice thickness plus .0076 inch
kerf, gives the maximum number of wafers produced in 220 minutes. Hence the maximum
throughput rates are as follows:
13 mil 0.874 waf/min. or 52.44 waf/hr.
8 mil 1.151 waf/min. or 69.06 waf/hr.
5 mil 1.420 waf/min. or 85.20 waf/hr.
:f
k
w
{
'", `	 15
16
41.
If these maximum rates are weighted by the assumed yields, then the assumed
throughputs used for IPEG calculations are as follows:
13 mil 52.44 x 0.93 - 48.77 waf/hr.
8 mil 69.06 x 0.85 = 58.70 waf/hr.
5 mil 85.20 x 0.80 = 68.16 waf/hr.
These throughput values will be used to determine the floor space, number of
machines, number of labor personnel, utility usage, and materials requirements
associated with slicing for a factory o perating at approximately one megawatt per
year output.
It is assumed that a 3 inch diameter solar cell power conversion efficiency
of 142 Is obtained. Then a throughput of 190 wafers/hour is equivalent to 999,146
watts/year. Thus all of the cost calculations will be based on a throughput of
190 waf/hr.
As an example calculation, consider floor space. A manufacturing space of
40 sq. ft. per machine is required, as noted In Table 4. For the three cases of
13, 8, and 5 mil slices, 190 waf/hr, requres more than one nvachine, since the
yielded throughputs per machine are less than this. To determine the floor
space requirement, the desired throughput (190 waf/hr) is divided by the yielded
throughput for each case and then multiplied by 40 sq. ft. Thus, the floor space
requirement for each case is as follows:
190 waf/hr13 mil
	 SQFT = 48.77 waf/hr x 40 sq. ft. = 155.83 sq. ft.
8-m 
I 
I 
	 SQFT =	 x 40 sq. ft. = 129.47 sq. ft.
— ^-	
190 waf/hr
58.70 watTr
190 waf/hr5 mil	 SQFT =	 x 40 sq. ft. = 111.50 sq. ft.68.16 waf/hr
Similar weightings are performed for the cost of materials (MATS), the
cost of labor (DLAB), the cost of capital equipment (EQPT), and the cost of
utilities (UTIL). The total values so obtained for each category are listed in
Table 5.
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Using the values in Table 5, the IPEG price equation Is applied. In this
equation, total price P - 0.489 EQPT + 96.9 SQFT + 2.133 DLAB + 1.255 MATS + 1.255
UTIL. This equation gives an estimate of the total selling price in dollars.
A more convenient set of units is dollars per watt, obtained by dividing the
total price equation by the total number of watts produced for that price (in this
case 999,146 watts, assuming 190 waf/hr for one year at 14% efficiency per wafer).
The total IPEG price and its component parts are given in 1975 dollars per watt
In Table 6. Hence the price of sliced substrates should be $2.767, $2.330, and
$2.031 for 13, 8, and 5 mil thicknesses, respectively, per watt.
Over two thirds of each of the total prices resulting from this cost analysis
are directly attributable to the cost of the Cz ingot starting material. If that
portion of the total price which is due to ingot costs is subtracted from the total
price, the effective add-on price for the slicing process is obtained. This is
shown in Table 7.
The total prices for sliced substrates given in Tables 6 and 7 are in
reasonable agreement with near-tern, price allocation guidelines established by
JPL. A table of near-term guidelines presented at the Ninth JPL Project
Integration Meeting is reproduced in Table 8. The expected price of $2.34 per
watt for the 1980 timeframe when polysilicon is priced at $60 per kilogram
is very close to the predicted prices of today's wire-wawed 13, 8, and 5 mil
substrates resulting from the IPEG analysis above.
3.3
	 INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL LOTS
Three inch diameter Czochralski wafers sawed to thicknesses of 17 mils,
8 mils, and 5 mils were prepared by the Motorola Semiconductor Group
Materials Operation. A multiple-wire sawing technology was employed. Some
of the 8 mil wafers and all of the 5 mil wafers were further prepared by
chemically etching 0.5 mil of silicon from each side to guarantee removal of
sawing damage. Statistical measurements on this material were reported in
18
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Section 3.1 of this report. A number of these wafers, along with some
control wafers produced by Wacker, wore used to establish the first six test
lots for thin cell fabrication. The cells produced in these lots provided
a baseline for ,judging cell performance and processing improvements
directed toward incorporating thin substrates Into p ,,oduction processing.
Each test lot was started with 24 wafers per lot. This number allows a
space position for a test wafer in the standard carriers and diffusion boats
which hold 25 wafers. Each of the six test lots is described in the following
paragraphs. Each starting wafer in each of the six lots has been measured to
determine wafer resistivity and thickness at the wafer center. All wafers
are Czochralski material.
Lot Al is a control. It contains wafers produced by Wacker which are
chemically etched on the back and polished on the front. The average wafer
resistivity is 2.34 9-cm (a = 0.10 n-cm) and the average center thickness
Is 14.28 mils (a = 0.21 mils).
Lot A2 contains wafers from crystals grown at Motorola; they are in
the as-cut condition and are edge rounded. The average wafer resistivity is
1.01 n-cm (a = 0.11 n-cm) and the average thickness at the center is 17.74
mils (a = 0.19 mils).
Lot A3 is a lot of thin, as-cut wafers grown and cut at Motorola.
These wafers are not edge rounded. The average wafer resistivity is
1.30 0-cm (a = 0.02 9-cm) and the average center thickness is 8.24 mils
(a = 0.20 mils).
A4 is a lot of thin wafers sliced at Motorola to approximately 5
mils and then chemically thinned to eliminate saw damage. Average wafer
resistivity is 1.20 a-cm (a = 0.04 n-cm) and the average center thickness
is 4.39 mils (a = 0.05 mils).
A5 is a lot of thin wafers sliced at Motorola to approximately 8
mils, edge rounded, and then chemically etched. The average wafer
22
hed surface condition.
Table 0 summarizes the substrate characteristics for each of the six test
S.
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1.4A Sl-cm (rl
	
Q. 1 q r2-cm) and the averar.j(, centor thickno5,,
15 7.22 mils (a - 0.11 mils).
Lot A6 Is Identical to lot A5 In starting condition. The average
wafer rosisitivity 15 1.51 Q-cm (a = 0.19 R-cm) and the average center
thickness is 7.09 mils (o - 0.09 pills).
Detailed tabulations of resistivity and starting thickness medsurement-,
for each lot will be presentee' as part of the data In Section
With  6. k  	 i 	 texturing,  	 i I	 I	 Ie exception ki surface 	 C)	 six lots were processed
through the same junction formation, antireflection coating, and metallization
'steps. The wafers in lots Al, A2, A3, A4, and A5 have been textured on
both sides using the standard Motorola texture etch process. As a result,
lots Al and A2 have -textured peaks with a nominal height of 7 microns, lot
A3 has textured peaks nominally 6.5 microns high, and lots A4 and A5 have
textured peaks nominally 5 microns high.
Each wafer in each lot was measured after texturinci to determine wafer
-thickness loss. The average "peak-to-peak" thickness loss from before to
a fter  texturing ranged from 4.6 microns to 7.b microns. Thickness measure-
ments were performed with a stage micrometer, so measurements with textured
surfaces reflect the distance from te> , tured peaks on one side to the tins ofr,
textured peaks on the other side. Thickness data after texture are also
tabulated in Section 3.5.3.
Lot A6 was not textured and has been retained in the smooth, chemically
23
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The initial six test lots of thin substrate solar cells were proce c sed with
the following process sequence:
1. Start with sawed, or sawed and etched, wafers.
2. Clean wafers In hot piranha solution (a mixture of sulfuric acid
and hydrogen peroxide), rinse, etch In dilute H p solution, rinse.
3. Texture etch both sides of wafers and rinse (excluding |mf A6).
4. Dry wafers using Freon
5. Plasma oxidation/clean
b.	 PH3 
diffusion, both Sh
7. Sk|p phn-,phorus g|ass
8. Dry wafers using Freon
vapor °dmgre.3er" technique.
(:esh/ngm).
Jas, at 9000C for approximately 18 minutes.
in HF and rinse.
vapor "degreaser" technique.
9.	 Mesa etch front perimeter and etch bmo4 to remove ph gsohorus layer.
This Is done with a standard phofores/st procedure to protect the
den|red junction from the silicon etch (nitric-hydrofluoric-acetic
oo|d mixture).
lO.	 Plasma oxidation/clean.
11,	 iPCVD Si 3 4N deposition.
12 ^ Etch front metal pattern, stripping back surface Si3N4 layer.
l].	 Mefo|||ae.
|n step 13, to e|/m7na +a initial concerti for stress in using a solder
coating process for the metal oon1aCf ^ o plated palladium-silver mafo||iznf|on
system was used for lots Al through 86.
In step 4 of the process sequence listed above, wafers are dried in the
following manner. After rinsing, a carrier of wet wafers is placed in o
container of |sopropm| alcohol which displaces and mixes with the water on
the wafer surface. The carrier is then placed in the hot vapor section of a
Freon vapor degreaser. The hot Freon vapor condenses on the colder wafer
25
p source and calibrated with a reference cell fabricated by JPL.
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surfaces and drips off the wafers to the liquid sump below, carrying any
particulate residue away. As the carrier of wafers is withdrawn from
the vapor, the Freon remaining on tho wafer surface evaporates, leaving the
,vi`ers dry. This drying process was originally chosen because it provides a
very gentle method for drying the thin substrates. However, it has since been
determined with other experiments that conventional centrifugal spin-drying
can be used, even for the 4 mil substrates, without substantial risk of
breakage.
In step 11 of the process sequence, LPCVD silicon nitride deposition
refers to a low pressure chemical vapor deposition process whereby a uniform
Si 3N4 film is deposited on both sides of the solar cell substrate at pressures
below atmospheric pressure. The nitride film thickness is such as to
serve both as a metal plating mask and as a front surface antireflection coating.
This process provides uniformity and reliability of Si 3N4 coating with excellent
throughput.
Plasma oxidations were introduced in steps 5 and 10 as the first effort
to eliminate some of the wafer handling involved in using wet chemical cleans
and rinses prior to high temperature furnace operations. Using the dry
plasma process requires less handling and is more gentle with respect to
breakage of very thin silicon substrates.
Pertinent data were taken for each wafer in lots Al through A6 after
each major step in the process sequence. Junction sheet resistances were
measured for the phosphorus diffused layer after completing step 8. Photo-
generation current was measured after step 9 by using a diode curve-tracer
to observe the solar cell reverse-biased chatseteristic I-V curve under
simulated AM1 illumination. The illumination was provided by a quartz-halogen
Thoso in-procesF, data arty given in the detailed tabulations to be found
I it "wc f i on 1). 1 ). '5. Wofor loss through in-proceFs breaka rlo was Also recordod nrid
thi ,' information was tisod to calculato cumulative yields After major procof,'
stops.
3.5	 INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
'.5.11	 BASELINE CELL STRUCTURE
As a result of the process sequence described in Section 3.4, the base-
line Solar cell structure is a very basic n-on-p confi guration. This is
similar to what "tight btu 	 if one were choosing a structure for the least
oxpvnc;lve fabrication co ,.;t ,-; with today ls technology.
Of the six lots discussed in this report, five consisted of wafers which
were loxturod, both front and back, at the onset of processing. One lot was not
textured, but was chemically etched to smooth the as-sawed surface.
The n-type front surface junction layer was formed with a phosphorus
diffusion (from a PH 
3 
source) followed by a mesa etch process. The mesa
etch proces s: strips the unwanted diffused layer from the back of the substrate
and from a ring around the edge of the cell front. Those areas which have been
et0ied to remove phosphorus are smoothed considerably compared to the original
sharp-odged textured surface but still retain tetrahedral shapes. The
resulting p-n Junction area is 43.3 cm 2 . The average junction depth for lots
Al through A6 is near 0.6 pm. No back surface enhancement diffusion (P+ layer)
or back surface field (BSF) was employed for these lots.
The completed solar cells have an antireflection coating of silicon
nitride (Si 3 N 4	 Average SI 3 N 4 coating thickness for the six test lots is
7448.
27
A metal ,plating mask Is forme.± with the Si 3N4 by stripping the back
surface of the wafer and patterning the front with a metal grid pattern.
'Thus, the completed cells have metal totally covering the back surface. The
front surface grid shadows approximately 8$ of the p-n ,junction area.
As previously stated, the metallization used for lots Al through A6
consists of a palladium-palladium sllicide contact layer and a silver
conducting layer. This system was chosen because it was available and
because the 4 mil substrates could be safely plated without concern for
breakage likely to be encountered if a solder-dip process were chosen.
Unfortunately, the front surface grid pattern used is optimized for a
soldered metallization. The amount of shadowing could be reduced if the
pattern were optimized for silver instead. With the pattern used and the
silver conductor, the total series resistance of the cell is typically about
5 milliohms. This corresponds to a voltage loss of about 6 mV at an output
current of 1200 mA.
3.5.2	 LOT DATA SUMMARY
Important parameters and experimental results for the baseline cell
test lots are summarized in Table 10. Where items are labeled average they
are the mean value of measurements taken on all the cells in a given lot.
The as-processed wafer thickness is the measured "peak-to-peak"
wafer thickness after texturing 9xcept for lot A6, which is not textured.
This measurement was discussed in Section 3.3. The textured surface peak
size is an estimate (by optical microscopy) of the largest typical distance
from the base of the silicon surface tetrahedra to the peak.
The open circuit voltage (VOC ) and short circuit current (I SC ) values
represent measurements on the completed solar cells. V 0 measurements were
28
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made with a digital voltmeter and I SO values were read from a curve-tracer
display. Al! such measurements were made under tungsten-quartz-halogen
lamp (typo ENH) illumination set to an insolation of 100 mW/cm 2 by a JPL-
calibrated reference cell (No. MO-04).
The maximum power (P
max
) data represent values taken from current-
voltage characterH^tic curve plots which will be given in Section 3.5.3.
Processing yieI6 is simply the number of completed solar cells left
intact per lot divided by 24, the number of wafers started per lot. The
yield loss is strictly a result of wafer breakage. Two notes of caution must
be given for interpreting; the yield numbers. First, these lots represent the
first attempt to process substrates of such thinness and must be expected
to suffer somewhat from inexperience. As more experience is obtained and as
processing is altered to accommodate the special nature of thin substrates,
yield will be improved. Second, the wafers in these lots were subjected to
an extra measure of prodding and probing by trying to accumulate substantial
amounts of in-process data. This increases the amount of handling and
increases the chance for initiating fractures. Such data accumulation would
not ord i nar i I y be , . 1-P. tx .r rout i ne ce I I product i on.
3.5.3	 DETAILED DATA PRESENTATION
The data summarized in Table 10 are given in detail at the end of
this section in Tables 11 through 16 and Figures 2 through 7 for lots Al
through A6, respectively. In addition, Tables 11 through 16 list measurements
of starting substrate thickness, phosphorus diffused layer sheet resistance,
and solar cell photo-generation current obtained before antireflection coating
and metallization are applied. For each set of data tabulated, the statistical
mean, standard deviation, and percent standard deviation are given. Percent
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TABLE
	 11:	 W+ ► fer data	 for test	 lot--no.-Al
_..^
IxW	 W	 JF-	 -^
..	 }	 4cW0-+ 	
u^^	 00	 t7^
_ 4n 8 ._	 W	 Z;	 ^
^	 S	 NP	 iI	 W"x	 WCU E
`..`^	 QT	 F-v	 M-Nv	 N	 J ►- W	 J^H-...
w
W -
1	
C_^3
c^u Cwt	 U^Q
1 13.91 2.47 13.93 33.2 1230 1300 579
2 14.15 2.34 13.94 33.9 1240 1300 575
' 14.06 2.27 13.82 31.9 1230 1300 577
4 14.40 2.41 14.25 34.0 1240 1280 '^11,.,
11,.97 2.39 13.81 --- --- --- ---
C, 14.33 2.42 14.12 31.0 1230 1280 57r,
1 14.43 2.49 14.27 34.8 1230 1280 57',
8 14.22 2.30 14.10 31.6 1230 1280 577
9 14.48 2.29 14.31 3.'..3 1220 1 230 577
10 14.50 ?.44 14.37 35.6 1'20 1280 574
11 14.42 2.30 14.21 31.6 1220 1280 576
1: 14.07 2.37 13.90 29.0 1230 1280 57^
15 14.47 x'.33 14.29 33.6 1210 1280 574
14 14.23 2.44 14.10 31.0 1220 1270 574
1 `> 14.':,5 2.48 14.40 31.6 1230 1270 573
10 14.43 2.17 14.26 31.1 1220 1280 577
11 14.16 2.29 14.00 33.2 1220 1280 57;
1 3 14.68 2.36 14.51 30.2 1230 1300 577
1 14.20 2.12 14.05 31.5 1230 --- ---
20 13.93 2.29 13.74 31.7 1240 1280 '.)75
21 14.41 2.36 13.85 29.5 1240 1290 `',77
42 14.18 2.37 13.90 30.1 1250 --- ---
23 14.38 2.38 14.21 31.3 1250 --- ---
24 14.04 2.19 13.84 30.2 1270 1290 574
MEAN 14.28 2.34 14.09 3?.0 1232 1284 576
ST©. DEV. 0.21 0.10 0.22 1.7 13 9
STD	 DEv 1.5% 4. l op 1.5% 5.3! 1.11 0.7° 0.3 
0
E
ATIVE N.A. '^.A 1009 95.81 95.,3* ---
LD
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TABLE	 12: Wafer data for test lot no. A2
NF 44 t;
N
!-
^
o d d of ^ uj	 E
~
^ W H
~ ~ J^ ^ Z W
41
1 17.82 0.89 17.28 32.4 1220 1290 607
2 17.68 0.88 17.22 32.0 1210 1300 605
3 .17.82 0.87 17.41 33.5 1200 1310 605
4 17.67 0.88 17.35 33.7 1200 1310 605
5 17.58 0.89 17.32 32.9 1200 1300 603
6 17.63 0.87 17.39 33.9 1190 1300 603
7 17.51 0.88 17.27 31.9 1190 1300 603
8 17.50 0.88 17.28 34.6 1190 1310 605
9 17.68 0.89 17.28 32.0 1180 1300 602
10 17.89 0.88 17.43 34.0 1200 1300 604
11 17.77 1.09 17.55 31.1 1200 1300 599
12 17.96 1.12 17.70 32.0 1200 1310 600
13 18.10 1.11 17.68 34.0 1220 1320 601
14 17.79 1.12 17.48 31.5 1200 1320 600
15 17.58 1.09 17.35 31.3 1200 1,310 600
16 17.94 1.10 17.71 32.7 1200 1310 599
17 18.07 1.10 17.79 29.8 1190 1300 599
18 17.65 1.03 17.43 30.3 1200 1300 598
19 17.59 1.10 17.38 31.0 1210 1310 600
20 17.62 1.04 17.35 28.4 1210 1310 600
21 17.59 1.09 17.37 31.7 1200 1310 600
22 17.60 1.06 17.35 28.9 1200 1310 601
23 17.70 1.12 17.38 28.6 1220 1310 600
24 18.13 1.10 17.75 28.0 1200 1310 599
MEAN 17.74 1.01 17.44 31.8 1201 1306 602
STD. DEV. 0.19 0.11 0.17 1.8 10 7 3
1j STD. DEV 1.1% 10.9$ 1.0% 5.6% 0.8% 0.5% 0.4%
CUMULATIVE N.A„ N.A. 100% 100% 100% --- 100%
YIELD
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TABLE	 13: Wafer data for test lot no. A3
N
r JF- W (_-
y < Q W _
E
>
W^ E 9N^ SH^ _WVF-1 H	 W>
1 8.83 1.28 8.45 54.6 1240 --- ---
2 8.06 1.27 7.81 46.5 1240 1270 588
3 8.31 1.26 8.05 40.3 1230 1250 586
4 8.60 1.28 8.28 --- --- --- ---
5 8.31 1.30 8.03 56.4 1240 1250 586
6 8.08 1.30 7.82 63.4 1240 1220 579
7 8.30 1.26 8.05 54.3 1240 1260 586
8 8.50 1.28 8.20 64.6 1220 1280 588
9 8.22 1.30 7.92 55.8 1230 1260 586
10 8.03 1.32 7.76 46.5 1230 1250 585
11 8.09 1.32 7.82 52.8 1230 1260 586
12 8.08 1.31 7.80 52.0 1230 1250 586
13 8.14 1.32 7.89 50.5 1220 1250 585
14 8.20 1.30 7.95 48.7 1240 1250 586
15 8.28 1.27 8.00 47.2 1240 1250 586
16 8.31 1.31 8.03 44.6 1240 1240 586
1P 8.42 1.31 7.99 54.9 1240 1240 585
18 8.12 1.33 7.35 45.8 1230 1260 587
19 8.06 1.32 7.80 44.0 1240 1240 577
20 8.08 1.31 7.81 45.1 1230 1250 535
21 8.25 1.31 7.98 40.3 1230 1250 586,
22 8.12 1.31 7.90 40.0 1230 1250 586
23 8.06 1.33 7.75 37.6 1240 1250 586
24 8.25 1.29 7.97 37.1 1210 1240 585
MEAN 8.24 1.30 7.95 49.4 1233 1251 586
STD. DEV. 0.20 0.02 0.17 7.3 8 12
STD. DEV 2.4% 1.6% 2.1p 14.8' 0.7% 1.0% 0.3}a
CUMULATIVE N.A. N.A. 100% 95.8% 95.8% --- 91.7'
YIELD
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TABLE 144 Wafer data for test lot no. A4
ti
V
^^^
_ W W U~ u~
N NO ^^ Wtt W
h-
N v Nct E 1~+S^	 v WOO
4. ^
N
1L N
F- N
^^
2 F-W Jy^ ^ ^ ^O.,O►
1 4.35 1.37 4.13 39.1 1220 1170 575
2 4.38 1.19 4.16 43.6 1280 --- ---
3 4.36 1.24 4.12 41.4 1280 --- ---
4 4.39 1.20 4.17 39.4 1240 1180 579
5 4.40 1.20 4.20 39.2 1240 1180 578
6 4.41 1.20 4.20 36.5 1250 1180 578
7 4.39 1.17 4.17 40.8 1300 1190 578
8 4.40 1.20 4.16 38.2 1270 1190 577
9 4.43 1.18 4.22 39.2 1260 1200 578
10 4.37 1.20 4.18 42.3 1220 1190 577
11 4.47 1.20 -	 4.25 38.0 1230 1180 578
12 4.50 1.18 4.29 36.8 1260 1180 579
13 4.50 1.17 4.23 37.7 1230 --- ---
14 4.36 1.17 4.15 36.5 1220 1180 578
15 4.33 1.18 4.19 37.2 1220 1180 576
16 4.39 1.21 4.19 35.7 1220 1190 578
17 4.32 1.20 4.12 36.1 1240 1190 577
18 4.40 1.23 4.19 35.8 1210 1190 576
19 4.34 1.24 4.14 35.0 --- --- ---
2.0 4.43 1.18 4.20 33.0 1230 1190 578
21 4.43 1.20 4.23 --- --- --- ---
22 4.28 1.18 4.09 29.6 1240 --- ---
23 4.42 1.23 --- --- --- --- ---
24 4.39 1.19 --- --- --- --- ---
MEAN 4.39 1.20 4.18 38.1 1243 1185 578
STD. DEV. 0.05 0.04 0.05 2.6 25 7 1
% STD. DEV 1.2% 3.4$ 1.1% 6.7% 2.0% 0.6$ 0.2%
CUMULATIVE N.A. N.A. 91.7% 87.5% 83.3% --- 66.71/10
YIELD
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TABLL 15: Wafer data for test lot no. A5
N	 ZW	 W
	
Q s _	 W(^	 W(^ Pi	 W~	 W (-
	
INC
Z E	 W E
	
ONE1-	 M-V E	 1--4J>
	
v	
W N v ~ 	 h- N a N <^r .J H %.IJ Z H v
C.
N	 7^i ^ ^	 ^^	 QIW^
	 ^^	 UWS
	
1	 7.15	 1.36	 7.00	 34.8	 1340	 1270	 596
	
2	 7.29	 1.35	 7.05	 35.7	 1280	 1270	 594
	
3	 7.10	 1.41	 6.93	 37.1	 1280	 1270	 593
	
4	 7.18	 1.41	 7.02	 36.4	 1320	 1280	 593
	
5	 7.10	 1.36	 6.97	 37.2	 1300	 1290	 594
	
6	 7.16	 1.39	 6.98	 38.3	 1280	 1280	 594
	
7	 7.17	 1.67	 7.00	 39.5	 1290	 1280	 588
	
8	 7.14	 1.68	 6.99	 38.4	 1300	 1290	 588
	
9	 7.01	 1.18	 6.82	 39.6	 1270	 ---	 ---
	
10	 7.18	 1.69	 6.93	 38.2	 1280	 1280	 588
	
11	 7.17	 1.24	 6.98	 41.1	 1260	 1280	 594
	
12	 7.16	 1.21	 6.98	 41.8	 1240	 1280	 595
	
13	 7.12	 1.25	 6.95	 38.8	 1250	 1280	 594
	
14	 7.35	 1.42	 7.18	 41.6	 1240	 1290	 593
	
15	 7.49	 1.73	 7.16	 44.9	 1260	 1290	 589
	
16	 7.39	 1.68	 7.21	 43.0	 1250	 1290	 590
	
17	 7.26	 1.64	 7.10	 43.2	 1260	 1290	 588
	
18	 7.25	 1.64	 7.09	 43.9	 1270	 1290	 5?'
	
19	 7.22	 1.68	 7.05	 45.3	 1260	 1300	 58°
	
20	 7.23	 1.37	 7.05	 46.6
	
1260
	
1290	 59;
	
21	 7.36	 1.37	 7.09	 44.4	 1280	 1290	 50
	
22	 7.22	 1.32	 7.05	 51.9	 1270	 1300	 593
	
23	 7.26	 1.20	 7.08	 52.7	 1260	 1300	 503
	
24	 7.29	 1.25	 7.00	 44.6	 1230	 1290	 593
MEAN	 7.22	 1.44	 7.03	 41.5	 1272	 1286	 59
STD. DEV.	 0.11	 0.19	 0.09	 4.7	 25	 9	 3
STD. DEV	 1.5%	 12.9%	 1.2%	 11.41	 2. OW	 0.7%	 0.5%
CUMULATIVE	 N.A.	 N.A.	 100%	 100%	 100%	 --- 	 .8;
YIELD
^w
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TABLE 16: Wafer data for test lot no. A6
caH
N
t
^ ^^ N ^ZO ^^_ ^^ t7f_ Q~'
Z E ^ E pt~^f\ ^1-^ ^U ^ w^w>
1 7.23 1.69 36.9 970 1200 582
2 7.30 1.70 36.4 960 1220 585
3 7.32 1.42 36.9 970 1230 587
4 7.08 1.33 37.7 960 1230 589
5 7.11 1.33 37.4 970 1220 589
6 6.95 1.24 37.8 960 1230 591
7 7.06 1.30 39.2 960 1230 590
8 6.98 1.23 39.9 950 1230 591
9 7.06 1.37 38.7 980 1240 589
10 7.02 1.62 40.4 960 1240 587
11 7.00 1.15 37.9 950 1240 592w
12 7.06 1.67 J 41.5 960 1240 583
13 7.13 1.69 °D 39.3 960 1250 586
14 7.08 1.61 U 39.7 960 1240 580
15 7.04 1.61 - 38.5 980 1250 586J
16 7.12 1.62 a 42.1 970 1240 585
17 7.09 1.61 CL 40.1 970 * 587
18 7.02 1.67 41.2 950 * 582
19 7.11 1.69 35.8 930 --- ---
20 7.08 1.70
~0 41.5 970 *
586
21 7.06 1.31 z 43.8 940 --- ---
22 7.07 1.32 44.6 940 * 587
23 7.14 1.61 47.2 950 1250 578
24 7.09 1.65 45.6 960 1240 577
MEAN 7.09 1.51 39.8 960 1234 586
STD. DEV. 0.09 0.19 2.8 12 12 4
% STD. DEV 1.2% 12.4% 7.0% 1.3% 1.0% 0.7%
CUKJLATIVE N.A. N.A. N.A. 100,401 1000 --- 91.7%
YIELD
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standard deviation Is the standard deviation divided by the mean and multiplied
by 100"
Each of the current-voltage cuo-ves given in Figures 2 through 7 represents
a sample from lots Al through A6, respectively. Data taken and computed from
the curves Include VOC ^ | SC » maximum power voltage (V P ), maximum power
current (!
mp	 m^^), P	 ^ power conversion efficiency (n), and curve f il l +mctor
(CIF). Efficiency numbers are based on the total area of a three |ncr J|--netar
,Al|uon wafer with flats (45.35 cm 3 ), for which the 'unction mesa -attern
and the metallization grid pattern are dea|gnod "	if only the p~n Junction
area (|n^|ud|n8 metal shadowing) were considered, or if the junction were
formed to the edge ot the wafer, the efficiency vm|umS given would be increased
by on additional 0.6m (i.e., r = 13.95 wou|d become n = 14 ^ 5 5 ). The cell data
for each of the samples of Figures Z through 7 are summarized in Table 17^
0|ffus|nn length and speci ^ `a| response measurements were performed on each
of the samples listed in Table 17. Diffusion length measurements were rnade on tne
comp|otmd ce||u by the open circuit phofovn|tnge (OCPV) method, a variation of the
surfuue photovo|fmge (SPV) technique. With this method, The open c}rcu!i- voltage
gonorafud by incident monochromatic light at various wavelengths is monitored and
held constant by varying input light intensity. From these data a graphical
calculation is made for effective minority carrier diffusion length. I'lifh most
tochniqueu in general, it is difficult to ohfo|n an absolute value for the
d|ffu!^|on length, but the relative results with the OCPV technique should be
meaningful because this technique mimics ocfun| solar cell operation.
The spec|t|c diffusion length measurements are 9|ven in To^|e 1,3 . 71-0 nup^ers
presented fherc are reasonable o..d are consistent with fho cell electrical Performance
summarized in Table 17. The wafers of |of* A5, A4, A5, and AC, were pne7ured from
similar meƒor|a/ and have similar diffusion lengths. The lower vm|u p for cell
'
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TABLE 18: DIFFUSION LENGTH MEASUREMENTS FOR
BASELINE SOLAR CELL SAMPLES.
LOT	 CELL	 CELL	 Orry
NUMBER	 NUMBER
	 THICKNESS	 DIFFUSION
(mils)	 LENGTH
(microns)
Al	 8	 14.10	 68
A2	 12	 17.70
	
93
A3	 18	 7.85	 23
A4	 9	 4.22	 37
A5	 10	 6.93	 39
A6	 13	 7.13
	 38
r`
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A3-18 Is probably explained by the fact that A3-18 was prepared from an as-sawed
wafer, without saw damage removal before texturing. The wafers in A4, A5, and A6
were Chem-etched after sawing. In general, the diffusion lengths for lots A3-A6
are lower than may be desired, but this is likely a result of the material
preparation and growth process. lots Al and A2 are each from material independently
prepared. The 93 pm diffusion length for A2-12 Is respectable, and this is
reflected In the good infrared response discernable in a spectral response
measurement for this cell.
The relative spectral response for each of the sample cells discussed above
was measured using a Cary 17 Spectrophotometer. The relative response curves are
!shown in Figires 8 through 13 for cells from lots Al through A6, respectively.
The spectral response measurments agree with the diffusion length data provided
In Table 18. Cells A5-10 :jnd A6-13 are about the same thickness and have the
sarK, diffLJSion length and their spectral response curves are virtually identical.
Cell A3-18, which has a lower diffusion length, shows a decreased infrared response
compared to A5-10 and A6-13. The irregular bump In the response curve for A3-18
near 0.53 micron is believed to be an artifact of the particular measurement and
not an actual response.	 in the region 0.40 to 0.55 micron, this curve should
probably be shifted downward slightly to blend more smoothly with the rest of
the curve beyond 0.55 micron. As noted earlier, the relative response for cell
A2-12, which has a measured diffusion length of 93 microns, shows very good
performance; in the long wavelength region.
3.5.4	 RELATIVE PERFORMANCE VERSUS THICKNESS
With	 inclusion of the spectral response and diffusion 	 length data, analysis of
the results of
	 the baseline process sequence	 is essentially complete.	 In general,
the simple phosphorus diffused cells from lots Al through A6 performed just as
Y•
expected.	 The important correlation is that, without a back surface enhancement
^h
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..
i
diffus>ion or back surface field MSF), the cell efficiency decreases as the
substrate is made thinner. Combining the results of the data from lots A.;, A4, and
A5 (which have similar substrate resistivities rind are textured), the relative
performance versus thickness is summarized in Table 19. It should be noted that
there is a small loss (3.2%) of available power using 7.0 mil substrates and a
significant loss (12.9 1A) using 4.2 mil substrates. Again it must be emphasized
that no back surface enhancement was use( and that the use of a Bar layer should 1-,e
capable of increasing the performance of both the 7.0 mil and 4.2 rail substrates.
3.6	 PROCESS ADAPTATIONS
5.o.1
	 CELL STRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS WITH D iPFUSION PROCESS
Previous experlmintal studies (lots Al - A6) determined
	 effects of
substrate thinness on solar cell performance for a baseline process sequence
which rosulted in a simple n+p solar cell structure. This process sequence
f ormed tho ni layer with a phosphine diffusion step.
	
it was anticipated that
the inclusion of a back surface Enhancement diffusion of p-type dopant to
form a back surface field (i3SF) region would significantly enhance the
performance of the thinnest substrates.
To study this passibility a test matrix of six lots (D1 thrcuyn D6)
wis osta blished. Lots D1, D2, and D3 consist of 24 wafers each of
nominally 7 mil substrates (sawed ^o 8 mils and them-etched to 7 mils)
while lots D4, D5, and D6 consist of 24 wafers each of nominally 4 mil
)
	
substrates (sawed to 5 mils and Chem-etched to 4 mils). A planar process
l
'x
was used to define a phosphorus diffused junction for all six lots.
In addition, lots D1 and D4 received a back surface boron diffusion at
10000C to form a p+ layer.. Lots D2, D3, D5, and 06 served as controls.
t;
	 The test matrix is outlined in Table 20.
may.
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TABLE 20: BACK SURFACE ENHANCEMENT TEST MATRIX
STEP
LOT NUMBERS
f
D1, D4 D2, D5 Dap D6
1.	 S1 3N4	deposition for mask yes yes yes
2.	 Strip wafer back yes no no
3.	 801 3
 deposition and oxidation yes yes no
i
j	 4.	 Planar pattern front yes yes yes
5.	 Texture etch yes yes yes
6.	 PH3 diffusion yes yes yes
7.	 Strip wafer dielectrics yes yes yes
8.	 S1 3
 N4 AR coat yes yes yes
9.	 Metal pattern etch yes yes yes
10.	 Metal plate yes yes .yes
f= inal cell structure	 n+pp+	 n+p	 I	 n+p
Wafer- Thickness:
Ll1 , DZ, Dr,	 7 mils
D4, D5, D6
	
4 mils
55
Table 20 lists the process steps used and the order of their occurrence.
Where a "no" is entered into the table the particular step was omitted.
Lots D1 and D4 have an n+pp+ structure while the other lots have
only the baseline n+p structure for direct comparison. The process sequence
for lots D3 and D6 simply omits the boron trichlorlde (801 3 ) diffusion step.
The sequence for lots D2 and 05 incorporates the boron diffusion cycle but
masks the substrate from the effects of boron diffusion with a protective
layer of silicon nitride (Si 3N4 ). This was done to provide a control group
of cells with the simple n+p structure but one which has undergone the
additional thermal cycle of the 1000 0C BC1 3
 deposition which the test lots
D1 and D4 must experience.
The thickness and resistivity of each wafer started in lots 01 through D6 was
measured before processing. The average thickness for substrates in lots D1, D2,
tend 03 was 7.19 mils (0.12 mil standard deviation) and the average resistivity
was 1.70 Q-cm (0.27 0-cm standard deviation). The average thickness for
,substrates in lots D4, D5, and D6 was 4.29 mils (0.06 mil standard deviation)
and the average resistivity was 1.28 Q-cm (0.11 P-cm standard deviation).
A comparison of typical I-V characteristic curves for cells from lots 01 and
02 is shown in Figure 14 and a comparison for D4 and D5 Is shown in Figure 15.
	 In
general, the p+ back surface enhancement effected a significant improvement for the
7.2 mil substrates, while, for the 4.3 mil substrates, the improvement was marginal.
It is likely that this difference in effectiveness is due to the non-optimum back
surface field (BSF) created with the particular boron enhancement layer. With
the very thin substrates, BSF conditions probably need to be much closer to ideal
to mask the front surface junction from the effects of back surface recombination.
It should be noted that, as for the case of test lots Al through Ab, a
totally plated metallization system was employed for lots D1 through D6. However,
56
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os,
Ihi,, time a nickel-copper system was used, with copper serving as the conductive
layer rather than silver.
it is interesting lo compare the 7.2 mil, diffused n+pp+ device
performance with the 17 mil n+p devices discussed in Section 3.5. Figure 16
shows such a comparison. With the incorporation of a p+ (boron) back surface
enhancement layer, the solar cells on 7 mil substrates are capable of equalling
the performance of solar cells on 17 mil substrates.
3.6.2	 INITIAL ION IMPLANTATION INVESTIGATIONS
A major processing adaptation which may improve yield and throughput
of the cell fabrication process is the use of ion implantation in place of
diffusion. With implantation techniques, a back surface p-type enhancement can
easily be incorpo ► .0-ed to fabricate an n+p-p+ type cell. This should result
In improved performance from the thin substrates. By using ion implantation for
both the front surface phosphorus junction layer formation and the back surface
boron enhancement layer formation, nandiing of the substrates is minimized and
processing sequences are greatly simplified over those for all-diffusion processes.
`this simplification of processing and minimization of handling will enhance ,'he
ability to maintain high processing yields regardless of substrate thickness.
i"irst experiments using ion Implantation with thin substrates were
attempts to reproduce the baseline process cell structure
be comparable to the data of lots Al through A6, discussed
to 8 mils and chem etched to 7 mils for saw damage removal
The average measured wafer thickness for this lot was 7.22
5 mils and etched to 4 mils comprised lot B7. The average
for 67 was 4.36 mils. None of these wafers were textured.
so that results would
earlier. Wafers sawed
were .: ssemb I ed in lot B8
mils. Wafers sawed t.i
measured thickness
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Some of the wafers in B7 and B8 were ion implanted with phosphorus to form
a front ,junction. After annealing, these cells underwent a mesa etch process
to provide a junction area identical to the areas of lots Al through A6. A
silicon nitride AR coating was deposited, and this coating was patterned to form
the front ohmic contact grid. The exposed silicon in this pattern was plated with
the palladium-silver metallization system.
A number of thA completed cells displayed somewhat undesirable series
resistance and shunt problems. The exact reason for this has not been
determined but it may be related to difficulties with the mesa etch process.
Two of the better cells are characterized in Figures 17 and 18. Figure 17
shows cell No. 6 from lot B7. This cell is 4.4 mils thick and is not textured.
The short circuit currant value of 1205 mA is slightly better than the average
for the diffused process lot A4, which was 1185 mA. However, open circuit
voltage is lower for 87-6, being 560 mV compared to 578 mV for lot A4. Note,
however, that lot A4 was textured.
Figure 18 shows cell No. 3 from lot B8. This cell is 7.2 mils thick
and is not textured. As such, it should be directly comparable to the data of
lot A6, which consisted of the same non-textured material. The ISC, 
`'0C values
of 1190 mA, 567 mV for 88-3 are slightly lower than ;he average values 1234 mA,
586 mV for lot A6.
The first attempts at an ion implant process sequence were encouraging.
Several refinements in the implantation process sequence were then pursued.
Candidate ion implantation processes considered included phosphorus implanted
front junctions and boron implanted back surface enhancements. Proco.--
variations studied included Implanting to the wafer edge with both phosphorus front
and boron back implants and masking either the front or back implants to prevent
x
	 formation of a possible "high-leakage" p+n+ junction at the wafer- edge. These
experiments are tabulated in the next section.
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	3.6.3
	 EXPeRIMENTAL MATRIX SUMMARY
A summary of experimental lots studied is given in Table 21. This summary
notes the type of wafer and cell structure, as well as whether ion implantation
or diffusion was used for processing. A few of the lots were abandoned before
being completed. Lots Bi, 135, and C2 were abandoned at metallization. Lot C2
could not be plated because of incomplete etching of the metal pattern into the
silicon nitride coating. Lots B1 and B5 exhibited large shunts because of metal
plating on the wafer edges.
Most of the lots designated as using an ion implantation process were
attempts to optimize processing sequences for the 7 mll and 4 mil thick
substrates. The culmination of this effort is represented by lot D30. Lot D30
was spl'It in half. One half of the lots was given a back-surface boron
implant to form an enhancement layer, the other half was not. Figure 19 shows
current-voltage characteristic curves for two cells from D30 -- one with a
boron back implant and one without. The important observation is that with the
boron implant, the 7 m;l thick cell performs as well as a 17 mil, phosphorus
diffused cell from lot A2. This is exemplified in Figure 20. The process
sequence for D30 is given in Table 22.
	
3.6.4	 PILOT PROCESS CHOICE
On the strength of the good performance obtained from lot D30, an ion
implantation process was chosen for the pilot process sequence. Using ion
implantation techniques will ultimately allow minimization of the number of times
individual substrates must be handled. The basic outline for the pilot line
process is listed in Table 23. This outline is detailed, and the pilot
process experiments are discussed, in Section 3.7.
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TABLE 22: ION IMPLANTATION PROCESS SEQUENCE USED FOR
LOT D30
1. Start with 8 mil as-cut wafers which are chem-etched to 7 mils.
2. Texture both sides.
3. Implant front with phosphorus %ouO metal mask which protects
wafer perimeter. Dose: 5	 10 cm	 Energy: 35 keV.
4. Implant back Wh b?ron.
Dose: 5 x 10	 cm	 Energy: 35 keV.
5. Anneal 30 min at n00°C in N2.
6. Deposit LPCVD silicon nitride.
7. Anneal 60 minutes at 55000 in N2.
S.	 Form ohmic pattern using photoresist to mask etching of silicon
nitride.
9.	 'late immersion Pd, electroless Ni, electrolytic Cu with
sinter after Ni plating.
NOTE: for half the wafers in D30, step 4 was omitted sr) that there was
no boron back surface enhancement.
-^r
i
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TABLE 23: PILOT LINE "ROCESS SPECIFICATION OUTLINE.
t.	 Damage etch, clean, and texture substrate.
2. Ion implant front with phosphorus, masking perimeter, and back with
boron.
3. Thermal anneal and activate implanted dopant.
4. Apply silicon nitride antiref l ection coating.
5. Form ohmic contact pattern by rtching silicon nitride.
6. Plate metal contacts using (palladium) nickel-copper syster,.
v
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3.7	 PILOT LINE PROCESS
This section describes the preparation, processing, and test results
for a matrix of 418 substrates processed by the pilot process sequence previously
outlined in Table 23. This outline will be detailed later in Section 3.7.4 and
in the "Specification Process Sheets and for the Pilot Line Process" attached
In the Appendix to this report.
3.7.1
	
DAMAGE REMOVAL REQUIREMENTS
Wafers received in the as-sawed condition must be given a surface etch
to remove silicon damaged by the sawing operation. It has been assumed that,
when using a wire saw, removal of 0.5 mil from each side of a wafer is sufficient
to guarantee complete removal of saw damage. This was confirmed in studies
cited earlier in this report when substrates were etched to thicknesses one
mil less than the as-sawed thickness (from 8 mils to 7 mils, from 5 mils to
4 m  is) and processed.
Recently, a technique has been developed to monitor the removal of surface
damage by measuring the surface photovoltage (SPV) generated by incident
monochromatic light. This has been described in an article by B. L. Sopori of
the Motorola Solar R&D Labs titled "Rapid Nondestructive Techniques for
Monitoring Polishing Damage in Semiconductor Wafers" to be published in
Rev. Sci. Instrum., 51 (11) Nov. 1980. This article confirms that removal of
0.4 to 0.6 mil is sufficient.
A question which remains, however, is whether the texture etching process
is sufficient, in itself, to remove saw damage without the necessity of a pre-
texturing silicon etch. Texturing an as-sawed surface will reduce the effective
wafer thickness by about 0.4 to 0.5 mil. To provide an answer to this
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question, three groups of wafers from the pilot process matrix were processed
without any silicon etch before texturing. These three groups (PL-5, part B;
PL-9, part 13, and PL-13, part B) will be described in the following sections.
3.7.2
	
SILICON DAMAGE-ETCH TECHNIQUE
The 418 wafers to be fabricated Into solar cells with the pilot pr ocess
sequence were divided into a matrix which was prepared by etching the raw
substrates (received as-sawed) for various times in 15% NaOH solution at a
nominal temperature of 800C. This sodium hydroxide etching solution removes
silicon damage and maintains uniformity of thickness across the diameters. of the 3
inch substrates even when etching for extended periods of time.
A series of empirical tests was performed to calibrate the etch rates of
tho 15% NaOli solution. The data resulting from these tests are plotted in
Figure 21. This figure was used to choose etch times for developing the matrix
discussed In the next section.
3.7.3
	 PILOT PROCESS SUBSTRATE MATRIX
The 15% NaOH silicon etch discussed above was used to produce a matrix of
wafer ,-, with varying amounts of initial saw damage removal and ran g ing in
total thickness from 17.5 mils to 4.1 mils. The etching temperature ranged
between 780C and 830C and the etch time was varied from 0 to 60 minutes. The
pilot process lot matrix is given in Table 24.
There are two variables being studied with this pilot process matrix.
Those lots which have etch times between zero and 6 minutes can be used to
determine the required amount of saw damage removal prior to the texture etching
process. As noted in Table 24, 8 minutes was chosen as the reference
I
^i	 etch time. This time was chosen because it corresponds to removal of
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TABLE 24
PILOT PROCESS LOT IDENTIFICATION
STARTING DAMAGE REMOVAL ETCH TIMES*
LOT NO. WAFER THICKNESS PART A PART B
PL-2 17	 mills a min. -'	 min
PI--3 17 8 4
PL-4 17 19 6
PL-5 17 8 NONE
PL-6 17 8 20 Mir)
PL-7 17 a 40
PL-8 17 a 60
PL-9 8	 mils 8	 in i n NONE
PL-10 8 8 11 min
PL-11 8 8 4
PL- I" 8 8 0
PL-13 r; NONE
PL-14 20	 v) i n
PL-15 40
PL- 16 8 8 30
Pl-- 17 8 20 20
PL-18 8 7;0 30
PL-I() 8 4o 40
Pt.-20 4	 mils '	 min NONE
*Damage remova I etch done i n 15% NaOH so I ut 1 on I!)- nor) i n i I I y	 C.
NOTE: (,o,:h PL lot started with 22 three inch diameter wafers, 11 in Part A
and 11 in Part B.
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approximately 0.5 mil of silicon from each side of the wafer or about 1.0 mil
reduction in total wafer thickness. As discussed earlier, it has been
experimentally determined that this is sufficient etching to guarantee complete
removal of all sawing damage induced by the Motorola wire-sawing process.
The second variable being studied is the effect of wafer thickness.
Starting substrates were chosen from nominally 17, 8, and 4 mil thick waft.rs.
By etching for times frai 8 to 60 minutes, the gaps between the 4, 8, and 17 mil
thickness values have been bridged.
As noted in Table 24, each lot of 22 wafers is subdivided into two
parts of 11 wafers each. In most instances, part A is a control group with a
standard damage etch time and part B has been given a lesser or greater etch.
In all cases, after the desired damage etch was performed, all lots were given
identical texture etches, resulting in wafers which are textured on both sides
with tetrahedral peak heights ranging from 3 to 6 micrometers.
All wafers in lots PL-2 thrDugh PL-20 were measured before processing,
after damage etching, and after texture etching using an electronic,
non-contact thickness gauge. Moreover, a four-point resistivity probe was
used ro measure the resistivity of all starting wafers. The typical standard
deviation of resistivity within a lot is about 4%. The average resistivity
for wafers in each lot ranged from 1.0 Si-cm to 1.3 n-cm. The standard deviationi
of wafer thickness within a lot ranged from 0.06 mil to 0.25 mil, with 0.1 mil
being a typical value.
The changes in the avenge wafer thickness for each part (A and B) of
each lot after NaOH damage etching and after texture etching are given for
reference in Table 25. When compared with the etch times from Table 24, these
values can be used to update the etching calibration graph of Figure 21.
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TABLE 35
CHANGE IN AVERAGE WAFER THICKNESS AFTER DAMAGE ETCHING
AND AFTER TEXTURE ETCHING.
FART A PART 8
CHANGE AFTER CHANGE AFTER CHANGE AFTER CHANGE AFTER
LOT 15% NaOH TEXTURING 15% NaOH TEXTURING
NUMBER (mils) (mils) (mils) (mils)
PL-2 1.18 .49 0.44 .22
PL-] 1,16 .20 0.75 .42
PL-4 1.16 .16 0.88 .13
PL-5 1.15 .39 None .55
PL-6 1.28 .39 2.70 .41
PL-7 1.20 .61, 4.96 .70
PL-8 1.20 .68 7.84 .68
PL-9 1.21 .26 None .46
PL-10 0.93 .47 0.51 .23
PL-11 1.13 .]O 0.83 .30
PL-12 1.21 .25 0.97 .27
PL-13 1.14 .27 None .47
PL-14 1.20 .31 2.42 .30
PL-15 1.15 .23 4.37 .23
PL-10 1.22 .23 3.46 .25
PL-17 2.55 .21 2.53 .23
PL~18 3.43 .25 3.41 .25
PL-19 3.82 .16 3.80 .17
PL-20 0.27 .32 None .33
Table 26 lists the average wafer thickness for each half-lot, as processed
after texture etching was completed, and the average wafer resistivity, The
resistivity values are close enough to each other so that comparisons of cell
performance between lots are not prevented. The given thickness values
represent what the final cell thickness, exclusive of metal, should be.
3.7.4	 DETAILED PROCESS SEQUENCE
For convenience, the costing sheets (SAMICS) and process specification
sheets Included in the Appendix are divided into ten separate operations. They
are:
1) wafer slicing
2) substrate texturing
3) ion implantation
4) drive-in anneal
5) silicon nitride deposition
6) ohmic contact pattern formation
7) nickel plate
8) sinter
9) copper plate
10) cell test.
Each of these operations Is specifically detailed in the Appendix, including
materials consumed, equipment utilized, and process step instructions.
The first step, wafer slicing, is beyond the scope of this contract, which
is to learn to utilize thin substrates. Wafers were procurred from the Motorola
Materials Operation by the Solar R&D Department much as wafers would be ohtained
from an outside vendor. Details of the slicing operation are only available
to the extent that they facilitate the costing analysis.
k
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15.9
15.1
16.3
15.9
15.9
15.7
15.6
6.8
7.0
6.7
6.P
6.8
6.6
7.1
7.1
5.8
4.6
4.4
3.9
16.9
16.3
16.6
16.9
14.2
11.8
9.2
7.8
7.7
7.2
7.0
7.8
5.4
3.9
4.8
5.8
4.6
4.4
4.2
TABLE 26
AVERAGE WAFER THICKNESS AND RESISTIVITY FOR PILOT PROCESS LINE
r
r
ri
AVERAGE
WAFER THICKNESS*
(mils)
PART	 PART
A	 B
AVERAGE
WAFER RESISTIVITY
(11-cm)
PART' PART
A B
.96 .97
1.05 1.07
1.12 1.14
1.22 1.22
1.16 1.17
1.15 1.15
1.17 1.18
1.08 1.08
1.10 1.11
1.23 1.25
1.20 1.20
1.10 1.10
1.07 1.07
1.25 1.27
1.16 1.17
1.15 1.15
1.22 1.23
1.23 1.23
1.29	 1.30
LOT
NUMBER
PL-2
PL-3
PL-4
PL-5
PL-6
i'L-7
FL-8
P^. -9
PL-10
PL-11
PL-12
PL-13
PL-14'
PL-15
PL-,
 16
PL-17
PL-18
PL-19
PL-20
*Thickness as-processed, after texturing.
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The second step, texturing, was accomplished using a standard potassium
hydroxide texturing solution. Substrates were first chemically thinned in 15%
NaOH for the various times listed in the pilot process matrix and then immersed
in the texturing solution to texture both front and back surfaces.
Ion implantation, step 3, was accomplished with a commercially available
Varion/Extrion 200 - 1000 ion implanter. Phosphorus (P 31 ) was implanted into
the wafer front to form fne n+-p junction, and boron (13 11 ) was implanted into the
back to form a p+ enhancement layer. The phosphorus front implant was performed
through a metal shadow-mask which protected *'sie edges of the wafer, forming a
planar junction. The junction area is 43.3 cm2.
The drive-in anneal, step 4, was performed in a resistance heated tube
furnace with a quartz tube liner. Wafers were inserted at low temperature and
ramped up to 95000. At that temperature the phosphorus and boron dopant atoms are
activated by assuming substitutional positions in the silicon lattice. Next
oxygen was injected into the furnace and the temperature was ramped down. By
this method, the phosphorus junction area was oxidized to form a layer of SiO2
about 1009 thick. This is greater than the approximately 40R layer which can be
grown on the undoped planar ring surrounding the junction. This oxide thickness
difference allows differentiation of the front surface from the back surface of the
solar cell after a silicon nitride layer is applied in the next step. The oxide-
nitride layer over the undoped planar ring is a visually different color from the
oxide-nitride layer over the phosphorus doped junctions. Otherwise, there would
be no way to distinguish front from back.
Step 5, silicon nitride deposition, is accomplished with a standard
low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) silicon nitride system such as
those commercially available. This results in an extremely uniform coat of Si3N4
on both sides of the substrate. The nitride layer is about 7009 thick and will
serve as an antireflection coating as well as a dielectric which can be
patterned to form an integral plating mask.
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The ohmic contact pattern, step 6, is formed in the nitride by screen
printing an etch resistant black wax over the nitride surface where it is to be
protected from a buffered HF etch. After etching the ohmic contact openings,
tht, wax is removed with a solvent degreaser.
Next, electroless nickel, stop 7, is plated onto the exposed silicon
surface. This Includes the patterned ohmic grid area on the front and the
entire back surface. After plating and rinsing, the cells are dried in a
centrifugal drier.
Step 8, sinter, is required to assure metal contact adhesion. Meat
tre atmont i^ performed in a quartz lined, resistance heated tube furnace at
.JO C; In a nitrogen atmosphere.
In stop 1 r , wafers were then individually fixtured and electroplated, one
at a time, in an electrolytic acid copper solution. This operation was
conducted on what, today, is only a laboratory scale, but is readily envisioned
to be scalable to high volume.
Finally, in stop 10, cells were semi-automatically tested for open circuit
voltage (VOC ), short circuit curr(<nt (I SC ), and currant at a preset veltaae
(I @ 0.47V). This process required manual positioning oc cells under test
but test data was automatically acquired with a Hewlett-Packard microprocessor
control system.
PILOT PROCESS RESULTS
The results of running the nineteen lots of wafers through the process
sequence given in Section 3.7.4 are summarized in the following five detailed
tables.
Table 27 details the mechanical yield for each half-lot star- r in g after
the slicing process and ending ,after the electrical test. These yields will
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TABLE 27
ACTUAL YIELDS FOR PILOT PROCESS
TEST LOTS THROUGH ELECTRICAL
TEST (MECHANICAL YIELD ONLY)
PART A PART B
LOT NUMBER % NUMBER %
NUMBER OF CELLS YIELD OF CELLS YIELD
PL-2 10 91 10 91
PL-3 it 100 11 100
PL-4 11 100 11 100
PL-5 11 100 10 91
PL-6 11 100 11 100
PL-7 9 82 8 73
PL-8 11 100 10 91
PL-9 7 64 7 64
PL-10 1C 91 a 73
PL-11 9 82 9 82
Pt_-12 9 82 9 82
PL-13 9 82 9 82
PL-14 9 82 6 55
PL-15 9 82 6 55
PL-16 7 64 7 64
PL-17 6 55 10 91
PL-18 5 45 10 91
PL-19 7 64 6 55
PL-20 3 27 3 27
NOTE: Average wafer thicknesses for Part A and Part B of each
lot are listed in Table 26, page 77.
i
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be discussed in a Inter section, but as expected, thicker wafers were processed
with higher yields. This was expected for this test because not enough thin
substrates have as yet been processed 10 advance from the learnin^j phase and
develop mafuro process techniques. It Is truly e*peufmd that at process
' maturity there will be only slight difforrnces In the yields fur all
studied here. Witness the result- of |ufs PL-17, part 8 and PL-18, part B.
Listed in Table 28, which is continued over five pages, are fl^e gen|~
oufnmafica||y measured electrical test data for each cell remain|n^ in each
|nf ^ This includes VOC , |SC , and | @ 0.47V. Upon reviewing thesa data,
if |s apparent that process variables must be mwmr+|nA n greater overall
|nf|Vanoa on +ho resulting solar oa/| performance than are material (substrate)
variables. Unfortunately, this increases +hm difficulty of interpreting
the outcome of the pilot process tests. However, some general observations
can hm made and fhese will he formulated in the nowt section.
The ^-poc|f}c dala of Table 28 are sumfr,^7,'|zed in two way^ for each half-lot.
Tables 29 and 30 pres pnt the average values (and ^fondard deviations) of orcn
circuit vo|faUe and short circuit current, respectively, for each p||mf prmcest,
ho|f-|n!. These average values can be misleading, however. 	 |f the
individual ce|| dufa are studied, it can be seen that in most cases the
distributions of data for each lot arc-, not normal distributions but are
skewed toward the h|(ih values.	 The physical mechanisms for ienerdtiny the
distributions in cell performance are likely lo be ones which will degrade
a cell from some inherent maximum level of perfnrmanoa. Thus, if is likely
fhof the performance of the better ce|is in each Aa|f~|of are more raprosentnr|ve
of the muterij| capabi}ifies Yhun thin, mean values of 7harocter|s1ics for o||
i	 .
^
	
	 the cells in each half-lot. Hence, another wa» of summarizing the specific
oe|| data is presented in Table 51.
Sl
LOT NUMBER
TABLE 28
CELL TEST RESULTS FOR PILOT PROCESS LOTS
PART A	 PART B
	
VOC
	 ISC	 1 @ .47V	
VOC
	 ISC	 i @ .47V
	
(mV)	 (MA)	 (mA)	 (mV)
	
(mA)	 (mA)
PL-2	 490 940 313 545 1505 340
400 1375 -0- 345 1465 -0-
545 1420 348 485 1430 290
315 1425 -0- 565 1575 835
460 1285 -0- 370 1420 -0-
300 1280 -0- 540 1440 330
470 1455 -0- 355 1375 -0-
320 1380 -0- 545 1535 330
555 1420 338 315 1475 -0-
490 1480 280 565 1565 840
PL-3
	 195 1335 -0- 440 1375 -0-
345 1295 -0- 185 1450 -0-
320 1340 -0- 220 1415 -0-
335 1360 -0- 225 1120 -0-
100 1470 -0- 410 1355 -0-
480 1300 295 440 1320 -0-
410 1100 -0- 485 1310 300
475 1340 -0- 510 1360 328
465 1345 -0- 445 1365 -0-
490 1335 305 475 1405 -0-
510 1365 323 425 1405 -0-
PL-4	 415 1355 -0- 550 1415 350
470 1135 -0- 53C 1390 338
535 1145 336 550 1445 343
470 1135 -0- 525 1445 335
530 1425 345 540 1440 338
530 1345 340 505 1410 328
540 1390 345 555 1365 353
505 1410 325 505 1155 328
535 1390 338 545 1430 345
465 1425 -0- 500 1115 305
550 1435 343 535 1125 345
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TAULE 28 (Continued)
PART A PAPT B
v I I	 @	 .47V v )cc I	 .47VOc sc oc 0
LOT NUMBER ( mV) (mA) (mA) (mV) ( mA) rnA)
PL-5 520 1145 345 360 1440 -0-
540 1335 355 550 1165 348
545 1240 785 570 1380 055
530 1295 345 565 1370 970 
540 1195 353 545 1440 340
500 1425 313 525 1170 358 
555 1325 885 545 1350 350
560 1355 87 `• 540 1330 348
540 1440 340 52h 1150 348
310 1420 -0- 550 1260 885
565 1350 983
PL- '550 1220 920 510 1410 333
540 1165 348 560 1370 940
`) 5O 1 23 5 840 500 1330 865
5 55 1330 010 565 1375 940
1380 348 550 1260 823
550 1285 848 555 1285 865
560 1390 755 555 1290
550 125) 860 560 1 305 903
970 1395 1045 545 1245 810
575 1395 1060 560 1305 92fl
570 1365 985 545 1270 785
PL-/' 1730 143) 3V) 570 1385 0	 )
565 1355 915 57- 142 1055
565 1920 705 575 1380
580 1375 1068 575 1380 930
560 1545 785 560 1270 89,
575 1375 1018 565 1 355 u23
570 1345 835 550 1470 338
555 1475 343 565 1310 903
580 1405 1130
PL-8 560 1345 930 570 1425 1020
555 1330 915 540 1430 343
490 1040 305 560 1315 890
530 1195 338 550 1210 835
545 1165 350 535
 
460 323
540 1160 350- 480 1035 288
5 2^ 0 151 5 310 475 1070 -0-
460 1450 -0- 510 1060 333
575 1385 1050 540 1320 350
555 1409 810 `4 0 1490 133
1395 1068
ov
3 1
a
	TABLE 28 (Continued)
PART A FART B
YOc
15C I	 e .47V VOc I SC I	 @	 .47W
LOT NUMBER (mV) W) (MA) (mV) (mA) W)
PL-9 540 1365 348 540 1375 348
540 1420 348 560 1370 915
540 1415 343 550 1365 355
555 1365 835 560 1350 920
540 1370 348 560 1340 876
555 1510 810 555 1390 765
555 1420 823 565 1355 955
PL-10 570 1330 933 565 1365 963
560 1"1115 920 570 1380 1005
555 1410 350 565 1365 1000
570 1310 1010 545 1375 353
570 1280 1005 570 1390 1095
570 1295 1020 505 1525 300
570 1280 990 555 13'5 840
565 1350 1000 570 1390 1005
565 1365 1005
570 1330 1000
PL-11 275 1320 -0- 440 1310 -0-
270 1325 -0- 395 1310 -0-
285 1285 -0- 475 1340 .0-
290 1300 -0- 420 1290 -0-
290 1295 -0- 460 1375 -0-
325 1270 -0- 495 1355 305
345 1275 -0- 415 1325 -0-
310 1310 -0- 425 1320 -0-
300 1295 -0- 410 1385 -0-
PL-12 545 1315 730 565 1140 695
545 1330 348 560 1275 875
550 1295 835 560 1295 928
545 1295 710 550 1260 830
555 1290 890 555 1295 878
535 1360 348 560 1295 890
555 1305 890 555 1265 755
540 1295 700 510 1470 32.0
555 1295 865 5,55 1315 915
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TABLE 28 (Continued)
BART A PART B
VOc I SC 1	 0	 .47V v 01 I SC .47V
LOT NUMBER (mV) W) W) (mV) (mA) W)
PL-13 255 1110 -0- 195 1445 -0-
275 1100 -0- 235 1x15 -0-
245 1245 -0- 195 1330 -0-
280 1335 -0- 220 1260 -0-
270 1260 -0- 210 1355 -0-
280 1265 -0- 190 1290 -0-
265 1300 -0- 265 1295 -0-
245 1400 -0- 245 1275 -0-
230 1340 -0- 215 1275 -0-
PL-14 540 1330 343 565 1140 798
530 1305 335 545 1300 350
440 1450 -0- 540 1305 340
525 1285 338 540 1300 345
545 1295 348 455 1235 -0-
535 1300 343 470 1330 -0-
510 1270 328
505 1415 318
450 1265 -0-
PL-15 560 1270 990 565 1240 978
540 1150 340 555 1235 885
555 1250 910 565 1245 1000
550 1250 830 560 1235 915
560 1275 995 565 1210 1010
560 1240 963 560 1265 915
540 1160 330
560 1250 1000
555 1230 875
FI -16 545 1400 350 560 1275 885
545 1345 345 565 1300 968
545 1300 350 555 1280 880
545 1340 353 560 1290 920
565 1300 935 560 1290 965
560 1305 880 560 1275 F60
565 1280 900 555 1230 855
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CTABLE 28 (Continued)
PART A PART 8
V0O ISO 1 8 .47V VOO ISO 18 .47V
':T NUMBER (mV) (mA) (mA) (mV) (mA) (mA)
PL-17 530 1290 330 560 1315 630
560 1290 780 575 1345 1030
565 1320 925 570 1340 953
540 1415 328 565 1355 950
570 1325 903 565 1315 880
565 1315 878 565 1315 888
565 1335 1018
570 1305 1020
560 1250 850
565 1250 940
PL-18 575 1325 1090 575 1340 1140
575 1325 1090 575 1315 1075
575 1330 1098 575 1315 1080
580 1325 1093 575 1340 1025
575 1305 1005 575 1310 1085
580 1310 1085
575 1325 1040
580 1340 1110
575 1340 1098
570 1290 990
PL-19 575 1320 1118 565 1290 965
570 1300 1133 565 1285 1033
560 1255 958 570 1260 1045
575 1310 1105 570 1305 1010
575 1315 1060 565 1260 955
565 1265 1000 565 1230 1018
560 1265 940
PL-20 575 1435 1140 580 1415 1123
580 1375 1060 585 1405 1150
580 1385 1060 580 1390 1085
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1TABLE 29
AVERAGE VALUES OF OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE,
VOC , FOR PILOT PROCESS LOTS.
PART A	 PART B
AVERAGE
	 STANDARD
	 AVERAGE
	
STANDARD
LOT	 V	 DEVIATION	 V	 DEVIATION
NUMBER	 (m^	 (mv)
	 (m95	 (mV)
PL-2 435 95 463 104
PL-3 375 132 387 118
PL-4 506 45 531 20
PL-5 519 72 528 61
PL-6 556 it 552 13
PL-7 564 16 567 9
PL-8 537 36 530 32
PL-9 546 8 556 8
PL-10 567 5 556 22
PL-11 299 24 437 33
PL-12 547 7 552 16
PL-13 261 18 219 25
PL-14 509 39 519 45
PL-15 553 8 562 4
PL-16 553 10 559 3
PL-17 555 16 566 5
PL-18 576 2 576 3
PL-19 569 7 567 3
PL-20 578 3 582 3
TABLE 3,s1
AVERAGE VALUES OF SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT,
I SC , FOR PILOT PROCESS LOTS.
t
PART A PART B
AVERAGE STANDARD AVERAGE STANDARD
LOT I DEVIATION I DEVIATION
NUMBER (6) (mA ) (6) (MA)
PL-2 1340 157 1479 66
PL-3 1326 88 1353 88
PL-4 1326 124 1340 136
PL-5 1320 95 1336 110
PL-6 1310 82 1313 52
PL-7 1426 73 1371 62
PL-8 1316 155 1282 176
PL-9 1409 51 1364 17
PL-10 1327 40 1391 57
PL-11 1?97 19 1334 34
PL-12 1309 23 1290 85
PL-13 1262 101 1327 66
PL-14 1324 65 1268 70
FL-15 1231 45 1238 18
PL-16 1324 41 1277 23
PL-17 1326 46 1313 37
PL-18 1322 10 1322 17
PL-19 1290 27 1272 27
PL-20 1398 32 1403 13
..
TABLE 31
AVERAGE Of THE THREE HIGHEST VALUES OF V Oc
AND I SC f OR PILOT PROCESS LOTS.
OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE SHORT CIRCUIT C','P,,RENT
V OC	 (tr)V ) I SC (M)
LOT NUMBER PART A PART B PART A PART B
PL-2 530 558 1453 1558
PL-3 493 490 1398 1423
PL-4 547 552 1428 14143
PL-5 560 562 1428 14-10
PL-6 572 562 1393 1385
PL-7 578 575 1513 1425
PI_-8 570 560 1487 1460
PL-9 555 5021 1450 1378
PL-10 570 570 1375 1435
PL-11 327 477 1318 1372-
PL-12 555 562 1335 13610
PL-13 278 248 1358 1405
PL-14 540 550 1398 1312
PL-15 560 565 1265 1250
PL-16 563 562 1362 1293
PL-17 567 572 1353 1347
PL-18 577 578 1327 1340
PL-19 575 568 1315 1293
PL-20 578 582 1398 1403
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Table 31 lists the average of the three highest values of V
OC 
or 
ISC
occurring in each half-lot. It can be observed that, with a few notable
exceptions such as lots PL-3, PL-11, and PL-13, these everage values are
much more consistent from lot to lot.
3.7.6	 ANALYSIS
it was originally anticipated that a cell performance trend versus thickness
could be established. It is obvious that process variations have limited the
extent to which this can be accomplished with the pilot process test lots. The
data (average of three highest values) from Table 31 present no clear picture
of firm trends. Rather, they suggest that there is little variation of cell
performance parameters over the thickness range considered. These data are
plotted graphically in Figure 22. There Is no obvious trend in the open circuit
voltage. If anything, all VOC values shown may be lower them they should be
for the 1.1 Q-cm substrates processed. On the other hand, the plotted averages
of short circuit current do suggest a slight trend toward lower values as cell
substrates become thinner. This is to be anticipated. The decrease appears to
begin for wafers thinner than 8 mils and may represent a loss of as little as 50 mA
or as much as 100 mA for substrates as thin as 4 mils.
To obtain a better view of performance variations versus substrate thickness,
the pilot process half lots were divided into three categories. This division
is defined in Table 32. Results can now be considered as a function of three
basic thicknesses, nominally 15, 7, and 4 mils for categories 1, 11, and III
respectively.
The open circuit voltage and short circuit current for every cell in
each thickness category is entered as part of a histogram in one of Figures 23
through 28. The open circuit voltage distributions for the nomina_ y 15 mil
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AVERAGE
WAFER RESISTIVITY
(R-cm)
FART PART
A B
.96 .97
1.05 1.07
1.12 1	 1.14
1.22 1.22
1.16 1.17
1.15 1.15
1.17 1.18
1.08 1.08
1.10 1.11
1.23 1.25
1.20 II	 1.20
1.10 1.10
1.07 1.07
1.25 1.27
1.16 1.17
1.15 1.15
1.22 1.23
1.23 111	 1.23
1.29 1.30
TABLE 32
DEFINITION OF THREE GENERAL CATEGORIES OF SUBSTRATE THICKNESS
LOT
NUMBER
PL-2
PL-3
PL-4
PL-5
PL-6
PL-7
PL-8
PL-9
PL-10
PL-11
PL-12
PL-13
PL-14
PL-15
PL-16
PL-17
PL-18
PL-19
PL-20
AVERAGE
WAFER THICKNESS*
(mils)
	PA T	 PART
A	 P
15.9
16.1
	
16.3	 1
15.9
15.9
15.7
15.6
6.8
7.0
6.7
	
6.8	 II
6.8L
5.8
	
4.4	 111
3.9
16.9
16.3
16.6
16.9
14.2
11.d
9.2
778
7.7
7.2
7.0
7.8
5.4
3.9
4.8
5.8
4.4
4.2
1	 14.2 - 16.9 mils	 1.12 n-cm
THICKNESS CATEGORY	 11	 6.6 - 7.8 mils	 1.15 9-cm
Ili	 3.9 - 4.8 mils	 1.24 n-cm
*Thickness as-processed, after texturing
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CONCLUSIONS
The baseline cell process which produces a solar cell with a simple n+p
structure also produces cells whose performance decreases as substrates are made
thinner. This is in direct agreement with theoretical predictions. For the
initial experiments performed on this contract, power output for n+p cells
fabricated on 7.0 mil substrates is 96.8% that of cells on 17.4 mil substrates,
and power output for cells on 4.2 mil substrates is 87.1'$ that of 17.4 mil cells.
These losses may not be incurred if a more complex n+pp+ solar cell structure
Is used. However, if only the baseline cell process were considered, these
power losses must be traded against the lower prices of the thinner substrates.
An IPEG price analysis has been performed for the substrate formation
process. Starting with today's costs for three inch diameter Czochralski single
crystal silicon ingots, and assuming wafers were sliced using a multiple-wire
sawing process, it has been estimated that prices for 13 mil, 8 mil, and 5 ti,
as-sawed substrates should be $2.77 per watt, $2.33 per watt, and $2.03 per
watt, respectively.
These specific prices would indicate the relative cost savings of
fabricating cells on thin substrates if the cell processing yields and cell
output powers were identical for all three substrate thicknesses. Work on this
contract has indicated that it is not unreasonable to assume that processing
yields can be maintained for any substrate thickness down to the 4.2 mil
values included in this study, once process maturity is attained.
On the other hand, cell output power will depend directly on the process
sequence chosen. If the $2.77/W 13 mil substrate is taken as reference, and
if the 8 mil substrate produces a power output only 0.968 that of the 13 mil
substrate, then the effective price of the 8 mil substrate is $2.33/0.968
100
t	 or $2.41/W. If the 5 mil substrate produces a power output only 0.871 that of the
13 mil substrate, then the effective price of the 5 mil substrate is 52.03/
0.871 or $2.33/W. The conclusion to be drawn here is that even with the use
of a simple cell structure where cell power falls as the substrate is thinned,
It will be cost effective to use the thinner substrates.
This cost effectiveness can be enhanced if an advanced cell structure Is
used to improve thin cell performance and can be fabricated for the same
expense. An attempt to implement this strategy was made by choosing the
pilot process sequence discussed in this report and initiating that process
for 418 test wafers of varying thicknesses. By choosing ion implantation
techniques, a back surface enhancement layer can be added to the cell structure
with minimum complication of the process sequence. The cell test data for
substrates which completed the pilot process sequence confirm, to some extent, that
cell voltage can be maintained relatively independent of substrate thickness
over the range of 4 to 17 mils. However, for the chosen process there is
some loss of short circuit current as substrates became thinner than 7 mils.
Unfortunately, it is believed that the absence of process maturity has resulted
in the scattered data which has complicated the analysis. Over 400 wafers were
processed through the pilot sequence, but this did not represent adequate
time to complete the required learning period for handling very thin substrates
and establishing process control (and thus achieve a mature pilot operation).
Nevertheless, it is still concluded that the techniques embodied in the pilot
process sequence specified in this report are the proper choices for effiriont
processing of thin substrates in the near term.
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t5.0	 RECOWENDAT I ONS
It is recommended that, for reduction of cost with today's material supply
considerations, thin silicon substrates be used for fabricating solar cells.
Substrates with thicknesses in the range of 7 to 8 mils should result in
immediate savings with little learning time required to establish a mature
production process. Substrates as thin ar. . ^ails would require a somewhat
longer learning period but would result in iucl her cost reductions.
Although not a Central consideration of this contract, the interactive
effects of ion implantation techniques and silicon substrate material
parameters and structures have been observed during the course of pilot process
development (and have also been reported by other participants in the JPL-LSA
Project.) Since ion implantation processing can result in major simplification
for advanced thin cell fabrication, it is recommended that additional studies
be initiated and carried forward by the LSA Project to determine the exact
physical nature of the interaciton between silicon material properties and solar
cell performance when ion implantation is employed.
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6.0	 NEW TECHNOLOGY
No reportable items of new technology have been identified.
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7.0	 APPENDIX
Appended to this report are the Specification Process Sheets for the
Pilot Process, as implemented during this project, and the SAMICS Cost Analysis,
detailinT the cost requirements as needed for implementation of the process
sequence in a pilot line facility.
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SECTION 7.1
SPECIFICATION PROCESS SHEETS
FOR THE
PILOT PROCESS
i
PILOT PROCESS SPECIFICATION
This specification details the manner in which 418 test wafers of verb
thicknesses were fabricated with the chosen pilot process. The basic steps
the process sequence are:
1) slice
2) texture etch
3) ion implant, n and p type
4) drive-in anneal
5) silicon nitride deposition
6) screened wax mask pattern
7) electroless nickel plate
	
S)	 metal sinter
9) electrolytic copper plate
10) cell test.
The only step which was not performed as part of this contract effort Is
step 1, "slice". Each of the other steps is detailed in the sheets that follow,
giving lists of chemical and material supplies, lists of equipment, and detailed
process step descriptions.
..
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Motorola Inc.
Contract 955328
February 1981
PROCESS STEP: TEXTURE ETCH
A. Chemical and Material Supplies - General Comments
All liquid chemicals are semiconductor, high purity grade.
All deionized water is better than 14 megohm-cm resistivity
with low total organic carbon (TOC) level and is filtered at
point of use.
B. Equipment - General Comments
All wet chemical processing is done at exhausted acid processing
stations. Each includes essentially the following components:
Temperature controlled baths with stirring and/or
recirculating filtration.
D.I. water rinse tanks with N 2 agitation.
Waste siphons
N2 blow guns.
All work stations Include the following general supplies:
Protective gloves (acid)
Protective clothing (acid)
Teflon tweezers
Teflon stir bars
Bath thermometer
Funnels
Graduated cylinders
Graduated beakers
Timers
Scales
Ph meters
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Texture Etch (Continued)
C. Chemical	 and Material Supply list
Sodium Hydroxide, NaOH, 1%
Sulfuric Acid, H2SO4 , 99%
Hydrofluoric Acid, HF, 49$
Hydrogen Peroxide, H2O2 , 300
Isopropyl Alcohol, IPA
	
..
Texture E#.:h Bath (Proprietary to Motorola)
Deionized (DI) Water
D. Equipment List
Exhausted acid processing stations
Wafer spin dryer
Teflon wafer carriers with handles
Quartz wafer carriers
E. Detailed process description
1. Load substrates into teflon carriers
2. Clean, H 2 SO4 /10$ H2O20' 1050C, 10 min.
3. Rinse, D.I. water, 10 min.
4. Etch, 10:1 H2O/HF, 30 sec.
5. Rinse, D.I. wafter, 5 min.
6. Etch, NaOH, 156, 1000C, time variable as desired.
	
".	 Rinse, D.I. water, 5 min.
8. Load into quartz carrier .
9. Rinse, IPA, 10 sec;.
10. Texture etch, 800C, 60 min.
11. Rinse, D.I. water, 10 min.
12. Load into teflon carrier.
13. Spin dry, 600 RPM, 3 min (300 RPM for thin wafers).
I A
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Texture Etch (Continued)
F.	 Process Tolerances
All temperatures are tI OC, all times In minutes are 115 sec.,
times in seconds are 15 sec.
IOC)
Motorola Inc.
Contract 955320
February 1981
PROCESS STEP: ION IMPLANT, WAND P TYPE
{	 A.	 Chemical and Material Supplies - General Comments
K	 All process gases, bottled or facility plumbed, are high purity,
Y-
electronic grade with point of use filtration.
B.	 Chemical and Material Supply List
Phosphine, PH3 , Dopant Grade, 15% PH 3 in H2 , Matheson
Boron Trifluoride, BF3 , Dopant Grade, 100% BF 3' Matheson
C.	 Equipment List
Varian Extrion Ion Implanter, Model 200-1000
Cell holders, back implant.
Cell holders, front Junction masked implant.
Vacuum cell pickup wand.
Gloves, lint free cloth.
	 a
D.	 Detailed Process Description
1.	 Load back implant holders
Implant Boron, 8 11 , 4 x 10 15 cm- 2 , 35 KeV, 1 mA max. beam
3. Load front implant holders
4. implant Phosphorus, 4 x 10 15cm-2 , 35 keV, 2 mA max. beam
5. Unload holders into tefion carriers.
E.	 Process Tolerances
All implant parameters are controlled by the ion implanter but
should remain within ±5%.
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Motorola Inc.
Contract 955328
February 1981
PROCESS STEP: DRIVE-IN ANNEAL
A. Chemical and Material Supplies - General Comments
All process gases, bottled or facility plumbed, are high purity,
electronic grade with point of use filtration.
All deionized water Is better than 14 megohm-cm resistivity
with low total organic carbon (TOC) level and is filtered at
point of use.
B. Equipment - General Comments
Conventional semiconductor diffusion furnaces include appropriate
gas and temperature controls and quartz tubes. • Also, calibration
thermocouples are provided.
C. Chemical and Material Supply List
Nitrogen, N2 , facility plumbed from LN 2 source.
Oxygen, 02 , facility plumbed from L02 source.
Delonized (D.I.) water.
1)	 Equipment List
Conventional diffusion furnace, Thermco, uaing 130/135 mm tubes
Quartz wafer carrier
Quartz carrier transfer boat
Wafer Spin Dryer, Fluoroware Systems Corp.
D.I. water rinse bath
Teflon wafer carriers with handles
pr ve-In Anneal (Continued)
4 point probe resistance meier, Veeco
Wafer groover Junction depth
E.	 Detailed Process Description
1. Rinse, D.I. Water, 10 min.
2. Spin Dry, 600 RPM, 3 min. (300 RPM for thin wafers)
3. Load into quartz carriers
4. Drive-Inn anneal, N 2 ; 5500C, 30 min.; ramp to 9500C - 30 min.;
950oC. 02 , 5 min.; ramp to 600oC, 130 min.
N2 flow is constant at 8 I/min.
02 flow on at 8 L /min. during 5 min. cycle only.
5. Load into teflon carriers.
F.	 Process Tolerances
All temperatures are ±1 OC, all gas flows are t10%, all times are
±15 sec.
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Motorola Inc.
Contract 955328
February 1981
PROCESS STEP; SILICON NITRIDE DEPOSITION
A. Chemical and Material Supplies - General Comments
All process gases, bottled or facility plumbed, are high duality,
electronic grade with point of use filtration.
All deionized water is better than 14 megohm-cm resistivity
with low total organic carbon (TOC) level and is filtered at
point of use.
B. Equipment - General Comments
Conventional semiconductor diffusion furnacces include appropriate
gas and temperature controls and quartz tubes. Also calibration
thermocouples are provided.
C. Chemical and Material Supply List
Dichlorosilane, H 2 SiCl 2 , 100%, Linde
Ammonia, NH3 , 100%, Linde
Nitrogen, N 2 , facility plumbed fron LN 2 source
Deionized water
D. Equipment List
Conventional Diffusion Furnace, Thermco, using 130/135 mm tubes
Low pressure CVD system with gas control and vacuum system, Tylan
process controller
Quartz wafer carrier
Quartz carrier transfer boat
Teflon wafer carriers
D.I. water rinse bath
Wafer Spin Dryer, Fluoroware Systems Corp.
Ellipsometer Thickness Measurement, Applied Materials
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Silicon Nitride Deposition (Continued)
E.	 Detailed Process Description
1. Rinse, D.I. water, 10 min.
2. Spin Dry, 600 RPM, 3 min. (300 RPM for thin wafers)
3. Load into quartz carriers
4. Deposit 7509 silicon nitride,
load end to pump end temperature profile: 780 0C - 8000C - 8200C
pump down <30 um pressure, 2 min.
N2 purge at 400um pressure, 5 min.
pump down < 3Upm pressure, 2 min.
leak check < 50pm pressure, 30 soc.
pump down < 30um pressure, 30 sec.
NH3 pre-purge z 400um pressure, 30 sec.
gas flow @ 100 cc/min.
NH3 and H2SiCl 2 deposition @ 400pm pressure, 15 min.
NH3 flow same, H 2SIM 2 flow @ 30 cc/min.
NH3 post-purge b 400pm pressure, 30 sec.
pump down < 30Nm pressure, 1 min.
N2 purge @ 400um pressure, 2 min.
vent, 2 min.
5. Load into teflon wafer carriers.
F.	 Process Tolerances
All temperatures are ± 1 0C, all gas flows are ± 10%, all times in
minutes are ± 15 sec, all times in seconds are ± 5 sec.
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Graduated beakers
Timers
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Motorola Inc.
Contract 955328
February 1981
PROCESS STEP: SCREENED WAX MASK PATTERN
A. Chemical and Material Supplies - General Comments
All liquid chemicals are semiconductor, high purity grade.
All deionized water is better than 14 megohm-cm resistivity
with low total organic carbon (TOC) level and is filtered at
point of use.
B. Equipment - General Comments
All wet chemical processing is done at exhausted processing
stations. Each includes essentially the following com, onents: 	 `r
Temperature controlled baths with stirring and/or
recirculating filtration.
D.I. water rinse tanks with N 2 agitation.
Waste siphons
N2 blow guns.
All work stations include the following general supplies:
Protective gloves (acid)
Protective clothing (acid)
Teflon tweezers
Teflon stir bars
Bath thermometer
i
Funnels  
Graduated cylinders
Black acid resist wax, Colonial ER 1095 - Fine Line.
Dichioromethane Solvent
Delonized water
Hydrofluoric Acid, HF, 49%
Ammonium Fluoride, NH4 F, 40%.
D.	 Equipment List
Exhausted Acid Processing Station, Integrated Air Systems
Ultrasonic Solvent Vapor Degreaser, Branson
Screen Printer, Wells Electronics, Inc.
Wafer Spin Dryer, Fluoroware Systems Corp.
Low temperature drying oven, Pacific Combustion Engineering Co.
Teflon wafer carriers with handles
Wafer drying trays
Screen printer masks
Spatu I as
E.	 Detailed Process Description
1. Wax screen preohmic plating pattern
2. Dry wax, trays, 900C, 15 min.
3. Load into teflon carriers
4. Etch, buffered HF, 4:1 HF:NH 4 F, 450C. 2 min.
5. Rinse, D.I. water, 5 min.
6. Spin dry, 600 RPM, 3 min. (300 RPM for thin wafers)
7. Remove wax, vapor solvent degrease, 5 min.
F.	 Process Tolorances
All temperatures are t 20C, all times are ± i5 sec.
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Motorola Inc.
Contract 955328
F. February 1981
PROCESS STEP: ELECTROLESS NICKEL PLATE
A.	 Chemical and Material Supplies - General Comments
All liquid chemicals are semiconductor, high purity grade.
All powdered chemicals are rea gent grade.
All deionized water is better than 14 megohm-cm resistivity
with low total organic carbon (TOC) level and is filtered at
point of use.
H.	 Equipment - General Comments
All wet chemical processing is done at exhausted processing
stations. Each includes essentially the following components:
Temperature con-;, roiled baths with stirring and/or
recirculating filtration.
D.I. water rinse tanks with N., agitation.
Waste siphons
IN blow guns.
All work stations include the following general supplies:
Protective gloves (acid)
Protective clothing (acid)
Teflon tweezers
Teflon stir bars
Bath thermometer
Funnels
Graduated cylinders
Graduated beakers
Electroless Nickel Plate (Continued)
C.	 Chemical and Material Supply List
Electroless Nickel Plating Bath, pH 10.0 - 10.5
Nickelous Sulfate, NiSo 4 , 25 g/t
Sodium pyrophosphate, Na4P207 , 50 g/1
Sodium hypophosphite, NaH2PO2 , 12 g/z
Ammonium Hydroxide, NH4OH, 28% NH3 , 12 mi/R
Hydrofluoric Acid, HE, 49%
Deionized water
D.	 Equipment List
Exhausted Acid Processing Station, Integrated Air Systems
Wafer Spin Dryer, Fluoroware Systems Corp.
1"eflon wafer carriers with handles
E.	 Detailed Process Description
1. Etch, 50:1 H2O/HF, 30 sec.
2. Rinse, D.I. water, 5 min.
3. Plate electroless nickel, 650C, 5 min.
4. Rinse, D.I. water, 5 min.
5. Spin dry, 600 RPM, 3 min. (300 RPM for thin wafers).
F.	 Process Tolerances
All temperatures are ± 20C, all times in minutes are ± 15 sec.,
all times in seconds are * 5 sec.
f
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Motorola Inc.
Contract 955328
February 1981
PROCESS STEP: METAL SINTER
A.	 Chemical and Material Supplies - General Comments
All process gases, bottled or facility plumbed, are high purity,
electronic grade with point of use filtration.
B.	 Equipment - General Comments
Conventional semiconductor diffusion furnaces include appropriate
gas and temperature controls and quartz tubes. Also calibration
thermocouples are provided.
C.	 Chemical and Material Supply List
Nitrogen, N2 , facility plumbed
D.	 Equipment List
Conventional Diffusion Furnace, Thermco
Quartz wafer carriers
Quartz carrier transfer boat
Teflon wafer carriers
E.	 Detail Process Description
1. Load wafers into quartz carriers
2. Sinter, 2500C, N2 , .60 min. , flow at 10 R/min.
3. Load wafers into tefion carrier .
F.	 Process Tolerances
All temperatures are ± 20C, all times are ± 15 sec.
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PROCESS STEP: ELECTROLYTIC COPPER PLATE
A. Chemical and Material Supplies - General Comments
All liquid chemicals are semiconductor, high purity grade.
All powdered chemicals are reagent grade.
411 deionized water is better than 14 megohm-cm resistivity
with low total organic carbon (TOC) level and is filtered at
point of use.
B. Equipment - General Comments
All wet chemical processing is done at exhausted processing
stations. Each includes essentially the following components:
Temperature controlled baths with stirring and/or
recirculating filtration.
D.I. water rinse tanks with N2 agitation.
Waste siphons
N2
 blow guns.
All work stations include the following general supplies:
Protective gloves (acid)
Protective clothing (acid)
Tefion tweezers
Teflon stir bars
Bath thermometer
Funnels
Graduated cylinders
Graduated beakers
Timers
Scales
Ph meters
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t
C.	 Chemical and Material Supply List
Electrolytic Copper Bath
'r
Cupric Sulfate, CuSo4 . 187 g/t
Sulfuric Acid, H2SC4 , 98%, 21 ml/t
Current U.05A/cm2
E	 Temperature 220 
Electroless Nickel/Boron Bath, pH 10.0 - 10.5
Nickelous Sulfate, NISO4 25 g/R
Sodium pyrophosphate, NaP207 50 9/9
imethyIamine Borane, DMAB 39/9
Ammonium Hydroxide, NH4OH, 12 ml/R
Deionixed Water
Oxygen-Free Copper ElectrodeE
i I).	 Equipment List
Exhausted Acid Processing Station, Integrated Air Systems
Spin nryer, FIuoroware Systems Corp.
Electroplate wafer fixture
Teflon wafer carriers
E.	 Detailed Process Description
1. Plate, electrolytic Cu, R.T., 3 min.
2. Rinse, D.I. water, 5 min.
3. Plate, Electroless NUB, 400C, 5 min.
4. Rinse, D.I. Water, 5 min.
5. S^ n dry, 600 RPM, 3 min (300 RPM for thin wafers)
F.	 Process Tolerances
All temperatures are 	 20C, all times are ± 15 sec.
lwt
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PROCESS STEP: CELL TEST
A. Chemical and Material Supply List
None
B. Equipment List
Light Source and Probe Stage, ENH lamps, custom fabricated
Electronic Test Power Supply, Hewlett-Packard 6281A
Computer Processor, Hewlett-Packard 9825A
C. detailed grace,.. Description
1. Place cell on stage
2. Test, Automatic Sequence and Data Acquisition
3. Sort cells per data
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ITHE ESTABLISHMENT OF A PRODUCTION-READY
MANUFACTURING PROCESS UTILIZING THIN SILICON
SUBSTRATES FOR SOLAR CELLS
SAMICS COST ANALYSIS
1. EXPENSE ITEM ADDITIONS - TEMPORARY COST ACCOUNT LISTING,
2. FORMAT A SET I:	 PROCESS STARTING WITH 13 MIL THICK SLICES.
3. FORMAT A SET II:	 PROCESS STARTING WITH H MIL THICK SLICES.
4. FORMAT A SET III:	 PROCESS STARTING WITH 5 MIL THICK SLICES.
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FORMAT A SET I
FOR
13 MIL THICK SLICES
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
4240"	
►
ROCESS DESCRIPTIONNola: Names given M Oraekets (Ir1^a II/INY/I II TNM///e
 oas c.« a a	 ..i Pala ., Pak/ f i let	 Ira 00 names of prong attributes
rated by the SAM 1 S 111
oMnputer program.
Al Proow (Referentl
	
S t-^ e i - /; _^
A2 I Descriptive Name l _. SS. ^I^. • F 1 Ny dT S To 13 Ml t_. wAf s lz, '
U914b Mu&Ti0a.d` Witte sqw
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Referentl
	
to A fri► A' - If
A4 Descriptive Name lfboduet Names ? N "49 t IU c N 7) , A METE 2, 13 M ! L T'rd I c k
WA Fl-rot
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units!
	
SOLOAt.G Memo—
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6 (Output Ratel INot Thruput) 	 3.7 1 	 IE - 3	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station 	 22 ° Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
(Processing Time) in•pronss inventory)
AB Machine "up- Time rraction
	 ^' 9 Operating Minutes Per Minute
(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 - EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
AS Component (Referent) SAW
Age Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) ws" SAw
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prkey (Price Yearl 19 77	 ..,._
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Costl 30,000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Litel 7
A13 (Selvage Values IS Per Component) C
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) IS/Component) 3, 6 6 0 
Now Tt. r s, ,%m l:; iii rim, -m wma1 • n also vrcrrnt: for tl^a IP,% Vr, jan ; tt,zt intRrvrl? "Fn 'in",t- nn rate table) %h;•
u nent :rx cr, t,a:w	 c:^.0 . ,n-J	 1j (eq 1pr '	 { ' r	 ^ -, 5	 F	 :1tE it` '„ It^ment b^Ok f!C^.r3;'3t,0	 i a	 .r— J•1• VJ ^Gnt:A',
use 0.0, (1875, 6.01, DUB, and 5L.
i
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
Al5
	
Proem Referent (From Page l Line Ail S(. Ice - 13
PART d — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Fecilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facilities and Personnel RequirementslAll All . All A17
Catalog Number Amount Required
lExpenso Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Raquirowt Description
Referent) lAmount per Machine)
A S06 4 b 4c* '3. A. Pr.	 M FG	 SP4 C 6 (TV i0e A) 
Sol(* p 0.1 ei:2seN	 N IFT	 S[M/cetabuL7dw— A53L.A4 LC
8 773 10 D o . a) E6_ot5o*Af1S#4sW y1fejoyT. AlCeMr9.Ule JE
PART 6 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE(Byproduct Outputs) gnd (Utilitses and Commodities Requirements)
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Cycle)
c 10:1 Z B 0. eo 9:5 _ Kw N Ct..oGT Lt cr ry
C 1 0 14 e. 0 .134_• G5. F'7. Po M C s -rrc WA-rEst
!F75 '4	 /ooe S• sid UN1'r SAry	 svp<<IES
PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REOU1RED (Pequired Products)
	
A24	 A28
	 A26
	 A27	 A25)Product
	 [Field]*
	
(Ideal Ratiol" Of
Reference)	 (961	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
W6 oT-	 93,o	 o.IIJ2	 541. M./ lc^,. 
-TW"E W. DMA.
Siuconl J^UcT
	Prepared by	 14 . i41C-Y a le—	 Date 2-18-3 /
+ 100% minus percentage of required product lost,
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PROCESS DESCRIPTION
1111LAaORATe+etf
d Tot 660hey
4A1w►
 11"MV"► • ►^ F &M^IY. GW ^^t^J
Nob: Nemec given In brackets ( 1
are On non" of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
mnputer program.
A6	 (Output Ratel (Not Thruput) S3.o
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I ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
C
At ►roesse ( Rehnnt) T 6 )C E-rH — 13
A2 (Descriptive Namel 'T'Ek T OKC 0 S14	 AND	 O^C.E_E-•G H
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION i
A3 (Product Referentl
	
.T€X S vQ — 13
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Name) Tf k T 46 ET e.N D z si t ST oeA —t e
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Unitsl
	
S y 6 s 7-4A TLr
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
' Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 9e	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)
	 In-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 ^' 3	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
AY	 #%—.(R f	 -rIE	 ^C('tionenta erentl
	 --
Age Component (Descriptive Name) (optional)	 ?EK^roeZ
E'l C,4* AP 6
A10 Base Yew For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 	 (77 1
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost)
	
1 Oo,,To u
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life 1Years) (Useful Lifel	 _,^	 C
A13 (Salvage Value) (S Per Component)	 S, Ccso
A14 (Removal and Installation Coal (S/Component)
	 ^• So e
Note: The SAWS III comouter oroor ­m 41w vrci-ots for tho: (payment t1,4t in t erval!, the lintiation rate trhie! , 0-
(ltjul;,)m0nt tax dowreClatlOn ml'inCL:i , ,end t!	 Oamant beoh	 tl^.;} TC;ROnI . Itl lilt 4 : + ins►ii :^ • ••l.i
use 0.0. (1975, 6.01. DDS, and SL.
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Format A; Process Description (Continued)
A15
	
Prolalss Referent (From Pape 1 Line Ail	 If XE1 N - 13
PART 4 -- DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16 A/9 A19 Ail
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Machine)
Aol.4 D /7,0 5eA. Pr. MFG.	 SPAC E (Tyei r A)
92014.0 _	 O.S'	 _ oER.^e^► Snli7 SeMican/I3c'rut A Se 1fc.E2
9 713(o O 0.0s, P-1rCS• N 4SN^ gfr MA•N7 . 	MEc#4.4A)iC iZ
PART 6 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements(
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Cycle(
0.10;2. B 0, -0 _iCwN ej-d C rieI C 1 7'y
G 112. 19 1p&d Cu. FT. VEnI -rrc.A'ria N
C 4144  D 0. r X F -r. (,VA 7-Lc /1,	 D. X
E(, 1346 D 6.(, ^-_ kGr De.ASSr uas	 NYDKa,trDir
E 13 r Z 0 e. l I Z 6A t. 15 o Pf o P Y L 	 -r t- Cu $40 L.
E lGeo p 0.94 S ►L^. J tit	 Wy a"krD ig-
^J
PART 6 - IN.TRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products]
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27[Product	 (Yield)"	 (Idea! flatio)"* Of
Reference)	 (oil	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***
WAF4,C- 13	 ^!. ♦ _ 2 , 173 E 2	 SuetrR,t^ Seti. M.
A25
Product Name
rmlie'rWW MIL &vgFa.t
Prepared by
	 r" A ' Pi2 y a	 Data	 z-/8-J91
* 100 1'o minus aarcentage of renuired product lost
** Assume 100'„ Vield hore
*** Examples: %lodulostccl! or
116VE11SE SIDE d►L 3037-5 R10/70
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION i
	
Nma • Namesgiven In brackets I
Tc, ebler^ie r^1^Ne11 el TerA^eb^tr	 14*V o,. Goose a i P&Wosse, cal. III 10)	 an 1M names of process attributes
' requested by ft SAMIS 111
mnpuw program.
Al	 Process IRefenntl	 1 0 N 13
AZ l0eseriptive Newel I* Nl /M RL-AnIT N A^J a p T y10d- i
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 [Product Referent)	 Z— S U13 13
M Descriptive Name (Product Namel
	
141 PLR At T C D	 1: V d S -rj" TLr'
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units)
	
S U Q S -r-4ATe'
PART Z — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
I10
	 [Output Ratel (Not Thruput) 	 3. 333 	 Units 191ven on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute .(Processing Time 	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 Operating Minutes 'Per Minute(Usage Fraction[
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
All Component (Referent(
	
l MPs,. AWI6 4
A9e Component (Descriptive Namel (Optional) 	 Erb o^►
10 AJ
	
rat RLo^ ^l	 .
A110 Base Year For Equipment Price (Price Yearl
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 	 4 P b. CwV	 ._. w
A13 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life] 	 t	 _
A13 ISalvage Value( IS Per Component)
	 /°^ AIV
'	 A14 (Removal and Installation Costl ($/Component)
	
#' yz>'t+
Note: The S t MIS III co re W!" OfOCro t JIRO	 for tfle	 f1071 ' r te ^J; 1' ti e"	 raft' wbiel , the
(egUipnl@Ill 'OAt	 r^i, t" XS) ir.7 tn ... Je^ UjpM ,4rnt t .3ok li , ,nr^; ov ?3n	 c onte.:
um 0.0.11975.6.01, DUB, and 5L.
J►t" 3037-3 A*
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Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A16 Process Referent (From Pape 1 line A0	 to w1 - 13
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirementsi
All All A19 A17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referents ►Amount per Machines
A05, 4 n Zoo SCI, . FT MF6 . SoW cE (TyPc A)
1930f4 a J ko tex/	 Sd S9*lcorJ oe c.TViC g5sl	 io'c^*arc
7	 ?(x__1> o.l ft leso*t S MArnrr. MtraMsiNlc Z
PART 6 - DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
'	 (Byproduct Outputss and (Utilities and Commodities Requuementsi
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Cycles
c- to?  2 8 0 .4 Z K-W H eL-d- --rR. t c c-r y	 __.
C 2/218 /200 c.v.	 F'r. VC AM 4A T10/-J
EV 1460 D 7.03 E - to C 	 . rr, QNeS/^Nln ► E
fg1124 D 1.Z3 6 - 5 Gu, Car. Vof-orJ	 -rzi Fr 6- yo4 1De
Ciol(y S 2.01
-
Co. FT.
-
Da /MErSTIC	 w,arcSf
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REOUIRED [Required Products]
	
A24
	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
(Product
	
(Yield)*
	
(Ideal Ratios ** Of
	
Referencel
	 i%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***
	
Product Name
	
'TFX5us
- f3 	 99.9	 1.o	 SatY. agltl
 
Sd1S, 7st 7'cxrtj^ c^' c.dG?
	
Prepared by	 re . A, f 4 y o /Z	 )Date	 2-13-3 1
* 100% minus percentage of requ red product to<t
ttt Examples.
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
nT PaortILeroN LANORATOaT	 Now Names #w In brackets I
tdifMw 140101610 N TK1aebor
40M os Gm# O.. / Pdodw", C@W. 01 8e0	 arm tM names of process attributes
requisated by die SAMIS 111
mnputer Program.
Al	 Protteer (Referent( Drt 1 y C - M
A3 (Descriptive Name( D Q t of - iN lj • P 1 rat (s ^E Q S T^1 BV T ! en/ u F	 _.
tM&AM'7ED LA'1CA's
PART 1 — PRODUCT  DESCRIPTION
A3 I Product Referent(
	
D— S U Q 
—13
M Descriptive Name (Product Namel
	
?DePED S ui 3 1-0-ATtr
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units( 	 5d9 S ?'AGATE
PART Z — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 (Output Ratel (Not Thruput)	 ' 1	 Units Igiven on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 3y	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Timel	 in•procoss inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 C • S (o	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
AD Component (peferentl
	
f 'r ICCZ
Allta Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional)	 &I-11,
FtJ" Ace
A10 Sae Year For Equipment Prim (Price Year) 	 _	 /,) to
All 1 Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost)
	 8 ayOO
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life) 	 Y
A13 (Salvage Value) IS Per Component)	 ^'• a ^''	 _
	
A14 (Removal and Installation Coati (S/Component)	 /r fo0
Note: The SAMIS III computer proaram
	
oi. ts fur	 (payment float interval), the (inflation we tab)^l , th,^
(equipment tax depreciation metnod 'i , 3 7.,. --: ;,.:.cipment : oox depreciation mithod) . In th-. LSA J'+'•; ,% Zr ,: -;L•t
use 0.0,11975, 6.0), DDB, and SL.
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15
	
Process Referent (From Page 1 Line All Diet vE- 13
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Persiorinel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirementsl
A16	 All At! A17
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referentl
	
(Amount per Machinel
6TyPFA)A20640	 1f.py 3cL. FT, MFG. SoAAcC
B 3096 311
	
0.S -'A3oA06 N1Ft .SCAI4CI0yPvC T►6 0C 4SS4!0w1lLCR
^3-2 T6 D	 o. / L3e 4 Is Ali Pr MA ANT. 41de.H WIc ,T1
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
'	 (Byproduct Outputs) ind (Utilities and Commodities Requirementsl
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
C 1032 F3	 0.2S
	
_
j5,AgW FLe-C"riz	 cryC 21Z,18	 1.0 e C u. FT. Vt.-jr i c. A'r! o nl
F I dl6 D	 /tr. 4 ty.Orr IVI V 46CA.)
PART 6 - INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25(Psoduct
	
(Yield)*	 (Ideal Ratio]" Of
Reference)	 1%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
Z — S U a- 13 
	 9S.S	 1. 0 	 StIQS-, &^-M / 5 eQ 3TRATC 1 MOLAMT4fD Suds
Prepared by	 ^'. 	 yo 2	 Daa
	
2 - ! - YI
* 100 %
 
minus percentage of rep,ured product lost.
t* ASsUR1^ 100	 ,•'^r! lrtjrn
**^ Ex,imples, uj6le;,CC11 of G	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
nF'PC)OR QUAT .Tr RstVERSE staE JPt. 3037-8 R10178
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
s
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Ott FROP 'LeION LABONATOUT
cr^fKw l+++w•n ^I THI^^II^r NOiv: Names g)ven In brackets I 1
are the names of process attributes
rpuetted by the SAMIS 111
computer program.
Al ►room 11110mml	 SZ3 AJ 4 — 13
A2 IDescriptive Namel
	
Sri re cps N rroto IE
	
AC'Oi s itrllf^N
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 [ Product Referentl
	
tQ ' S b 8 — / ;^
A4 Descriptive Name I Product Namel 	 t—A yE d' IMA J 1 re-1)
SW S lr a WT X,* re-r
AS	 Unit Of Measure !Product Unitsl 	 u Q S -rotAIE
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
Rate Not Thru tl	 /G • SSAd	 (Output	 i (	 Pu	 Units (g,ven on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 4P 0	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)
	 in-prover inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 0.1	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A4 Component (Referentl
	
fLPei'/^
Aga Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) 	 4- rUQC
L ACVP
f=uA►Ac1er
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Yearl 	 /9 l0
A11 Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Costj
	
lG v Jo •
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life]	 t
A13 [Salvage Value) IS Per Component) 	 P, Ooo
'	 A14 [Removal and Installation Cost] (S/Component)
	
/a So •
Note: The SAMIS ill comouter oroaram alsn er „rrJU for the (payment fica; interval), the [inll itinr rate tahlel , the
(equipment tax deprF.:^atlon metnoci , and Tne -;. ,anent Hoch oaarmascn ^'c oci . in vii i s `^ ,tn ^ s v. •+• it .:
t	 use 0.0.11875, 6.01. DOB. and SL.
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Format A: Process Description (Continued)
AIS Process Referent (From Pave 1 Line Al) 	 S= 3 N 1-mi 3
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements) i
A16 All A19 A17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referentl (Amount per Machine)
C'ymMf6 . SPACE	 4).420(.4 b 140 Sri► .F'r.
8 3e 74 D
	 _ o. S ase a SN SCMtceAIDu&Tart Ass Ew+iLE!^2
777r.^^^	 n^ o. i s .aw,rvr. 	 rri^ Nto-Vtc zr
PART 6 -- DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs)- and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20 A22 A23
	 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units	 Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Cycle(
C/ 0 32. S /./ G y /EW M	 &,ecTR.t t r7Y
C 21 z l F -	 G► t Cu. 	 r. T.	 L/E nt-r-t cc. A -rr a^t
_61161
—6.1c E'- 3 Cu -  F-r.	 A M a► • nt t Al	 u A S
EM 12 10 D 2.3L4 E'_3 cu • pr,	 10 I C-644. 	 SILANC
c r5' 7-o p I. s 2	 - z n LJL„ A AP-5	 CL u
F. 1(* 6 % o L & "j,, E3 
_	
SPA it:. E	 / A /LT'S
E I '4((r D 7 6 L E . L c u, tr'.ir;	 al t ^^ 4 t N
PART 6 - INTRA•iNDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24 A28	 A26 A27	 A25(Product [Yield]*
	
(Ideal Ratlol" Of
Reference) 1%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***
	
Product Name
'	 - J y 6- 13 9 ,9.3	 /.0 5rs s rx^rrc / Su;??7^c^t 7E	 DOPED 	 Suss —R A'rC
Prepared by	 se . A • PQ-yo 2	 Date z - 18- y
+ 100% minus percentage of reouved product lost.
fit+ E^di•^ 1^3'cS
	
,.'mow.,	 . " .,	 ...	 ^'.,..!: .
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
F
FORMAT A
1
8 —	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
!ef rsiOM ILMON LAS ORATOOT
Cefhla44 kuuwa d TerMe/ep	 Nttq: Names given In brackets l 1
`'	 JeAfl odd 6eere d. / Arse... COW N /e!	 Wo the awns Of process attributes
°
	
	 ngtiNMd by the SAMIS Ili
aotnpttter p►ogram.
Al hoass (Referent) A9 T R N - 13
SCrt. C-t4 E WA MASK I0A TTEA2 Ipestxiptive Names	 D	 K	 _..^_.
PART 1- PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 [ Product Referent)	 ^- S V E - is
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Name) P R TTt= rCN e'	 $ y Jr J'rlP A 77E
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units! 	 S  3 3?'kATE
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS (Output Ratel (Not Thruput) 	 4. (* Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station	 3° Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
(Processing Time) In-process inventor
y
 I
AB Machine "Up" Time Fraction Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 - EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Descriptionl
A9 Component (Referent) 5C4"-&) e- 2 EreNC 2	 DE 6,ZS
ASO Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) SCA"^I le VC44	 DC &A0A5i`Q
0,1 h►'rER µvv D
AN D	 BAtcE S D CtiE 2
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) t 9 Yo rsr o	 _	 /yd'O
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) (Purchase Cost) /40,000a ^, So•	 , r^yv
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life) $ Q	 _.	 &
A13 (Salvage Values (S Per Component) c
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) ($3Component) NO tso	 S- (M
Now The SAMIS Ili computer prmram a'sc a- :r, s f^r V-. (Payment float interval]. the (inflation rj •e ta^^^^? , the
(equipment tax depreciation metnodj , -n- -.z . "i,Dmc ,—,,cok de ,reciaticm met ti .m] . in VII ^.;•1'!^'•,;:•^
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), 006. and SL.
.Mt. 3037-9 n 16
C
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•	 Format A: Process Description (Continued)
'	 A16 Process Referent (From Page 1 Lille All 	 PATQ N - i3
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
All All A19 A17
catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Aagtl►fement Description
Referent) (Amount per Machine)
AteL 4 / 44 S4 FT. Mlcb. sP4ce &-we A)
>t ?7 f V D ^. 0 5 P^/Zi i^^/rN^ry Mj1/ ^nl 1: ,NAcrrWryrc ?t
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
'	 (Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commudities Requirements)
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent( (Amount per Cycle)
G /o 7Z 13	 is i•'!S^	 Jew N	 eeec-Tiec ec Ty
C Zito 8	 Rob	 ew. FT.	 VEN-'oLAT/V--J
Eta Ss^" D ^^33 E - 4	 C^ Al..	 ^s r s T wAJ^
f	 E4 ss^o I. Ir E - L	 04[..	 DlcwLsto MLr rNA ugs Suc.vc vT
C 1l 44 P	 0, 20	 ox. Ff.	 wgTER a :>-X.
iI
1i
i
PART 6 - INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED IR'4equired Products)
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A26(Product	 (Yield)*
	
(Ideal Ratiol" Of
Reference)	 R9'el
	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
AQ- 3U8 - )3	 9.4
	
/.o	 SV8s -r09A„9 / satsMAM AA C4*I
 'D Sutsne4
	Prepared by
	
• A	 Date	 Z - / - a I
l
' 	 * 100 % minus percentage of required product lost,
	
+* A;sum p	here
+*x R:aamp;e^. `.1^dul^;jCe;! or .. .;,;',.,
RaVERSE SIDE J►L 3037-5 111110/78
01tIGINAL PAGE IS
of POOR QUALITY	 137
PART 2 PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AQ (Output note  (Not Thruput) Units (given on line AS) Per Operating MinuteC 441,1
1
e
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANO#RDS
FORMAT A
8 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
!RT ►a01t't.elON 6AR+OtATOaT	 ' ftW; Names Mw11 In brael[et1 I I
 
Cd1MaL r^rlMtll b t'et1Nbp 400 or Gmso a 1 Peter~ C&W fr rot	 Net the names of proem attributes
"*wted by the SAMIS ill
w"puter program.
At Proem [Referent!
	
N /c K Err — 13
A2 I poseriptive Name, a 6 c. ,rA* 4 E S.1 IV t o 1G ^.^ pL^ ?E	 -
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 [Product Referentl	 — Cttt~L " 13
M Descriptive Name !Product Namel Ni e-ZE c. 0 4. A-re b	 SO LAIe. c e(-L
AS	 Unit Of Measure (Product Unitsl
	 C C&4-
A7 Average Time at Station 	 i Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
[Processing Time) in-proms inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 V • S S r Operating Minutes Per Minute
(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description,
A9 Component (Referentl MI0"WrK DX-YEQ "A"E^)
A% Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) NAc"r- _ A4k-40NMe1A *If" EATN
kwr ow D2tra"re xCPa^HJ1wA1ff&r
eat►
 D SYSTEM
A10 Ban Year For Equipment Prices (Price Yearl 197 t III* _._.	 /f to
All Purchase Price IS Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 97.1, 24o Sod Soe*s
Al2 Anticipew Useful Life (Years) (Useful Lifel a f
A13 (Salvage "3slue) (S Per Component) 4, I G 3 2f Zso
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) (S/Component) /, So o So f400
Note: The SAM1S 111 nor) >u • ar or .: • r alto Pro-nits for the (pJvm('r,* r 'c;t irrrr, ^I' . Iii	 rate table), tFe
(equipment . ,4 og oreclawa 1 r;,, v- oil , :r,.J trio 1,equi let ent t)Ot3h SCC.r^ ,` i'iv•i T4:	 t'	 L. ^ Ji^'^:i(;$ ^Oni^'^:.
use 0.0. 11975.6.0), 006, and 5L.
J►L 3037-4 A ` s
t	 138
Format A; Proem Description (Continued)
A16 Props Referent (From Pape 1 Line A0 	 NIC-KEt. - $3
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE FIR SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
	
All	 All	 All	 A17
	
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
	
[Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units
	
Requirement Description
	
Referentl
	
[Amount per Machine)
AL*4 { b	 1 6 4:	 _ SQL FT _ mC'b SPACE (WOC A^
	$393iD	 e•oS	 0&oCSd	 Ai	 tovot i
	t3 3 e ! 6 ^	 ,	 N	 ♦ ^SsTdL AS►>cEiNdtE,Q
PART 6 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
[Byproduct Outputsl and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
	
A20	 A22	 A23	 A21
	
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
	
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units
	 Requirement Description
	
Referentl	 (Amount per Cycle)
	
C /032 B	 o• „7	 /cw14	 't d dr--re-tCI-?
	
_ c t, t t
	
c.0 . FT.
	
Wf-Wrd L. A ri e oJ
	
C it 44.b
	 e.33r	 Cu. t'T.	 WA•1'Ei<, D-r.
	
EM /2e0 U	 1.32 E,- 2	 fa AL	 Cis-f Ter NVOgel tvotic A< <D
	
_e.^ Sao P	 4 AL.	 EL4C-? o L4- ss WIVE °t_ <4t vrie,^
PART 6 - INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED (Required Products)
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
	(Product	 (Yield]*	 (Ideal gatiol ** Of
	
Reference)	 1%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
	
P- s U a - Is 99.6
	 / . e	 ee" / sue sr+uV PA M"ep s U	 TIC
	Prepared by	 /^'•	 ,e Y a e-	 Dote	 Z-11- 11
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost
**Assume 100", yield F-,?rp
**,*Examples; Modules,'Ce,; or C.
REVERSE $104 J►L 3037-8 n 10/76
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"I
I	 SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
&AS011410111'	
Now: Mom given In brackets
P40W odb d"Of or I Pdoode4w CW81 Map
	we 00 allaw of 
process 
attributes
t"useled by the SAMIS III
sentputer program.
All	 Frooaiii; 11 1 oferewl	 SIAVr9it - 13
A2 10,.Ipd,,N,.l ftfvr-44—
PART I — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 I Product Referentl 	 CELL — 13
A4 Descriptive Nome (Product Nael 5fJ4 ,r9r1te>	 So4.AA cfLc.
A6 Unit Of Measure (Product Unitsl	 C-ZL^L
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS	 (Output Rate I (Not Thruput) 	 Units 191won on line A5) Par Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	
30	
Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
(Processing Time 1 	
0.1(0	
In-procew Inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Frawlion	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
Wup Fractioal
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine oescriptionj
A$ Component lReferentl
Alla Component (Descriptive Namel lOptional)
fru"A COE
A10 Base Yew For Equipinen Prim JPrlw Yearl 1110
All Purchase Prim IS Per Component) (Purchase C;ostj 44^ *as
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life IY*ars) (Useful Lifel dp	 —
A13 (Salvap Valuel IS Per Component)	 ?, aim
I r-00
ATA lRemoval and Installation Costj (S/Compongnt) 	 .0
Note: The SAMIS III comouter procram also ^-, ro^rou for tb..- rpjjvm ,!nt float ir-erv2 1 1, t^-e jir 1,1,i , 1- n f2!e W- l e! , tse
(equipment tax deweciatizn metnool, and tri., 'e(i,.-orrent bcn^k	 VIV 6
un &0. 41975,6.0), 0138, and SL.
Qr
JPL 301,7-S RIC
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Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A16	 Process Referent (Pram Page 1 Line A1) INTER — /3
PART 4 - DIRECT kEOUInEMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Persannel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 All Alf A17
GWGI Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent(	 (Amount per Machine)
A2.0(64  D
	
161 . F.T. MFG, 3PAc E C?yope A)
B 70 % D
	 0. S /c	 t N 59* rca w Dal sT aX	 A SS &,mot l [L►,C
^^3G D
	
e.(, Cge 	 itfr MAJVl:. NI CH#1ryrc_
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) Ind (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A72 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle]
c / • 3 2 3	 0.23 KwN etaci-&Lce7y
C zot.9 13 	 140 CU. FT'. VF-NTrc.ArreM
'	 E	 141 b D	 16.  4
^	 —
co. Fr, Arti-,Ce a Ly ^!
t
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27(Product	 (Yield]*
	
(Ideal fliatio)* * Of
Reference)
	 1%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***
	
N - GEc.t.- 13
 99.9	 /. o	 C4!LL. / cE
A25
Product Name
MI rt.wsE, S&Ae cfLL
Prepared by
	
I- . A . 172 7o 2	
— Date	 z - If -8f
* 100% minus percentage of regi ored product lost.
'"	 ** Assume 100"S 000. hire
*** Examples: Modu;er;^eat wr C.:
niVEnSE SIDE J►L X037-4 N 10/7P
s
141
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
•tT /s10/t'4elON 4AOORATOtaY
	 NOb' Names g1Yin In brackets ( lcdooreis fauna of TkAedMrt
ana  0r ea#* a	 r...i ►O , c..f 91 0) 	 as dw names of process attributes
r"miled by the SAMIS III
computer program.
All hoar ( Referent) Co ooee 'e — a
A2 IDewiptive Namel E (4 tl•oC0 V C s3 ewAACOlt 00"7c
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 I Product Referent l
	
C— G C L L. — 13
A4 Descriptive Name [ Product Name)	 Ca PPerf Pt-A *ra h	 S e 4 A dt	 c e t-c w er #4
Pou -mc..-n ve	 c A P
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units) 	 CELL
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6 [Output Ratel (Not Thruput)	 24. 10 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
All Average Time at Station 	 ^^ _	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time) in-proem inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 ^'9 a Operating Minutes Per Minute
(Usage Fraction)
PART 3— EDUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Descriptionj
C U?4-Al f De-r c2 ree pL e NA9 Component ( Refemntl
Aga Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) ed,*Afg-	 _ M wx4 rAyE ,Awry	 SA'rN
r,RTI ws p D 4Y Cie 4E #0iXN 13 440CIV r
aD1^ SYS.EM
A/O Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 11 1` 0 !!o
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 9°• ° u Soo ^a, ytTy
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life] 8 8
A13 [Salvage Value) (S Per Component) 'F: S°^ dir Soo
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost  IS/Component) ^^ Sv '	 _ +O°
Note; The SAMIS III computer program i l in o­, ,its for t' • ;payment float interval), the (inflation rate tot lol , the
(equipment t,K depreciation rnetnoa; , a	 tn ,^ 	 depreciation metnoa l . III the L'i .; v«'• i^•:i c. ,lid^i
use 0.0. (1975, 6.01, DOB. and SL.
`.	 J►L 3037-8 A 10
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Format A; Process Description (Continued)
A15
	
Process Referent (From Page i Line A1) _ C	 If loEf- — 13
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent(	 (Amount per Machine)
Attaf* 4D su FT, _"ro. SAAce 0eyoE 4)
^^?T 36 D	 6 f:- ? pelf o_^1	 S##Wr MA rN7! MEc-HAA/I c
6 362
	
'17	 o.S !'^L3ifl S
-
SCMreo,l t^.JCrogt	 ARL," ^t,^/Z
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
'	 (Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent(	 (Amount per Cycle(
C /o32 'R	 n . -3! Y_u►1H Et	 C7At ,c r7y
CZI2.d a	 Fyo Cu,r-r. VEA/TIt.A TiO4
C f! 44 D	 o, 535. cu, 1c r. AJA-rf	 D.T
Cy 21oo D	 2., z r E'- 7_ GA(-. f^ec.Ttet.ess COOO64
LO (3 22ou-b	 (..G r::-3 UAL. IMM64StOA1 TtA)	 sut.VT90^1
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26
	
A27
	
A25[Product
	
(Yieldl*
	
(Ideal F{atiol ** Of
Reference(	 W	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
s-CELL _, /3	 C19" / CEO,,	 S/Au rEgLrD Sct..44 re,L^ 11
Prepared by	 2 , /I - 94 Y o !2	 Date 2 - 1 9- 9 1
* 100 "'^ minus percentage of required product inst
... t^_xl ll•,' 	 i;,	 ! I }fin ► ,
1
rtaVEnSE $INE J►L 3037-8 A 10173
op SAL PAG
_ ^ +	 UUR ^?Uq f,'8i 18 1.;
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
•
8 PROCESS DESCRIPTIOtJ
>ts* ^aoPrisroa s.aaoaa*oar	 '
 Note: Names glwn M brackets ( 1Glilrnw larNar r/ Tklrr•Irp
400" 60,000 Of / Pndorr, Gbl 9110! 	 M tM names of process attributes
rpu 
M
etted by the SAM 1 S 111
mnputer program.
At	 Process (Referents C E L T S T- 13
A2 lDeeeriptiw Names e-LE nT O-► e AL -M Sr oC SO..At C45"S
PART i - PRODUCT DESCRiPT10N
A3 ( Product Referents
	
r - C.E L.L - 13
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Namel TE S'►'EO	 SoL^IE GEc.L.
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Unitsl 	 CELL
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 10utpL Rate! (Not Thruput) 	 1 ^' 1i	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 °• I t;	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)	 in•proce s inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 0, 9 t► 	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component (Referentl
	
c-reyrLroe
Aga Component (Descriptive Namel (Optional) 	 SO4-4OC CELL
-TE s re of
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year)
	
19 so
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost)
	
'° 4 , e o o
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life) 	 $
A13 (Salvage Valuel ($ Per Component) 	 L, 3 op
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost( ($/Component)
	
4o0
Note: The S AMIS 111 com puter area^ n lso aromnts for the (paym gr; `Scat	 ►ate table), the
loquipmertl -Ix depreciation rm!:,^-%1:.:.-a the (equipment took	 Context,
use 0.0. (1975.6.01. DDB, and SL.
JPL 3037-8 A r
x ";	 144
.t
uRIGINAL PAGE IS
`V PWR QUALITY
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line Al)	 CEO 'r4 r- I3
•	 PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 All A15 A17
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent)
	
(Amount per Machinel
Z&(.4 D	 40 SQ . fsr.	 AW6. SPAce ((Y,*c A
$ 3 07 6 D	 0 . t• 6 ? "6 AJ .S N	 SCM rc a *I AU c.7w t.	 A -55 dM 1i'Lme
a 3 4 d P D
	
S E- L E/LS • a N^ lei.EeTr4^Je e s /kI ^.3 T. ,b.^,nJ
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE(Byproduct Outputs) pnd (Utilities and Commodities Requirementsl
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
c t o ? z >3	 Z. S e. - Z ICw sl EL 4sc.rroeic cry
PART 6 - iNTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
	
A24	 A28
	 A26
	 A27	 A25(Product	 (Yieldl*
	
(Ideal Flatiol** Of
Reference)
	 W	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
	
C - C CI-4- -13 94. 0
	
1.0 	 CG.L/ C-CL(-	 CU As.AzcD S6W cEc.,-
	Preparers by	 0e. A 1 Poe YO 2	 Date	 -7-23-10
6
* 100% minus percentAge of required product lost.
+• A,	
1
#^^ E KCI UI^)IOS. n^VGV,t
	
^.. 	 ^	 v. '.^'.,...^C: j.
r1EVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S R10/78
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FORMAT A SET 11
FOR
8 MIL THICK SLICES
146
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PCdetoosio
	
	
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
 
h
16
fnrao of 7orA^nlatrr
	
Note: Names given In brackets
400 os c•... Or / P.f.d.ow, Crhl 91 1u!	 an the names of process attributes
"ested by the SAMIS III
e ntputer program.
Al ft n me [Referentl. Ir .(-lcE- t
A2 (Descriptive Namel 5 LI c 1 yc, or I N(, oT S To 8 IN/c. w4 Fa 2.s
09 146 Mot..-T/ /a. 6 W II[E SAw
PART 11-  PnODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 ( Product Referentl
	
W A Fi 'e - li
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Name) "rd "S 11*J e " 'b I A mE; d'2
-
, g M ! L -r W t c K
WA reek
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Unitsi
	
SGt0 XeC- M L'*rfP-
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AG	 lOutput Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 4,4(6 E - 3	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 27-0 	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time) 	 in^process inventory)
AS
	 Machine "Up" Time fraction
	 ^' 9	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component (Referentl 	 SAW
Alla Component [Descriptive Namel (Optional)	 W,Re SINN
A10 Base Year For Egw pment Prices (Price Year)	 1q7 7
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) (Purchase Cott) 30 , 06 0o
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life) 	 7
A13 lSalvage Valuel ($ Per Component)
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost] (/Component)
	
3 ^ a e o
Note: '1 f •	 --! sc ar ::fr...}o t+} , 	 1, ;2t	 !:^'l'•^nratet:b«'.,th,
leQUigN ll{!f)I u7 1  • :e".: ' +• C o i,C)1 1 1,t' :G 	 vc	 (It G: z,'..	 L r —. 	 ii A7
use 0.0, (1975, 6.01, nails, and SL.
JPs. :1077-S i. .
14?
"t	 Format A: Prod Description (Continued)
A16	 Proem Referent (From Page 1 Line All SL ICE -1
b	 PART 6 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
lFacilitles and Personnel Requirements( tI
Alt	 All A19 Ail
Cauloq Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referentl
	
(Amount per Machine)
A zo fe 4 D	 40 SCA . Fr. M jr(, . 50A C 6 (7-We A
„ Q 3016 D	 0.1 oE1JAZS1N	 NIi`r SfAt/GNDOl;TOAR. gs3e.A4# L jfZ.
a ?73y a	 e . 4! EIS. 4#4ogr A?Aiw7'	 Wdre HAAj10 JC
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) Fnd (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
C 103 2 B	 6.0003 14W Ct_EGTLsciry
e 1 0 14 6	 C'.134 CO. 9,7-, A•Mts'rrc WATGZ
66 1600t^ _	 7.24 uN Or SA64	 S t/ Pal- 0 ES
7
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
	
Ali	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25(Product
	
(Yield)*	 (Ideal Flat io) "* Of
Reference)	 1%)	 Units Out/Units In 	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
1#J6 61-	 pS. o	 1,06f	 5 Ia. M.1  (G (P, 'T14"4 W. DiA.
51" C0.J / Akod 'r
	
Prepared by	 9. A. At Y a tL	 Date 2-09-31
* 100°6 minus percentage of requr►ed product lost.
RiVERSE SIDE J►L 9037-8 R10/718
1-1118
Fm
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
F3
FORMAT A
8
	r:
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
ART PROSION LAD04AT041T 	 dote' Names given In brackets ( 1t:dll/dee:d	 ae oI Terleodo"p'Gann od/ Gee#e a / Fodeed. COW 9/t0!	 are tM names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
computer program.
Al Process (Referent) — TC k ETH - _
AZ (Descriptive Namel _ TMX 11J'KE VT GH AN D Atf- , '€ c H
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 ( Product Referentl
	
TAX S 06 - 8
M Descriptive Name [Product Namel TL k 7046 E?S'N LED C u t 3T,eA 7E
AS	 Unit Of Measure [Product Unitsl 	 S 3 6 s 4,01 TE
PART Z - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
C.• Rate (Not Thru	 t)	 , ?A6	 (Output	 1 .	 pu	 S2 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 90 ._	 Glendar Minutes (Used only to comFt:•e(Processing Time] In-process inventory)
AB	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 ^'	 3 Operating Minutes 'Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9	 Component (Referentl orIE	 ,e
Aga	 Component [Descriptive Name) (Optional) lrLricmuzz
E'l LNI ^ c^
tfov ^
A10	 Bast Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) (^ r
All	 Purchase Price (S Per Component) [Purchase Costl
Al2	 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life)
A13	 [Salvage Valuel (S Per Component) S, OOD
A14	 (Removal and installation Cost  ($/Component) /i foe	 _
Note; The SAMIS 111 comcwte, orx: jm also ur,	 .:: for th-, 'vaf mon t fl .it w l ervil; , the	 rote t ,!.iAt , It-
lequipment tax ^1cure radon (r , ,tnocj , and me	 ,-rwmt ^cok ^,: sr	 .tie . r.•nou; ,	 tit t­* ., .. ;^ ,	 r ;•.
:	 use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL.
j c1 c:I:tiAL PAGF IS
APLH^ Po ()R
	 UALIT'Y
3037 —S P
149
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
Ai6 Process Referent (From Pape 1 Line Ail ?E 1t f f'N - I
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A/6 All A19 A17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Machine(
Aof*4
 D 12,0 SeA. Fr. MFy. smcE Czar A)
87ol& 1> 0.4, /	 0	 i e&,fc#m#dc.7b& Aszg<jsgk
S 373y D *,of' et	 s MArN7• ME`NAA0 c iW
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and )Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Cycle)
C- to TZ 1? O. or rw0 Lt LE c.TAe c_ r7y
6212-1 B 1060 Cu. FT. VISA)-rr&A -ri6*J
C11 44  D o. ?1 t cu. f'-r, Lye lyc /I . D ._ .
E(j 13 (so U De.rlSJlu,a .HYD"CaXiDEb.eS E -L K 
E 13 EZ D
_
6.11Z 6A L i S e Peo I yl_
	
AL co Not.
E 14reo D .Sea.oM wya"krye;0.94 8-9
l
PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Productsl
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27(Product	 lyieidl*	 (ideal Ratiol" Of
Reference)	 (71,1	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26"**
WA FE et-g	 X 1.2	 2 , 173 C 2	 50 6.1"Mt14 Sb. M.
A25
Product Name
C71 (904T  Mtt et/qr%--,C
Prepared by
	 .1' A- ire-  y o z	 Date	 Z — 18 — I#
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost
**Assume 100°;, yield here
*** Examples: Modules;C01 or Cc
RSVERSE SIDE NL 3037-6 A 10179
150
FORMAT A
• r
8	 --	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Jet 1'ROf't'4E/r►fe LAaMatATORt
Gbh.^i^ f^u=wu sf T^rA^afeRr
Will 0&4GH•• hM / Fwedo-, COW !8101
Note: Names given In brackets I
an the names of process onributes
rapuseted by the SAMIS III
oamputer program.
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARD
c.
C
At	 ►rooess ( Referent(
	 I y W ' 8
A2 [Descriptive Namel l O /J IM P` ANT N A PJ •) P % s/^^
PART / — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 [Product Referent) 	 Z— S V?— I
A4 Descriptive Name ( Product Namel
	
IM, 4A/ T C D	 9 u d S 7^t.' ATOM
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Unitsl
	
S u a S -r"Tc
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS
	
(Output Rate) (Not Thruput)
	
3.330 	 Units (given on lieu A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute .(Processing Timel 	 in-process inventory)
AS
	
	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 0. 8 S	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
AB Component lReferentl
	
t MAL. AAWC 4
Alice Component (Descriptive Namel (Optional) 	 Cit1-0I oN
f	 /y4V
rat 0"A Me
A10 Bate Year For Equipment Prices (Price Yearl
All Purchase Price IS Per Component) (Purchase Cost)
	
4 P b, O'av
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life[
kt	
^o dv+'ff
	
A13 (Salvage Values (S Per Comoonentl
	 •	 ^.
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) (S/Component)
	 ¢• ^'
Note- The S•,. VIS III Cc rr	 ,r C r rn .r. , 31:0 p.. . .^ f or the:	 rats! tablet, th"
(equipme,)t ..! % lIt`;)'r':IJa or) .. t t. 	 ',V th .  ist;ld Vr+l orlt t 3-A r1': f'. MC1
use 0.0, (1975, 6.01, OUS. and SL.
JIL 3091-5 r
_ .,
	 151
Format A: Prom Description (Continwd)
AlS
	
►roan Referent (From Pipe 1 line A0
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE IFeciNtils) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Petsonrlel)
PoWNties and Personnel Requirem entel
A16	 All At! A17
Ce"We Number	 Amount Required
IExpena Item	 Per Machine (P@r Shift) Units Regldr nlent Description
INhreMl
	
(Amount per Machinel
A"(. 4 D —
	
too Sts,. Ft P4,. SiAce Cryp.6 A)
?o fib!	 I AroaIx/	 srl SE=Oi c.r0k 45SC*11C44,_
1
1 
7 7 Tomb D,_	 o . I S d*e	 s MA{ AM 4e14Ca NAN/c gr
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
'	 levproduct Outpuisl end (Utilities and Commodities Requi»mentsl
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catelo5 Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent 	 (Amount per Cycle)
C 10 7 z e	 0.4 2 tCw N Ift rC.1-0-t C d*r y
C 21ZPS	 /Z 00 CV. VdMh'i I-A-r/enl
E'V 14 G o D	 7 . 0 3 a -(a Co . srT, P"d s f of 1A)C
E/sfIZ4 D	 1•23E -s Co. Fr. VOt-##!	 T241F-C-004100
C(o16 f	 Z•ol C 3 	 G'r•
-
WAhESTIC WATvoe
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25(Product	 (Yieldl"
	
(Ideal Ilatiol" Of
Reference)	 W	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26*"*	 Product Name
TE x S uE - P	 99• !	 .o	 s^t^r,^,e/ s^,rss^r^ -r^xTVZ^ ^^^,^
s rasr^ra
Prepered by	 !Z-. A • Per e 2	 Do" 7--  I t -It
" 100'/o minus percentage of required product lost.
*+ «^SSU't^ o inn' ,I ic'ri h^rl+
t	 *** Examplas. %14dioles,'CQtt or	
II9VIA52, 810E ^ 7077-5 A 10/78
c	
•
152
k	 y
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY'COSTING STANDARDS
r FORMAT A
r
iCA110#4004 	
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Note• Names given M brackett I10nw0,r el T04640e1'
p=	 4*w 04 G•ss •	 Pr"M+e, GId 9110!	 are the minas of process attributes
i
	
	
requeetod by die SAMIS III
oanouter program.
Al	 hocess 1 Referent) D^ 1 y ^' - $
A2 1 Descriptive Namel - D Q 1 yC ` t N t) o P, N f, rCE" D^ S ^'^e1 !j^ T e	 u F
f
i Aoli&A 07 a D LA yeas
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 I Product Referent I 	 D- S U Q-$
M Descriptive Name (Product Namel
	
D dpc D S U$ S R-ATL
AS Unit Of Measure !Product Units)
	
5e► 6 S TAATC
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS (Output Ratel (Not Thruput)	 9`' Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station 	 30 Calendar Minutes (Used on ly to compute
(Processing Time) in•proceesinventory)
At Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 C •	 (o Operating Minutes Per 'wiinuts(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 - EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Ma chine Description)
All Component (Referent! BLT F46
Afla Component (Descriptive Namel (0ptional) BEt.t'
rojen ACS
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) /1 to
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 8 b yOo
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life
A13 (Salvage Value) (S Per Componen t) T• A O
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) (S/Com ponent) ^^ fo0
Nate: The SAMIS III computer nr -:i : r-. H	 ,,s fc;	 !rayr rent float interval), the (inflation rju VW- 1, th
(equipment tax depreciation memic i , R	 , Z	 pme't GC:: d:nreciation r^strecd 't . If Litt; :',-, •'.;.;. G : , .t• .
use 0.0. 41975.6.0), DDB, and SL.
J►L 3037-6 A!
•	 Fornut A: hum Description (Continued)
AiS	 Proem Referent (Fran Pop I Line All DR1 3e— 1
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
theilities end Femenel RequitomenulAll	 All All A17
Catdoo Number	 Amount Required
19%pen a item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Uri" Requ(remer►t Description
Referentl
	
(Amount per Machine)
A 20(04 D	 161 z4L. F'^	 MFG. 3^#C	 (1-,rA-1A_y
9 70,94 1) 	 00 toF S0N CS its Orr	 5e<MICA000c lo ot A SZ-*114ce
t:	 a,/ fSA3ew sN I rr	 AMi,*JT, ftfc8,40V/t X
PART 6 — DIRECT REOUIREMENTS Riff MACHINE PER MINUTE
'	 (Byproduct Outputsl 4nd (Utilities and Commodities Requirementsl
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle;
C ta 3 Z F3	 0.2S jw;WN Fc.6u712 tcrry
C 21tj8	 lOe cu. Fr. tLI	 A'rIo ej^Vgpj
W& t.v. F'l
	
_..
NirAA6EA3
PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REOUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
(Product
	
(Yield*	 (Ideal flatiol** Of
Refereneel	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26***
	
Pr- uct Name
I- S U B- 8	 9S,	 /. a	 soQSSt^►^ / s uQ s-'RA'W 1 A4A-A yTry S if-&E
Prepared by `	 q . ^^ Yy	 Dole	 Z ` (^• 81
* 100% minus percentaae of required product lost.
t^ Assume I"	 t.,:te
+*« Exomptes; 	 of C:tl. '..,;!
11EVE1156 510E Ot.. 9037-e R10170
154
k.
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
i
FORMAT A
N
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
$at PaoPw.:+r^N LAtaORNTOAY	 Note: Names pawn In brackets ( )
c/oINnu 161008.n of re(beeleff
48W 04A G..s. Or / Pusde". Gld 91 10!	 are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS 111
oanputer program.
Al Pro>om (Referentl
	
3	 4 p
A2	 (ptneriptive Nan^e l 	 -Sid- r c tnf NITrClIDE	 P&Ao t iri*oy
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 Irroduct Referentl
	
e" S U 8 A
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Name) t4fj 'T r ^f F c.C  77&*4 IL-A YE d? 'Farm 3 .4 rc'rp
6!'V S 3 3t?2*Te
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units) 	 S tr Is S T4ATE
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICSC. Aa (Output Ratel (Not Thruput) Units (given on line AS) Per O perating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station	 e. Minutes (Used only to compute
(Processing Time in-processinventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 ^' PY Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
BART 3 -• EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
I"PGy^A0 Component (Referentl
A0a Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) 4- ruee	 -
L OWD
Fv^era GE
A110 Sore Year For Equipment Prices (Price Ywir) /9 X r1
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) (Purchase Cost) l ^' v v °
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life)
A13 (Salvage Valuel (S Per Component) p, 000
A14 (Removal and installation Cost) (S/Component) /I S-0 0
Note: The SAWS ill comouter orocrarn a!:.') 	 for th o! (pad mem f c.i* imerva!) , the	 rate t.^b^e) ,the
(equipment trx diaurecimion metrioci . 4NI	 ,riMCnt bxk tidArCCh3tiv'Cl '7C.-,Ccj . ilt ti's« L-' — _ ^ •» .•,
uae 0.0. (1975, 6.01, DDB, and SL.
9
,4GINAL PAGE IS
	
Af L M7—S A .
W POOR QUALITY	 155
Format A: Process Description (continued)
A/5	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line A1) ST 3 N 4- ..
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirementsi
A16 All A19 A17.
CetNog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent( (Amount per Machine)
A 2 0 V 4 A 14 0 SSiI,. F f. M f!S . S PAC E (Tn M A)
$ 3a '16 D 0.5
_
 
ACRSe AJ SN 5"dCdw#v&TO0. fiSS Mtt .E'
$^7?+: D o . l ^Ci S xl	 .f ^Y}.l=in/T.	 ibI d c NrAnr /c TC
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputsl • 'and (Utilities and Commodities Requirementsi
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Am s;<nt Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referents (Amount per Cycles
C /0 3Z $ !• /& & le,W 14 e"c-mic t- Y
c 2tZi1Y 4,t cu. Fr. VF-MMIC.A'rrert
E Ito p D S,9 Y 6"-3 C u . FT, M n► . A lA	 6AS
ENt 12,01) z, tz+ C - 3 Cu • Fr, 1>MNt.6V-o SIL.ANC
1	 157 2_0 D 1•Sz44 - 2 De LL. ARS GLU4de'^C 14 04 Ti (0 . 01 	 C-3 Dol.,LAtrS SPAcr<	 / ArL7S
E 141to D _M	 ^.	 c-'t cv. onr MI'r"^t14EN
PART 4 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTISI REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25(Product
	
(Yield)*	 Itdeal Ijatiol ** Of
References	 (%)	 Units OutlUests In	 Units Of A?6***
	
k duct Name
^ - sue— 8	 99.2	 /• ^	 5^s+7cM'c/SuQ,mu^ ^ o PEa Suas ; R A-rE
Prepared by
	
e. A. Pe Y o 2	 Date z-18-f1
+ 100% minus percentage of required product lost
*-*+ Exai;iples ,. vu. 14
	 ^..•.t4i.
RGVERSE 110E JFL 3037-S R 10/7N
15u
1 SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Pitt PRO►I'LSION LARORATORT 	 Note: 	 given in brackets ( 1Cdd^r+w l^iarra N Tu ►^ebrf	 '44M 046 c•.r, Or i Powdea., crst 911OJ	 are the names of process attributes
ragwsted by tht SAMIS 111
oornputer program.
All	 Pro otss ( Referent I Po; r K N- S
AZ ( Descriptive Namel _ S COLE C- ^I E D WAX M A31C #04 T f GT P,4V
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 (Product Referentl _. 	 S V E "' $
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Namel	 PRT7Ee-N1!)
	 S yi9 J-1-4ATE
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units)	 SU 3 3.o 2 ATE
t	
PART T - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AG (Output Ratel (Not Thrupud	 4. 13 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station 	 3o Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Proceroing Time) In-process inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 • 74 Operating Minutes 'Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description;
A9 Component (Referentl -5C.R,we,t E0- E11-c.011! 2	 LSE 0 es
Ago Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) 5c-Aze- #%) _ 4ff I-CW	 DC &4e04SE k'
oo Q ( NTL- ,e hAcrd
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) IV, ke /S8 0	 1980
All l Purchase Price IS Per Component) (Purchase Costl /40,100 0 7, S o* 	 7.
Al2 Anticipate! Useful Life (Years; [Useful Life] Q'
A13 (Salvage Value) (S Per Component) ° 5"
A14 (Removal and Installation Costl M/Component) yejo >• So	 S tru
Note; The SAM, IS III coi n mter w nxv: rn a'rc	 "s f	 1;-ayment float interv311 , the (inflat ; on r ! • t- 1,00 " , thr
(equipment WA dera,:.dtion met rlodi .	 , , o '	 ;-Ztmc-, -C--, d'' ,rect3t{on ruse-0t , i1) (i r .'^ '.
use 0.0.11975, 5.01. DUB, and 5L.
JPL 3037-s A Ic
l :a'1
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A16	 Process Referent (From Paps i Line A ll 14 -re  N — P
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities ► OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16 All A19 A17
Catalog Number Amount Requlred
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Machine(
AZ*(-4^ 144 S4 a F'r. MIC6• .504 c. 	 C?YAr A^8 3 •!b a 2 Qdotge	 siftEr— 54alrcn4DveTO2 AssCM 	4
9 77 341 A o. o S Oe-944 ^^ err Md jrW r ME cddyle Tt
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs( and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements(
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Cycle)
C /0,77-8 0. 2 Q.: ^ - Kw 14 E(.ffC"r -1CIT%
C Z/2P a flop C.u, FT- o V
Q6 Saco ¢ 2.33C-4- COAL., 9^ t ST	 tvA*
qty n-5700 b I. ZS e — L 04L . DICNLQC0 METN!► w10	 SOLV64T
_ G It 4^p „_ o, Za c.,c. Ff. _ wAr^^Z	 ^.2
PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25(Product
	 (Yield]*
	
(Ideal Ratiol** Of 	 .
Reference]
	 (%)
	
Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
^Q-SuP^Z	 /•Z	 I*O	 S^BSTiI^A ^SufS^	 X14 CdAlffD ^N3^ ATE
Prepared by
	
iQ . A - P!2 Yo oe	 Do"
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
^*` Examples, :iJClli{^,jCr{! Jt ;. {, y `.., .
FAVERSE SIDE J►L 3037-S R 10/78
	
•
	 15 8
CSOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
•
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JeT 1'RUrI't.lION 1.ARORATORT
Cehlanr luure^r el Terl^n^sp
44M O./ Gres a Or / PeuLee, Cell 9110!
Note: Names given In brackets ( l
we the Mmes of process attributes
requested by 0,9 SAM I S 111
computer program.
Al Process (Referent( 	 AJ < K EL ^ a
A2	 (Descriptive Namel t L Ee..r-44 & E S .f	 A/ I C rte 64- 199.4 76
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 (Product Referentl _ 0 CiEt-U ' 4
A4	 Descriptive Name ( Product Name) 001 C ICE c- 1`^71_ ATt9	 Sa t•AQ. e-Ec.4
AS
	
Unit Of Measure (Product Units) ._ c Sr"-
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 [Output Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 '?	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 a 	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 O • S	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 - EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description)
A9 Component (Referent) NI /gATi^2 DoeYQa- (CAXA)	 I
Aga Component IDescnptave Name) (Optional) II'&C4L&O-	 MkZ001at/E A3 TO	 I&A7r.A4-r i Pj4 DK.ra le (1E Pt.6 NISi^,*IFr.'_
k^D SYS•rCM
	
I
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 1971 1 11* /?h
A11 Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost) g3,. Z^° s° y S°°°
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life( a d N
A13 (Salvage Value) (S Per Component) 4,1 (e 3 LS' 2S^„^
A14 [Removal and Installation Cost) (S/Component) !, So ° So _ ^o
r
Note; Th., SA': IS III rori )wer a:	 also pro r):s'or .he rate table) , the
(equipmesit ;.,t	 ;eotim:12iton rr, ;• -	 ,^i	 'J the ,e ,u,i^,mcot t	 o^ ..c:..	 .^•
use 0.0. 0975, 6.01, DUB, and SL.
JPL 3037-5 A *
159
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
.	 A16 Process Referent (Frog.► Page 1 line All 	 Nlicticir . 1
►ART 4 - DIRECT REDIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A116 All Alf Al?
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Machine(
Ate(, 4 D led. S(A. FT M.'(,	 SPALLr C'Ti'/pr• A^
P,^ -77 33(,D o. o S' Agoesd	 N At 	 #,#U r. &jecl/A4li c .2Z-
-
9 3e26 AL
PART 6 - DIRECT RETIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputsl and ]Utilities and Commodities Requirements(
i^A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referentl (Amount per Cycle)
t` 101?- 3 0. I l *7 KW f4 e-Lz ci oru c m ly	 --
C 21 L P soci, co . F-r. 3L' 4'r d L Art a nJ_
C 1144D 
_ e>.33 t cu. f-r. kJATEJL L D. T'.
EM IZ60 p /.32 E.- 2 d* Al.- DILUTE	 WV09*07wosetc ActA i
M 1$e0 D 3. t4- E- Z GAL • Et,.Ea,rtt* L gv-_ SS	 NJctcEt- soLsrrtn,1
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A26(Product	 [Yield]*	 (Ideal Fiatiol** Of 	 i
Reference]	 1%)
	
Units out/Units In 	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
e- s^ B- 8	 9S. 4
	
^. o	 cEC^ / st,ssnu PArrE,¢ar^D suesr^cgrE
hewed by	 A, A - pit Y a et 	 Dete Z - 1 Y - 81
+ 100% minus percent.ige of required product lost
** Assume 100"S yield "are
*-' Examples: Modular; Co i or C...
REVERSE SIDE JFL 7037-8 F410/79
I h o
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTvNG STANDARDS
FORMAT A
•
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JET PROPMRION LAlroRATORV
	Note: Names given In brackets ( jCd^la+ir I^IINNI w/ TKb^aton
40M 046 C"646 M. IIM/t/Y, cr#1 91 10)	 are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS 111
computer program.
Al Proom (Referentl--- Sl^f •rEiG — Y
A2 (DescriptiveNamel MEi'At- SINTER'
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 ( Product Referent)	 S - GE` L - 4
M Descriptive Name (Product Namal 51 XT et ED	 So 4-414 CLff L .
AS	 Unit Of Measure (Product Units)	 m("4-
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
C Rate) Not Thru t)	 ¢Y• 00416	 (Output	 (	 pu 	 Units (given on lint 4151 Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 3°	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 °'"	 _. Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
Atr	 Component (Referent) 	 3e.r — Fier,)
A0a Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) 	 a6L-'T
FuLnJA -^'E
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year] 	 If to —
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) (Purchase Cott) 	 G°. oo e
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life(
A13 (Salvage Value] (S Per Component)
	
s crwu	 w
A14 (Removal and Installation Costl IS/Component)
	
r0
Note, The SAWS Ill cumvuter program a!ir:.,w ^.=s for the (pjvr-,,w first r-,orval , the (in `ta',:^ ^.!e t ^h^.' , tti•
(equipment tex dvorn%iaticn methoai and tnJ ';e , — rrent book Ci'7rE ,1tIJ' SC:^^Q(. Irl bt: ^._	 ^^ •:,
use 0.0. (1975, 6.0), DOB, and SL.
are 3r37-S RI
161
rFormat A: Process Description (Continued)
A15
	
Process Referent (From Page 1 line At) ^N'f ER ' 8
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUInbMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 All A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referentl
	
(Amount per Machinel
AZ o y4 D
	
1611 _". Pr. MFG. 3494CE (-'rP*;A^
_
9 70 %
  
A	 o . s' /C	 •	 sN SEAT Kd w be #j *4	 A Ss egos I ^r,e
.._
D 	 001 Cott ark /NAIAis. 9CCNANrt I'
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) 4pd (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referentl	 (Amount per Cyciel
C/e3 2_ 9 	 c.z S eTe-LC iry
C zILt a	 loo Ctl. PT.^ kF=A Ms_Arroej
-E	 ! 414 ?1	 I & . 4 C-0. F"r: Af 91-0-41 a d• N
7
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED (Required Productsl
A24	 A28	 A26
	 A27	 A25
IProduct
	 (Yieldl*	 (Ideal Ratiol** Of
Reference)	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***
	
Product Name
/.0	 CELL if CELL	 AJ I OOtAS'E,
 564A -e CCLL
Prepared by	 . A . P2 ye 2	 Date	 2 1 d - 81
I..
* 100"') minus percentage of required product lost
** Assume 100', yield !-..to
***Examples: hlodulei,'Cc,; r
niVEASE SIDE J►L 3037-3 A 10/70
ti
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
^w	 FORMAT A
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
!af ►RO►1'tIt10N 6AOORATORT	 Note: Names given In bracketsCd^IM+i^ J^erua el T^rA^stet►ulna o.r c..&, Or r Pwddeow, crol 91 ros	 We the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS ill
ownputer program.
At Process (Referent)
	
C o PPG z — p
A3 lVescriptive Namel 'E t.E c^'^CocCt3 CoPoG2 PLATE
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 ( Product Referentl 	 C G	 t " a
M Descriptive Name (Product Name)	 a OP^rC
PQ• r tc--rive c A 0
AS	 Unit Of Measure (Product Units) 	 CEL L
0'-A?Lr D	 504.A-C ccc-C. w irrl
C PART Z — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICSAS	 (Output Ratel (Not Thruput)	 Z*. 19-	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 ^^	 Calendar Minutes IUsed only to compute(Processing Timel	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 Q'9 4	 Operating Minutes Par Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Descriptlonj
A9 Component ( Referent(	 GUeLArE 2 	 DR-Y 5/Z	 gePLE N
Aga Component (Descriptive Name( (Optional) "eopi IC
t,Rrint e
Noe b
A10 Sale Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 11 to
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 90, 000
A13 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life)
A13 (Salvage Value) IS Per Component) 4-'`0-V
A14 (Removal and Installation Cos:( IS/Component) f^S-,"
M ic4owtgoe Aur-o S A r N
DFL'/C/L 4KZNISI101E,VT
595 rcM
!^ Po !!Po
Soo /011 dVV
? 8
2.^^ S v e
So 4ao
Now The SAMIS 111 corr.vc *er nrcx,ram ;'2;l o	 fcr t` ^ r,t`avment flat interval) , the (inflation rate. tath l -' tht
(equipment tix depreciation r etnoa; . 	 c,,preciauon metn;aa) . In l^^C L'a-: ► ^ =; :..:^ ...,,.^a.S
use 0.0, (1975, 6.01, 008, and SL.
J►L 3037-S R+
i 3
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A16	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line All
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE 1Facilities) OR PIER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements(
Aid All A19 A17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units PmMro tent Description
Referentl (Amount per Machinel
A Zot, 1D I S4 S4t . F'f . MAO. S/AC E ("PC A)__
D 6 6— Z !tsej	 sNtiv MAilt/T. A4Ec 0AI/c
S 3o s6 D o. S Cr¢ 3 of
-
44 fil A ET S94041504 D,0crert
PART 6 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
'	 (Byproduct Outputs) fnd (Utilities and Commodities Requirementsl
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Cyclel
C- t o 3 2 11 C), . 3 5' KwJN CA-ce.T_4, C I?),
C 2/ Zd 0 Jog C u . Pr, VE &T4" Trot/	 -
e 11440 o.	 6'3 5, cu. fY ,'. AVA- Iarg	 p„T'
Cy 2 toe D Z. L 1 E'- 2 CA A L. eLecTyicess COAM4 SoL-Toro J
L0 6 Z2o+.D (..t; t:-3 COAL. /MA1164slaw TlN
	
So$- vTdoa
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) REQUIRED (Required Products)
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25(Product
	 (Yieldl*
	
(Ideal Ratiol ** Of
Reference)	 i°.61
	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
	
S►
 - CCL'- - Y pq. 4-
	
O	 Cis” 0E1,L.	 S IM T'ERZD SdLAz CE^a
	Prepared by
	
oe ' /1 ' P,-c Y e R-	 Date	 Z- 18- 81
* 100 %S minus percentage of required product lost
44	 hnrr,
RIG1N AL PAGE 1S
, p(NO R QU At M
RaVERSE SIDE A11. 507-e A10/7.O
164
S
JOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
KT rROPM410N I,A1fORATOwt	 Note: Names given In brackets ( )Gh►srie leuwear el re5eeJeap
440 Dee G•ae d / Pete/.ee. CW#1 91 10)	 we t11e names of process attributes
1"M1ed by the SAMIS 111
oomputer program,
At	 Process (Referents	 C E t. T S T— S
A2 10escriptive Name) Cl^ r J a 4L - E s T op s ofi- A e G e k s
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A'? (Product Reeerentl
	
T " C-E LL p
M Descriptive Name (Product Namel 	 LT S-rLr 0	 Soy lie CELL
AS	 Unit Of Measure (Product Unitsl	 C ELL
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICSC. AS t Rate (Not Thruput)	 I P'IOutpu	 1 line A	 r Operating MinuteUnits (given on 	 5) Pe  
	 	
et
A7 Average Time at Station 	 °• 1 5" Minutes (Used only to compute(Prooasing Time) in-process inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 C3, 9 >; Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component i Referentl C TES T eraC
Aga Component (Descriptive Namel (Optional) SO4-Ac CELI.
TE z izr rt
AID Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 19 8 o
All Purchase Price (S Per Com ponent) (Purchase Cost) 4-40 o00
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful life) 8
A13 (Salvage yaluel (S Per Component) ', 3 a___._p __
A14 ( Removal and Installation Cott I IS/Component) 4-oo
Note: The SAMIS III coma .tttr nro,7 • . '1 -,Ito i%fc ,rn:s f31 tf	 ){^d t rn ''^ :	 ?t '^' "i,:	 ;^'	 '?ic m r3l'a taule), the
(equipme!	 rr. — NV	 tree ^eCu,;,meni G.3: c r •	 _.^— :, ►.'.,;ti,^ cantaa+i
use 0.0, (1975.6.01, 008, and SL.
t '
 t t;ItiAI, PACE IS	 JFL 3037-6 n
C)r' PWR QUALITY 1 c^5
Fornot A: Process Description (Continued)
A16
	
Protest Referent (From Page 1 line All C& is r - p
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 All Alt
	 i A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Par Machine (Per Shift) Units Reo*ernent Description
Referentl	 (Amount per Machinel
AZo04D	 _	 40 SQ . Ch'.	 ggre,,, SMcd i6rft- A^
3 o 9' y D	 y .164 f6 43a N NjOr	 ,SGy i„e„id dl,9 	"	 A SS r3re dLEQ
3 (6dF D peousa N fir. IM&Jtc s mdfdr. j2LBN
PART 6 - DIRECT REDUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) pnd (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
C- 0 .0 	 6	 Z.s4E - 2 KW14 EC.zrc.TgetcCry
PART 6 - INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25(Product
	 (Yield)*
	 (Ideal itatiol" Of
Reference)	 W	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***
	
Product Name
c _ cEd-^- -I	 cac.C.	 cu A-A-7eb SOt,AA cEc.c
	Prepared by	 W- • A ' Poe w e	
_ Date 7- 2 3-10
t 100% minus percentage of required product lost
AGVEASE SIDE JPL 3037-S N 10/7e
166
loo
FORMAT A SET III
FOR
5 MIL THICK SLICES
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION r
mat raort , t.eroN LAs►os<ntrattr
cdatomie fei,w.,e d 7e(40e4e10 Note: Names 
given in brackets ( )
4aw Oda Goias d / Prdewe Cdd #r 10)	 M the n mss of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
9wPuter program.
Al	 Process (Referent)	 S LI C d - S
A2 1 Descriptive Namc(. SLI C f AK. "r if JU dT S 12 3 Mt4._ 23
Vs 146 Mots/ /e 6 w1ote' SAW
PART 1— PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 1 Product Referentl
	
tN A FdG at — S
M Descriptive Nanw [Product Namel ?N "S I w1 C N 3) # A ME; a 2e1 T M ! L -rol / c k
w  Felt.
AS Unit Of Measure (Product UnV'ts)	 54LUAR.G M CrVk
PART Z — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
^. 1 1'	
—AS
	
(Output Rate ► INot Thruput)	 S.	 3	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 Z 2 0	 Calendar Minutes (Used cnly to compute(Processing Timel
	
in-proem, iventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 ^' 9	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
(Usage Fraction(
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component (Referentl 	 SA W
Aga Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional)	 wit e
A10 Sass Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year)
	
1y77
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 	 3 0, 000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Lifej	 _	 7
A13 ISalvage Values IS Per Component) 	 4
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) (S/Component) 	 3,660
Note. 'rho	 parr, • r orocr- ^ ji:o pr:: mot: for the ipavr-wnt float intt:N,zil ,r • g ri ll-o nn rate tebte!, the
(equipls i r1l	 r.1, t"di . a" tt1 B tt.,mPR'i nt G: yK C,'GfB:`3t:0'1
use 0.0, (1975, 6.01, DUN, and SL.
JPs. 3037-8 A I r
^t
	
1b8
a
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line All SLICE -J'
PART 4 - DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirementyl
A16	 All A19 A17
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referentl	 (Amount per Machines
_ A S064 5	 443 SCA . FT. _ MFG	 SP4 c E CTV pi< A
a 3o9 do 10	 a.# Fail?Se N 	 N IiT SCA410111lOVt741Q 4S3CM jl,E
13 3734. D PEZZ R ,4,41- 7.	 MEO- 0*1A1le .7C
PART 6 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(B-product Outputsi and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycles
1072 9	 6. .540_C 14W EL-CcTZlcrry
C l o t(# 9	 0.134 C-0 rT. 3)e44aES 'T/G.	 WATC,AZ
C§ 1600 n	 -_	 8.19 U N AT  SAW	 S U Pet- I E S
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REOUIRED (Required Products)
i
A24	 A28	 A26
	 A27	 A25(Product
	 (Yield)*	 (Ideal Ratiol ** Of
Reference)
	 (%I	 Units Out/Units In 	 Units Of A26***	 Product .Name
IA1b oT	 V0. o	 1.313	 Sftt. M-/ Ic^,i.	 'M"Z 11J. DiA,
Stu C04 J ASOOT
Prepared by -..	 / e-'	 P4  o /L	 Date 7 - Z T 8-u
* 100°a minus pe ►cantaye of required product lost.
RfEVERSE SIDE J ►L 3037•-8 A10/78
lby
i
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
1e1' Pnor11.1110N LARORATORT 	 Now Names given In brackets (CefU...i. buNrW N T^^^^o/sRr
Iane " G.e, a Of / ►rde-, Coin 91 10!	 are tM Mmes of process attributes
requested by the SAM i S 111
computer program.
Al Process !Referent! 76 K C04 - S
A2 (Descriptive Name(	 '11W IDES E? tH A N 0 PACE—ETc. N
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 [Product Referentl
	
,TEX S uQ S
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Name( T e- k'ruW-6 =c4 Q D S u t ST f_A 7r E
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units( 	 5 0 it s %IC^ TIE
r-	 PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6 [Output Ratel (Not Thruput)	 S Z • d Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station 	 90 Colander Minutes (Used only to compute
(Processing Time( In-process inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction .
	
0' if Operating Minutes Per Minute
(Usage Fraction!
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
All Component (Referentl 'TE1;r1we- L
Aft Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) Tr xTy-l..E
E^rc.Ni ^l n
A10 Sale Year For Equipment Prices (Price Yearl 1171
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Costj 1 0 	 40
Al2 Anti: .meted Useful Life (Years) (Useful Lifel
A13 [Salvage Voluel (S Per Component) 	 S; 000
A14 [Removal and installation Cost] (SJComponent)
	 /I 5_0 a .—	 ------
Note: The SAMIS Ili comouter oroarim also vrotrots for the I pa f rnont fl+4t interval;, the (in fh i %,n rate tahle l th,r
]equipment tax deprec iation mett ►ocl , and me - ,ornmt tmoV. r.• .nr z iticn rc- soai. ill 0- t. J, j►^,i!: "_ . •1 t2K
use 0.0. (1975, 6,01, 008, and SL.
N'L 3097—S R 1'
17u
Forma A , Process Description (Continued!
A15	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line A 1115	 t'N- 5
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnei)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16 All A16 A17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Machinel
Azo(,4 D / zo 5g. F'f- _ JNFG,	 Sp4cer CTYeir ,4
930y,^ OX e	 •N Ml/l S  M rciyl3c 7b& ASSeeptiLf2
„X3'73(o D a, or &014AI 4Sr} MA.N7- MMrOWO >IC SL"
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE(Byproduct Outputs) and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referentl (Amount per Cycle)
r— to 3z F O. ol- KwN ALE C,-rie/ c r T y
c21Zt8 load cu. Fr. VEAl-r1LAriaPJ
C'81 44  D O. Tj t c v. Fr-. wit 71<2	 D. 3:
E'b 13(06 D 4.6 E-t KG A610153IUM	 NYDKahIVE
E 13 SZ A
_
_
	 0.112.  &A t- I S o PRO J' Y L	 AL Cu Nra L
0.44 LR ,^Oy/yM	 NI^D^4klDlr
PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Pequired Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27
(Product
	 ( Yieldl*
	
[ideal lla ziol** Of
Reference)
	 W	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26***
wAF,54-5
	 1c1. 0 	 7,,1 7 ZE2	 Soerr2n^ Se•M,
+.. _
	 —
A25
Product Name
FI vE All *4 PL-X
r	 Prepared by	 . A . Poe.Yoe-	
.__ Den 2 -/^'-YI
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
** Assume 100 yield i,cre
*** Examples; hlodulws;C,i1 or Ca
114iVE1 SE SIDE J►L 3011-S RIO?"
111
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
8	 FKXESS DESCRIPTION
fair rwort'Lf10N LARORATONT
	 Note: Names given In bracketsCd+lersis leturwu of Twheelap
40V 0*6 Grare Or / ►soar.... Girl 111 10 	 as tM names of process attributes
ra luested by the SAMIS 111
computer program.
Al Proem (Referents	 (ow -5
A3 Wescriptive Name) [ D I11 fAl #L14AfT 	 N A so r) P y^^
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 IProduct Referent)
	
2 -
 1  13 — S
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Name) 	 141 &4OV 1C,	 r U d 5 T&ATff
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Unit;) 	 5 U 13 S •rg A"rc
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
%._-	 AG	 (Output Rats( (Not Thruput)	 3- 3Z 3	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
Af	 Average Time at Station 	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute .(Processing Time] 	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9	 Component (Referent)	 IMPt_AAlfErt'`
Age Component (Descriptive Name] (Oytional) 	 Elr ZIGIV
►v.1
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year]	 I
All 	 Purchase Price (3 Per Component) (Purchast Cost]	 4 b • O'iw
413 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life)
A13 (Salvage Value( ($ Per Component)	 /°r
A14 (Removal and Installation Cast] (S/Component)
	
4• V-VV
Now The S, , MIF III ccrn , rt-r ormrxr also p-	 for tfie ju.,v,i nemz float ' m t , rv. I  t l-e r i^ r ' tiC^ rate table), the
(equipn letll ;.at	 N, t , N:i . 3',a th u (Et;l.epm80t t)3-JA ^3r^f^etatictl	 i', t' . _'.,- : ib:; i%: ^^)flte'w;
use 0.0. 0975. 6.0), CUB;. and 5L.
JPL 3037-3 M 
172
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A16	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line All  N ` 5
PART 4 - DIRECT REDUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnelt)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18 A18 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent)
	
(Amount per Machinel
A ZaG 4 A	 Zoo Sa , FT	 _ w1F6 . S, 00-4 	 CTyPe o4^
96 a	 1 /c!2SaA/	 Sd^F^, SEM ^eod ae c.TUrC45seAlt"
?
0 
1050 	 O.l S Q^^z,^oxll3Nrtr MA,A?'. MLckeAmc 2Z
PART 6 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
'	 (byproduct Outputsl 4nd (Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 (Amount per Cyclel
C 10 7 2 9	 C.¢ Z K.w H o Ec:r,ci c c -r y
C 2 I Z ,PS	 /zoo c.V V.	 F^r. VCArrr t.A'r1 o ref
Cb I4G0 D	 7.03 C -(o Cy. Cr. FaNdSpNlnlE
CU 11 7,4 D	 1 .13 C- 5, " Cr. 11046M	 Ter F%.yo(. 1 AE
C . 1016 z	 2.01 C4.).	 Fl-. yamfeS71C.	 WN7 45,f
I
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25(Product
	
(Yield)*
	
(Ideal Flatiol** Of
Reterencel
	
1 %)	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
TAE X S ^E -	 99.6	 So,eS; WA7E
Prepared by	 ge. A. `-2.e Y o x	 Date	 Z- 13- 11
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost
RKVEWSE Slt)E JPL 3037-S A 1WIS
1 /.:
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
•
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
J9T PROPI'LMN LARORATORT
	
Note: Names given M bteckets ( jGtilaMb hanla1r nl TarAookly 	'
48M Or a asa a. i Pwadvea, Ca1.1. 9110)	 are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
computer program.
Al	 Process (Referent) D1C 1 V I'" 5
A2 (Descriptive Name( D Q 1 V E-1N tj 4 P, pi	 ICE D ♦ S Toe, so r l e ov o f
t MPLA47E -b L4 9,Lrles
PART t — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 [Product Referent)
	
D — sum  S
A4 Descriptive Nance (Product Name(
	
DOPCD S (18 Sig-ATC
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units(
	
5U 9 S 1-4ATC
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 (Output Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 9 S. 9	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 30
	Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)
	 in-process inventory)
AB
	
	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 0-96 
	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component (Referent)
	
8L'T-Pt46
i
Aga Component [Descriptive Name] (Optional) 	
&&,r AGf
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year)
	 ^^ PO
All t Purchase Price (S Per Comp:^nant) (Purchase Cost) 	 S a ypO
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life) 	 g
A13 (Salvage Valuel ($ Per Component)	 ^^'^ ° o
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) (SJComponent) 	 /8 f60
Note. The SAMIS Iii commiter hrN i, c •1 :'>:	 ^;.acs f n r "'- !rayrn ent float intervall, the (inflation we(equipment tax depreciation metnoa 	 dC:)recictjon re-;rod) . In t; IV
use 0.0, (1975.6.0), DDB, and SL.
JPL 3037—a R
174
,.
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15
	
Process Referent (From Pagt 1 line Al) D21 1/E - S
'	 PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirementsi
A16	 Att A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent 	 lAmount per Machrnel
CTy	 4A 26&4 D	 I li j 3 CA . FT. M P4. S.04 C C	 PE
6 3401(011
_
PwA36N s#',Fr 5EM /cdA/Pyc raoc ASS`M19.92z
Y37? V D	 o./ c^Ls+nr sN/^ MAiNT. McEGt/.iN/C 1l
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
'	 (Byproduct Outputs( and (Utilities and Commodities Requrrementsl
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
i	 (Expense Itern	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referentl	 (Amount per Cycle)
C 1032 f3
	
43.25_ TC-6c''2c c r rt'
C 212 ' S	 10 C. Cu. FT. VENi►tL.ATlen!_
E 141 f. p	
^. -,.	
b . 6
I
e. v . F'l. Ni T'^Go r^	 N
PART 6 - INTRA•IRDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products(
Ali	 A28	 A26
	
A2%	 A25
(Product	 [Yield(*	 [Ideal Ratio(** Of
Reference(
	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
I - SUB- s	 95.3	 1.0	 5VtISTe.a► ,E /su(ts'rkA'rf /MPLAAJ Cd) SVIIS74M
Pripa►ed by	 le . 14 .	 YO le	 Date	 2-1 V - 51
* 100 0'mina; percentage of re quired product lost
.a Asst,m(? l,)n	 „ , N r,•,..,
— Examplas:	 of C.1:; ,.•,.
09VERSE SIOE JPL 3037-5 R10/76
ear
	 171
PART 2 -- PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS	 (Output RatoI (Not Thruput) /&, S2 ' Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
•
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
j9V ►RO►t'I. s10P1 LABORATORY	 Note: Names given In brackets ( )G6fe^iw klooseror of Terlsoie87
Bann o s Gres. Or i ►.,r.... Calf 91101 	 we the names of process attributes
ropmted by the SAMIS Ill
oolrlputa program.
Al Proem (Referent)
	
SZ3 A14 — S
A2	 (Descriptive Name(
	
%# L, 1 r_ irrJ NIT rC iDE
	
P& 090 t►11-10 --j
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 ( Product Referent I .._ iQ ' S o 8 » S
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Name) 044 ' 7"Or "c Tl0^/ 4-4 YE Of *0 EA J or
6W S If 3 s '? 6Z-A Te
AS	 Unit Of Measure (Product Unitsl
	
TEA
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 G 0	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time] 	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 ' 1' Y	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
(Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
PcvA9	 Component [Referent) c.t]
	 .^
Aga Com ent (Descriptive Name) (Optional)	 4- tourptxl
L Oe"O
FoAi3A GE
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 	 /1710
All Purchase Price IS Per Component) (Purchase Cost)
	
l G y yo
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life] 	 p
A13 (Salvage Ytluel (S Per Component)
	
p, Ooo
A14 (Removal and Installation Coat) (S/Component)	 /,So d
Note: The SAMiS III comouter orexarn also rr,T^ , ts for the (PaN meat ftaa; ;r^ervaf) ,the (iMi^^',r rte • a^l •z; , thn
(equipment to deuruciauun metnW 11 . and runt	 .. Pment ba?i A 8d." treCi•121G 1 '^C:nG(: j . li) t'tt t__-- 	 • . J • t . .+e l• .;
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL.
APL 3037—S A 1,J
17b 3
r
rFormat A: Process Description (Continr,-ed)
A16 Process Referent (From Pays 1 Line A1)
	
51 3 N ¢ - S
PART 4 - DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements(
Ai6 A1S A19 A17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent( (Amount per Machine(
A20<04 140 Sv..F't. MFG . SPAC	 A^
$ 3a !f. D a. AV23a 4 TN p• SLMrconl0y^^a^. /1	 ^.>+8t_
Y ?7?G D o.l 2S	 s MA e. 	 A4C4 . •JNIC IC
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE(Byproduct Outouts) , and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Cycle)
c /o 3z 8 /(,(, 16W N &-ec.T r2 t c 17Y
C Z I Z d Y to t C u . FT, VE ^Mdc- A -TI 6oJ
E 110p P `_—S_95, 6' , 3 Cu• FT. 41%^ & A4A	 bAS
EM 12/ 0 U 2.1t4 E - 3 C 	 • FT, C>taML 6ito SriLANE
61S 7—
 P V$24 C-2 De%. Ae5 M UAle .TIL
C Ice o8 1's ce.69S" E-7 DoLLeittj .SPAtE	 l All-rs
D 7 . 76 6_ E - L C ., , CT AJ i'roes 4 [ rJ
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) REQUIRED (Required Pr^ducttl
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25(Product
	
(Yieldl*
	
(Ideal Rat+ol" Of
Reference]	 (%I	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***
	
Product Name
- S u 8- S	 9 9. / 	 /. 0	 SWS s ^t^r'rc / Su^t^r^t.r^ J o p e a 5 u a s —R A7 c
	
Prepared by--,. OC . A . Pot Y o 2	 Dote 2 - I $ - It
* 100 yo minus percenl acp of required product lose
•+ Q
Z.
177
m6VERSE SIDE J►L 3037-S A 10Th
178
JPL 3037—S H I
f
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
ROPULSION I.AtIONATOatt
.^ l^^u^r^^ a^ T^rA^»left
40M Or G•vs• P ! ftldfaw, COW 91 10)
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
Note Names given in brackets( I
are Ow names of process attributes
rpussted by the SAMIS III
ownputer program.
Al Process ( Referent ( PArRN- s
A2 (Descriptive Name) _ E^C- N F D WAX M AS le- 004 Tfa 24V
PART 1 -• PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Referent ► 	 P" S v E " S
A4 Descriptive Name I Product Name)
	
P R TTE W M e b 
.._5, cl 9 S -I-W. A TE
AS
	
Unit Of Measure IProduct Units) 	 SO & ST 9-
•	 PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS Ioutput Rate) (Not Thruput)	 4- • (z Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
Al Average Time at Station	 3o _	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time) in-process inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 -- EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description)
A9 Component (Referent) 3CAZCf AJ E-4 C rc ii4e 2	 DE G i2$
Aga Component [Descriptive Name) (Optional) SC9"rJ _ Gs-C-44	 VC:-&"A5Lr
i2 f NT'E k Nao 9
AM t7	 SAKE i D sL Y G ,t
A10 Satre Year For Equipment Priers (Price Year) i I! ke /f JV  o
	
-- 
/9o'O
All Punhase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase 0-4t) °^ 0 0& 7, Coo	 ,
Al2 Anticipates Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life) Q	 A	 _
A13 ISatvage Value) ($ Per Component) _	 '^ 25	 a
A14 (Removal and installation Cost) ($/Component) yc7o S°	 S^r`o	 `
Note: The SAWS III computer pr
	
-:s f	 ;Fayrt'ent float intervs'), the (inflation r,,•e t^ i 'c , the
(equipment tax det tv..;ation memw o 	 G n^ '` ..	 do ;rc: aeon me it -O i . in tifN
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DUS, and SL.
•	 Format A. Process Description (Continued)
A15
	
Process Referent (From Page 1 Line A1) #0	 N s
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A116 All A19 A17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement ONerAption
Refrrentl (Amount per Machinel
A ; 6(- 4 144 S 0. . Fr. M Irb .	 504 e: it (7yPer .4)$ 3.96 D _2 _OL-tS-1^ ANI Fr 5W PAtr-rnl DvC7V0L 04s3C4e z2
_ R 773(V D 0.65 P2vIftd5	 XtPr MArNt MEC"OVIC zr
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
'	 (byproduct Outputsl and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referentl (Amount per Cycle)
C /o ? x. a 6. 25 Jew _ Ee:E e,T4ecr Ty
C Z I tp 8 yao GY. FT. Ve ^! -n c,.A'r/ v.J
TJa+s l^ x,33 E - 4- (-y AL . It T	 WAXS43
6.6 1. LS E - L (,4L DICNL43%Co MET.IHNE	 sut,.V6nf'r
C 1144 0.20 eat.	 or f. WAT62	 2).2
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27
	 A25
(Product	 lYieldl*	 (ideal gatiol *" Of
Reference(	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26***	 Produan Name
	
h=s is - ,f 91.9 	 /. o	 Swts T&A •*M	 A4 C4 A-ffn Su^sT2.a ^
Prepared by	 ill . A . Pa ye e-	 Date- Z " 1 P it
100'5 minus percentage of required product lost	 uRIG NAL PAGE IS
OF P(XA R QUALTTv
REVERSE SIDE J►L 3037-8 R 10/!b
17(,
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
Q	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Cd^eiw uu
1
l^a of Pe(A
osidopd8 f	 11~ s.srotr s.^	 efv	 1 NM: Names given In brackets
40W
Iele^^	 ^	 rac	 ^
ee o.e c000- ae i Amede ", color 91 1 OJ 	 We the names of process attributes
ropmted by the SAM1S 111
wnputer program.
Al	 Process (Referent)
	
N l c K Et. — S
A2 (L)euriptive Name! a 6c.-rt o s S Al f e C &L P1.4TS
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Referent)
	 N — CELL — S
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Namel Nl G ILLe L PL ATE D	 Sa t./f ff?. fLL
A5	 Unit Of Measure (Product Units)	 Ec'^'
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AB (Output Rate  (Not Thruput) 	 ' Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station	 ( + Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Timel in-process Inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 C7	 S Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Frocti, .,wI
PART 3 — EGUIPMEN T COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component ( Referent) V  e&ATaot a4yaro— "Ax^f
Aga Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) Nack-Cs-	 _ A4&cgo&yfi 43 Tm gATN
N!a—411'Y pit V, r 2 "PaM SNAG fir
f	 D `+l1S T EAL
A/0 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Yowl 1971 1 9 to /?h
All Purchase Price (:t Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 83 o So v 504"
Al2 Aoticipaterl Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life) a r Y
A13 (Salvage Vaiue) (S Per Component) 4,1 V 3 tt ?—TO
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost I WCcmponent) ^1 S° ° Sa e4o o
Note: This SAf."IS III	 i.&) Dro ,ras for ttv, (r, avmvnq f'cat intf rr,il thn l ir 'l, tion rate table), the
(equipmem ..,x L;cGfEtif3iiGi1 +7. -I	 "fe ;equipment t,ztck r1cor9Cf;;7on "iT	 i'1 %,--: L, 4 SA-410 1CS conte it,
ur 0.0, (1975, 6.0), 001U'', and '.;
JPL 3037-5 R
s^'	 130
Format A. Process Description Montintad)
A16	 Process Referent (From Page 1 line Al) McKee. - S
PART 4 - DIRECT REOUIRE41ENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirementsi
A16 All Alt A17
Cataluo Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Rpuirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Machtnel
Lees 4 D l •4 Sot. F'T MFt, SPAcE (-rrp¢ A)_	 _
It 7 .73(t,;.5 o, oS roese MArNT', 9bCC NAN/ ( .9:
^^ 3•!^ t
_
kmicoy DOc.-ryiL	 As►sfrw&Zoe
PART 6 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE(Byproduct Outputsl and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Cyclel
c 10'$ 2 B 0. 117 KW N eLz c71&-t C 117 y
c Z 1 4 P &06 Cc; . F'1*. vl` N-"I C A-r-I r nJ
C 1144b 0.235' -	 l.u. FT. WA" 0- , D Z	 _
EM IZ60 / . 3Z a - Z !'a Al.. D ILUire-	 Nv &fZ•FLyo"' C Ac_ Q
t 3.0 D 3 . Z+ E- L (s AL Sota rrto,
PART 6 - INTRA-INDUSTRY PROVUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28
	 A26	 A27	 A25(Product	 (Yieldl*
	 (Ideal liatiol" Of
Reference)	 (010
	 Units Out/Units In 	 Units Of A26***
	
Product Name
i
e- 54) a _ S 9;:, z	 esu. / S oBswrt RAMAweo suesj-,tr &
Prepared by	 • A • G Y e lC	 Date
	
2 - ( P
 - p 1
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost
** Assume 100 ", c1cId ,. .,.
*4 Examples.
RiVERSE SIOL OL 3037—S N 10/1I.
1^.Ft.^r^L PAGV IS
UUR QUAD. 1",
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
ISTIfaO//'I f11pN bA00RATOt1	 (^: Names given In brackets l lCddor^io hrrss^b d Tlfl)A./lo,it
44W Ooh Gros. Or / Pdoodoeo. Cots! 91 103	 we *a narn" of process attributes
rapes led by the SAM I S 111
eot'pPAW program.
Al Prooses (Referentl	 SIN-sex - S
AZ lDescriptiva Namel M E 'r-4 C. St N T e oe
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 (Product Referent)
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Name) 5t,r -retd•.D 	 Sot.AA	 CELt,
A5 Unit Of Measure (Product Units)
	
Wit. L
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6 IOt,/tput Ratel (Not Thruput) _..._.	 4- 7. 9 :s' 	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station 	 3e Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
(Processing Time 
A •"
In-process inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction Operating Minutes Per Minute
lUs i*p Fraction)
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machau Descroptionj
A9 Component (Referent)
Aga Component (DesLriptive Namel (Optional) Q6s-'^''
rug VAcO
A10 Ban 'rear For t gtApment Prices (Price Yeatl 1110
A11 Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost) Gtr? lode
Ail Anticipated Useful Lift (Years) (Useful Life) '?	 ._.._._-,
A13 (Salvajo Valuel (S Per Component) 	 3, duv	 _.
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) M/Component)
	 .0 !^	 --
Note: The SAWS !ti co-nouter pror:ram a!sc- 4ru n.Jts for the C pis rent f1!ajt ir,erva 1 j,	 v,ie tr"^e^ , ttir!
(equipment tAx dtpr-Crdtocn metno6i . Jr'td u.. i ! . ,arrant hock	 in t'	 7.» r:	 , • ••i.^
use 0.0• (1975.6-01, DDB, and SL.
out,	 -s * ,,.
182
/.a
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A16
	
Process Referent (From Pape 1 Line A1 ) fiUTarR " S
PART 4 - DIRECT REOUIntMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirementsl
A/6	 All A1' A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent(	 (Amount per Machine)
A z, o (&4 D
	
168 For. A40v(s, 304c E (sy^^: A^
117014. D	 e.V &",&Aj4s#fjrr 5eatcew AJ.T•oC A%3&" &_
7^ z 4—D	 e.
PART 6 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) qnd !Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
C i s 3 z 9	 0 .2c Ktv N eLze-Tesc t ry
C ZIL! Q	 loo CO.	 F•'r; VENTtr`.A-rronl
E	 1414 D	 la.G co, rr Art Tito e`oN
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26
	 A27	 A25
(Product	 (Yield!*
	
(Ideal Flatio)** Of
Reference)	 1%)
	
Units Out/Units In 	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
NI #*L^ f
	 S&AL C LrLt
Prepared by	 /L . A . Pa. Yo 2e	 Date	 2 - If - ? I
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost
**Assume 100 yield tarp
*** Examples: N odules /'Cell ^r Cc.	 ....
nEVERSS sloe J►L 3037-s R some
-3	 133
I
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
8 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
asT esoer4elAN 4ASlORATORT	 Now: N~ given M brackets ( )
^'	 CdllNri^ huuu^ e/ T^^Audeltr40on 066 e.er or i Poodeow. CW to lo p	 No to names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS 111
oompuwr program.
1	 At Praoeet (Referentl
	
COpPc'^ _ S
A2	 (Descriptive Nael E Gem 	 cr^Coc E ss t:oPi'c^ O^R^a
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 [Product Referent( 	 I C— G E L L— 5
A4 Descriptive Name ( Product Name( Ca OPEre A.ATer D S e t, At G et c. tAp rr#4
cAP
AS	 Unit Of Measure (Product Unitsl
	
CCL 4
r-	 PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
^'- AS (Output Ratel (Not Thruput) 	 24, t o Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station 	 ^^ Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
(Processing Time) In-proem inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction Operating Minutes -Per Minute(Usage Fraction(
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Descriptioni
A9 Component (Reforentl CVOILATEX Dw-yL`2 IeEPLE^l
Aga Component (Descriptive Namel (Optional) CsOPO'41C M iCAO!fAae &ra SQTN
E T8;76 DIL'/^Cif ZEOL&W I Sa/MQNr
E4oet^ sys-l;.s4
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 11 to I1 Po
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 90, • v ., s'o o /o, dUG
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life] t P	 ._
A13 (Salvage Value) (S Per Component) 'F r°b Zs" So o 	 .*
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) (S/Component) ^•' So	 _ ¢do
Now The SAMIS 111 computer pro gram s:, j- its far :"^ ;payment float interval 1, the (inflatic j rate trb l,s1, the
(equipment tax depreciation metnoo} , 6^CI	 ;iprneit
	
wprecia;ion metnodl. In lite L5A
un 0.0, (1975, 6,01, 008, and SL.
t	 JPL 307-5 A to
f	 184
A
Prepared by Date	 2-I8 -1l
Format A; Process Description (Cootinued)
A115 Process Referent (From Pape 1 Line All	 COI /t L - S
PART  - DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facilities and Personnel Requiremov" )
A/6	 All	 A19	 A17
	
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
	
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Rcr Shift)	 Units
	
Requirement Description
Referentl
	
(Amount per Machlnel
	
A "4,4 p 	 S4	 Su frbr. .	 M F6. 5/Ace C't'Y PE
"	 T777 .0	 G E- Z _ AetS#,j 4S141sT MArNt MEc-HAN/c „r
6 3cb 94D_	 o. S'	 ei¢sea s
	
SCMrcd4 A j c.,r#A r453tnt CL it
'ART 5 - DIRECT REOWIEMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
'	 (Byproduct Outputss and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referents (Amount per Cycle)
C 1032 U o .'3 s' ICWM CrL.cc7ZG /C 17y
C Z!Zd 9
_	
A0,0 Co. r-r. VCA/r► r.A Td 04
0 11440 _ M-	 o. Syr cu, CT'. 1uplTE4 . D. r,
C' b Z. Imo D 7- - t  1 E- 7- 6A t.. E+.-44T9ALe S3 Ce040414t,	 SOL. 01's&J
&6 Z206.5 t1.(,	 -3 &AL. IMMCiCS/ood -n4	 SOLV7141J
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
R
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27
	
A25(Product
	 (YieMdl*
	
(Ideal Ratiol** Of
Reforence)	 1%)	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
	
s-GE_44 -s Iq. 2 	 !.o	 ceu / cELt.	 S.!-It TE,crP SscAe c,c Lt
100	 minus percentage of regRrRrnd product lost
A.r.jmo l' ^ 	 ,,01 1,
X±t Etamhl8^-. *.1jdu1t.4CC:"
RGVERSE SIDE 01. 3037-3 R ions
L
	
185
i' SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
8 —^	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Jatr a'siO N low N 6A 00ifor e*	 Note: Nemec given M brackets I 1
^dil^nw I^IINNI II t'NNibq 
400 Otl tome 	 ^• D. I rrv. %.ww Wo Ivy 	VFW the namM Of proceas a"I %is
masted by the SAMIS 111
COW~ program.
Al Prooas (Referentl C L Ts-r- S
AZ (Dewiptive Namel CLE, c T R.I C 4L -TEST 09 S o s.. AbC CL LL S
PART i — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Referent)
	
T
 "LE LL —S
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Name) TE STIr R	 Sot.A& CELL.
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Unitsl
	
CEt.t_
PART Z — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
As	 (Output Ratel (Not Thruput)	 ^• >i	 Units Igiven on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 °• 1 f	 Calendar Minutes tUsed only to compute(Processing Time 
	 improceu inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 y • 9 >r	 Operating Minutes ,Per Minute
(Usage Fraction!
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component (R h l	 C TES TEoeIF	 rent -
Aft Component IDescnptive Name) (Optional) set—Roc CEtI	 _
-re sTE Of
A10 Saae Year For Equipment Prices (Price Yearl 9 8	 _
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 446 21 000 	 -
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life) 8
A13 ISa)vage Value) IS Per Component) L, 3 00
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) (SJComponent) 4-oo
Note: The SAMIS III comw;it y* ornar.: • I Ao ow ots for the I p.' Ym2r t floiat ins ^r,'' tea 't^ 1 --iv- rata table), the
(equiprvecz ;d% de prO4. 1 abol	 . -"j the le<,mpmant ciao:: wrire .%, -.;. to . ..	 l'	 t .t-+ ei^ 7.iiv i ^a^ntaxt,
use 0.0,11975.6.0), DDd. arM SL.
)1ZIGINAL PAGE jS	 APL 3037_s ri It,
1 86	 i 1F POOR' QUALITY
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
Ai6
	
Process Referent (From Page 1 line All CEL r% r- S
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirumentsl
A/6	 AlS A19 A17
Catooll Number	 Amount Requlred
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per MJChlnel
sPAci* C^r.^ A)A2•y4 D	 _	 40 ". F'f.	 FtF6,
s 3 014
	
v N G G I fEX4 +A1 sN	 S *t c	 v Du cTait	 S	 EQ
a 3 ii It	 S e= - 2	 _ W446 4 	 ^;,^,,,4crggwk c s did id/ T. 2t A N
PART 5 -- DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) jind )Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referentl	 (Amount per Cyclel
1 0 ?Z 1;	 L.S E- 2. KWN e:Lec.Tittc1Ty
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
.'
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27
	
A25
(Product
	
(Yield)*
	
(Ideal Flatiol ** Of
Reference)	 i%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
	
c -CELL - S 94. 0	 1.0	 ccfc.	 GN A.AsCO S61,A4 CELL
	Prepared by	 l- • A , Poe Yo 2	 Date 7- 2 3- to
100 %
 minus percentage. of requ ired product lost
11tVERSE SIDE JPs. 30:37-3 N 10 /10
18
U5 MIL 11111.8 JL I LLb )
188
A^^^unq.^1 ions>:
Slice thickness
Kerf
Ingot size
Saw sat-up time
Cutting time
Saw cost
Operator requirement
Maintenance man requirement
Raw water usage
Electricity
Proprietary saw supplier,
Slicing yield
.0080 1n.
.0078 1n.
3 in. dia., 4 in. long
40 min.
180 min.
$30,000 in 1977
0.1 person/machine
0.48 person/machine
1 gal./min.
500 W/machine
5.0724/min.
85%
A7: Cycle time
Cycle time = set up + cutting
40 min. + 180 min.
220 min.
A6: Output rate
4. 0
;.0080 +.0078) in/wet X 2201min
	
1.1x1 waf/min
3 in. dia. wafer - ► 45.6 cm 
1.151 waf 
X 
45.6 cm  X 
1m2 = 5.25 X 10-3 m2/min.
min	 waf	 1
'35
 `Smi 10	
m	
X 0.850 yield = 4.46 x 1Q -3 M!/mir..
n
189
s
SLICE-8 (Continued)
A22: Direct requirements per min.
Electricity: 500 W/machine = 0.5 KW/machine
0.5 KW X 220 min X 60 min 
X 220 min/ ;76 	 8.3 X 10-3 KWN/min.
. I
Domestic water: i gal/min.
1 gal X 0.1337 f 	
- 0.134 ft3/min.
min	 gal
Proprietary saw supplies (abrasive, wire, etc.): 5.0724/min.
$.0724 s 7.24 units . x S-01
min	 min	 unit
A26: Units out/units in
45.6 cm` output
45.6 cm  x (.0080 + .0078) in X 2 ' 54 cm X 2^ m3	 inputin	 c
a
10.6 v
 
cm _ X ' O^ m X 10--1 ^ r 1.069  
m 
10.69 cm2/g
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.II r'II 111-,i
A , , • ,ump t i t nri : f Propr i rotary Process)
Texture etch system including multi-tank chemical hood with microprocessor
controlled walking beam system and microwave drying end station. Wet chemical
tanks include sodium hydroxide etching, texture etching, and rinsing stations.
µ6: Output rate
Carriers containing 50 wafers each will be transported through the system
at a rata of 3200 wafers per hour.
3200 waf ,,	 1 hr X 0.992 yield = 52.9 waf/minhr.	 60 min.
A7: Cycle time
Average processing time for a complete cycle is 90 minutes.
A18: Direct requirements per machine
Required floorspace is approximately 200 ft  ano one operator can run two
automated stations.
A22: Direct requirements per minute
Electricity:
Electrical demand Is 3 KW.
3 KW X 60
1 mhn = 0.05 KWH/min.
D. I. water:
Deionized water demand is 23.5 1/min.
23.5 1 X 1 gal X .134 ft 
	
= 0.832 ft3/min.
min
	 3.7851	 gal.
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UXLTH-1
[tch bath-,:
Formula Is proprietary.
Usage rates are
Sodium hydroxide	 0.14 lb/min
Potassium hydroxide 0.066 kg/min
isopropyl alcohol	 0.112 gal/min
A.16: Units out/units in
I substrate 
X 104
 
-cm 
2 
= 219.3 substrates/m 245.6 c "7—m	 m
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ION-8
A , , -, i j trip t 
I 
on-,
Extrion Pre-Oep Ion Implanter II-1cl 80-10 with options Including a0o-load,
data-log, low energy conversion, and service contract. The 1980 price
quotation Is $395,000 base plus $91,000 for the options for a total of
$486,000.
A6: Output rate
At doses of 2 x 10 
15 
cm-2
 
and below, maximum throughput is 400 wafers
per hour (3 inch or 100 mm diameter). In this step both front and back
of wafer are Implanted In separate operations. This reduces the effective
throughput to 200 wafers/hr.
200 r
	
60 min
waf 
X I hr X .998 yield = 3.33 waf/min
h
A7: Cycle time
Batch size for 3 in. or 100 rtim wafers is 25.
	
I hr - X 60 min 
X 
25 waf	
7.5 min/batch
200 waf	 I hr	 1 batch
A18: Direct requirements per machine
Floorspaco:
Machine dimensions are 7.5 ft by 15.5 ft or 11().25 ft'. Add to
this workspace to obtain 200 ft 
2 
required.
A22: Direct requirements per minute
Electricity
Demand is estimated at one half the face-plate power of 50 kVA or 25 KW.
25 KW X
60 
1 
minhr = 0.42 KWH/min
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ION-8 (Cont lnuod)
Domestic Water:
Requirement Is 15 gal/min
.15 al x 0.13
g
37 ft3	 2.01 ft 3 /min
min	 al
Phosphine:
Assume 5 mA beam current of 31P+
5 mA - 5 x 10-3 coul/sec
5 X 10-3 coul 
x	
I on 	
x 
I molecule
sec	 1.602 x 10' *4 1	 (EFF) Ions
X	
1 Q-mQ.I e	
x 
22.414 t 
x
 60 sec
6.023 x 101, --' molecules	 g-mole	 min
x	
1 ft3 - 2.46 x 10- 
6 
ft 3/min
28.32 k	 (EFF)
where (EFF) is the Ionization efficiency of obtaining 31P+ from PH 3 gas.
Assume (EFF) Is 35%.
Then PH 3 usage is
2.46 x 10-6 ft 3 /min = 7.03 x 10-6 ft 3 /min.0.35
Boron Trifluoride:
Assume 5 mA beam current of IlB+ and (EFF) value of 20%.
Then BF 
3 
usage is
- 62.46
0.20
X 10	 ft 3 /min = 1.23 x 10-5
 ft 3 /min.
r
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DRIVE-8
Assumptions:
Watkins-Johnson bolt furnace with input/output modifications at $45,000
plus quartz lining system at $20,000 plus automatic load/unload apparatus
at $15,000. Total 1980 cost Is $80,000.
A6: Output rate
Furnace belt speed Is 10 In/min. providing 15 min. anneal at high temperature
In 150 In.hat zone.
Carriers of 50 wafers each are placed on belt at about 5 3/16 In. Intervals.
50 waf 
x
 10In
5.18 In
	 min. X .994 yield = 96.0 vv4f/"W
A7: Cycle time
Overall travel distance on belt (load-hot zone-unload) is 300 ir.
300 in Y 1-min = 30 min transport time
10 in
A18: Direct requirements per machine
Floor space: Equipment dimensions are 3 ft by 28 ft = 84 ft 2 plus additional
84 ft2
 workspace. Total is 168 ft 2
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S13M4-8
Assumptions:
Low pressure chemical vapor deposition of silicon nitride uses a conventional
hot wall furnace (such as Thermco) in a 4 tube cabinet. The system includes
automatic digital temperature control with automatic temperature profiling
using internal tube thermocouples. Each tube is microprocessor controlled.
Closed loop gas flow control utilizing thermal mass flow controllers is
employed. The vacuum system includes a capacitance manometer and vacuum
throttle valve control, cryogenic trap, and a direct drive pump.
Automatic boat loaders are used. Such a system costs $40,000 per tube in
a 4-tube cabinet. (1980 dollars)
A6: Output rate
Using close loading (90 mil spacing), 250 wafers can be processed per
run per tube. Hence, a 4-tube unit can handle 1000 wafers per run. Each
run requires 60 min.
1000 wafers X 1 run X 0.992 yield = 16.53 waf/min
run	 60 min
Al: Cycle time
Total cycle time per run is 60 min.
A18: Direct requirements per machine.
Operators:
One operator can run 8 furnace tubes.
1 operator - 4 tubes = 0.5 operator/system
8 tubes	 system
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S13N4-8 (Continued)
A22: Direct requirements per minute
Electricity:
Electrical demand is 70 KW.
I hr70 KW X 60 min = 1.166 KWH
Dichlorosilane:
This gas is on for 20 min. out of 60 min cycle at flow of 60 cm3/min per
tube.
60 cm 	 X 20 min X 3.53 X 10-5 
ft  X 4 tubes = 2.824 X IQ-3 ft 3/min averag
tube-min	 60 min	 cm
Ammonia:
This gas is on for 22 min. out of 60 min. cycle at flow of 115 cm 3/min per tube.;
115 c 
	
22 min	 3.53 X 10 5 ft 	 -3	 3
tube-min X 60 min 
X	
cm	
X 4 tubes = 5.95 X 10	 t /min. averag''
a
N i t rogen ;
This {has is on for purging for 10 min. out of 60 min. cycle at #low of 3.3 Q/min'
or 3300 cm3/min. per tube.
3300 cm 	 10 min	 3.53 X 1Q-5 ft 	 -2	 3
tube-min 
X 
60 min 
X	
cm-	
'^ 4 tubes = 7.766 K 10 	 ft !min averae
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PATRN-8
Assumptions:
Fors'und screen printer
Exhausted chemical etch
Ultrasonic degreaser at
Output rate of 250 *S In
Operator requirement of
and 1.11. belt drier at 1980 cost of 510,000,
hood and microwave dryer at 1980 cost of $7,500.
1980 cost of $7,000.
diameter wafers per hour.
on( Screen operator, one etch and degrease operator,
*	 I
♦ I
AO: Output rate
250 waf/hr X	 I hr60 min X 0.992 yield = 4.13 waf/mIn
Al: Cycle time per 25 wafer carrier
Scroen print 25 wafers X 10 sec/waf = 250 sec 4 5 min.
Niko - 5 min
Etch, rinse, dry 4 15 ruin
Cloan Neqroase) - 1) min
Total	 30 min.
.juirements per machine
12 ft 2
20 ft 2
18 ft 2
^ Total = 144 ft'
Dryer	 121 f t 
z
Doqreaser	 18 ft 2
Walkway	 64 ft 2
A18: Di rest re,
Floorspace:
Screener
Belt Dryer
Hood
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PATRN-8 (fontinucd)
A22: Direct requirements per minute
Resist wax:
Wax covera5e = 5000 wafers per gal.
250 wa f X 1 hr X -- I -gal_ = 8.33 X 10-4 ga I /mi n
hr	 60 min	 5000 wr f.
Solvent use:
3Uc^^^ I X 1 week X	 1 hr	 1.25 x 10-2 ^-
week	 40 hr	 60 min	 min
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NICKEL-8
Assumptions:
Walking beam plating system (Fluorocarbon) quoted at $83,260 In 1978.
Microwave dryer costing $500 In 1980.
AL"'omatic plating solution monitor and replenisher costing $5000 in 1980.
Walking beam capacity of 2 - 50 wafer carriers per station
A6: Output rate
Maximum time at any walking beam position is 2 min.
2 X_50 waf/position = 50 
waf/min
2 min/position
50 waf X 0.994 yield = 49.7 waf/min
min
A7; Cycle time:
112 min. time through walking beam stations (including load, NF etching and
surface preparation, rinses, nickel plating, and unload)
2 min. dry time
14 min. total
A18: Direct requirements per machine
Floorspace:
Equipment dimensions = 13 ft X 4 ft = 52 ft 2
Double to account for work space = 104 ft 2 total
A22: Direct requirements per minute
Nickel plating solution:
One gal of nickel solution contains 21.1 g of Ni.
At 80% efficiency of Ni use, one gal can supply 16.9 g of Ni.
ti
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NICKEL-8 (Continued)
1
Coverage of wafer Is 104 back and 8% front, or 45.6 + 3.6 cm" = 49.2 cm 2
Thickness of deposit is 2500
Density of Ni Is 8.90 g/cm 3
Thus
8.90-q 
x
 10-8 cm 
x
 49.2 cm 
2 x 50 wafer X 250OR X I -Qal
cm3	 x	 wafer	 min	 16.9 g
= 3.24 X 10-2 gal/min.
D. I. Water:
Water usage Is 2.5 gal/min X	
gal	 .335 ft 
3 /min
Dilute HF solution usage;
Assume usage is by drag-out of I rnk per wafer
50 wafers 
x 
1 MI 
x	
it	 x .2642 gal	 1.32 X lo - gal
min	 wafer	 1000 ml	 min
Electricity:
Estimated electrical demand is 7.0 KW.
7.0 KW X I hr60 min . 0.117 KWH/min
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SINTER-8
Assumptions:
Watkins-Johnson belt furnace with input/output modifications at $45,000 in 1980
plus an automatic load/unload apparatus at $15,000 in 1980. Total Is $60,000.
116: Output rate
Furnace belt speed Is 10 in/min providing 15 min. sinter in 150 in. hot zone.
Carriers of 25 wafers each are placed on belt at 5.2 in. Intervals.
2 5 wafers x min10 In
5.2 in	 , 46.1 wafers/min
48.1 wafers X 0.998 Yeild = 48.0 wafers/minill I n
A7: Cycle time
Overall travel distance on belt (load-hot zone-unload) Is 300 in.
300 in. X !--0mLillln .. 
30 min. transport time
1 
A 18: Direc't requirements per machine,
floor space:
Equipment dimensions are. 3 ft b 28 ft = 84 ft 
2 
plus additional 84 ft`'
workspace. Total is 108 ft
2
• A
.	 I
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COPPER-8
Assumptions:
Walking beam motion plating system estimated to cost $90,000 in 1980.
Microwave dryer costing $500 In 1980.
`	 Automatic plating solution monitor an replenisher control system costing
$10,000 in 1980.
A6: Output rate
Each walking beam position has 12 carriers of 25 wafers each. Dwell time
at any one position is at most 12 min.
12 carriers X 25 wafers x
 1 batch w 25 wafers/min
batch	 carrier	 12 min
25 wafers 
X 0.494 yield = 24.85 wafers/min
min
A7: Cycle Time
Desired copper thickness of
one hr. required plating tii
Copper plate	 60
Rinse	 12
Tin plate	 5
finse	 12
Dry	 12
Total
	 101
0.2 mil and plating rate of 0.2 mil/hr gives
ne.
min
min
min
min
min
min cycle time
Direct requirements per machine
rspace:
Walking beam hood consists of Icad/unload areas, plating tanks, and rinse
tanks which are 3 ft. wide and total 12 ft long. Overall hood dimensions
are 4 ft by 15 ft, which is 60 ft 2 . Chemical storage (plating solution
203
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COPPER-8 (Continued)
23
reservoir) Is 3 ft by 6 ft for 18 ft ^ Total equipment area Is 78 ft .
Double this to account for work space. Hence, 156 ft
Maintenance man:
"
Downtime Is 1.5 hr every 24 hr.
Thus* ^-^^= 0.06 maintenance man needed.
A32: Direct requirements per minute
[|ecfmo|ass copper plating solution:
Copper solution replenishment can deliver 17 m||-ft 2/ga|
Wafer coverage is 100 100 bock and 8% front or 49.12 cm2 . Copper thickness is
Hence,
^4 -	
^
2i
^
2l X O.2 m||
wafer U.54 cm) 144 hn
X X = .0221 gal/min
min	 12 mil - ft'
|nxners/on	 -tin	 p!afing solution:
One gal.	 of	 tin solution can plate 200 3ft of surface.
Hcnoo^
24 q 2	 X^^ ^ ^
2 21	 't	 X X	 =	 .0066 gal/min
wafer cm),,:(2.54 om^ Y	 44/n-' 200 f+z	min
°
D.I. water:
2 qa|/m|n. per rinse tank, 2 tanks, thus
4 gal X 0.1337 ft 5	 ^/ga| = 0.535 ft /min
[|ecfr|o(fy:
Estimated demand is 21 KW
21 K# X
	
	 = 0.35 KWH/m|n.60 min
GELTST-8
Assumptions:
A solar cell tester comprised of a transport system, a light source, a test
stage, a table top computer control system, a power supply, and monitoring
meters Is estimated to cost $56,000 in 1980.
This test and sort system is 3 ft. wide by 10 ft. long.
A6: Output rate
Each cell test (current-voltage characterization) requires 3 sec.
60 sec X 1 cell X 0.940 yield = 18.8 cells/min.
min	 3 sec
The yield of 94% is assumed to be primarily electrical rejection rather than
mechanical breakage.
A7: Cycle time
An additional 6 sec. is required for loading, unloading, and sorting each cell.
Total time at station is 6 + 3 = 9 sec
6 I 
min X 9 sec = 0.15 min
sec
A18: Direct requirements per machine
Floor space:
Floorspace requiremer.^ is twice the equipment space or 60 ft2.
Operators:
It is assumed that 2 operators can run three such testers, one operator
handling input substrates and the other removing output substrates.
2 operators = 0.667 operator/machine3 machines
e
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(] |
	 (Contim/od)
Mal ntenance:
^Up time of u5 ° or down time of
is needed.
L|acfr|o|ty:
Demand |,, 1.') 0*.
1.') KW X	 = .U^^ KWH/m|o00 min
r
Ob
.	 ^
